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Secretary of the Commission !
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

Washington, DC 20555 '

,

', Dear Mr. Secretary: |b

On behalf of the over 12,000 members of the American College of Nuclear !

Physicians and the Society of Nuclear Medicine, we respectfully submit the :

enclosed Petition for Rulemaking Change to Amend 10 CFR Part 35 to Correct :
Regulatory Incompatibility and termit the Traditional Practice of Nuclear i
Medicine and Nuclear Pharmacy. By letters of May 19, 1989, the College and t

Society alerted each Commissioner that this petition would be filed in the !

near future. i

Thank you for your prompt consideration of our petition; f
Sincerely, !

f.bY,kh,
,

E. William Allen, M.D. Barbara Y. Croft, Ph.D. !
President President ;

American College of Nuclear Society of Nclair Medicine !
Physicians !

cc: All Commissioners !
.
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PETI 110N FOR RULEMAKING TO AMEND 10 CFR PART 35 TO CORRECT REGULATORYm :
#C

INCOMPATIBILITY AND PERMIT THE TRADITIONAL PRACTICE OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND
NUCLEAR PHARMACY

,

Submitted by:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016 6760,

and .

The American College of Nuclear Physicians
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036

For further information contact:

Carol S. Marcus, Ph.D., M.D.
Director, Nuclear Medicine Outpatient Clinic
Building A-13
Harbor - UCLA Medical Center
1000 W. Carson Street
Torrance CA 90509

(213) 533-2845
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'I. Grounds for and interest in the action requested.

J A. The Society of Nuclear Medicine (SNM) and the American College of I

.

L Nuclear. Physicians (ACNP). !
.

1

SNM and ACNP are comprised of over 12,000 individuals who partici- Ib' pate in the medical use of byproduct material. Physician members I

supervise the preparation and administration of radiopharmaceuticals '

to diagnose and treat patients. Technologist members administer
radiopharmaceuticals and perform clinical procedures under the idirection and supervision of an authorized user physician. Nuclear
pharmacist members reconstitute radiopharmaceutical kits, compound
radiopharmaceuticals, and dispense radiopharmaceuticals for medical i

c

use. )
!

All of our members are interested in the requested action because !
under current NRC regulations, they cannot appropriately practice :
their professions. Specifically, authorized user physicians cannot j
prescribe certain radiopharmaceuticals or routes of administrattori .i
for optimal patient care, even though they are otherwise permitted ;

to do so by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and by their :
state medical licenses. Nuclear pharmacists have been disenfran- !

chized as a professional entity. Although their state licenses !

authorize them to prepare radiopharmaceuticals for patient adminis- |tration upon receipt of a prescription by an authorized user physi- :

cun, current NRC regulations severely restrict their activity !
generally to rigid reconstitution of standard kits and dispensing !doses of radiopharmaceuticals distributed by manufacturers. As with |nuclear physicians, activities of nuclear pharmacists that are per-

|mitted by the FDA and the states are not allowed under NRC regula- !

tions. Nuclear medicine technologists reconstitute radiopharmaceu- |
ticals and perform clinical procedures under the supervision of an |authorized user physician. Their normal professionti activities are

;

curtailed by the limitations imposed on nuclear physicians and phar- i
macists. !

i
II. Statement in support of the petition. !

;

A. Issues involved. I

1. NRC's reaulations. NRC's regulations in 10 CFR Part 35.
" Medical Use of Byproduct Material", restrict authorized user
physicians to the use of radiopharmaceuticals for which the FDA
has accepted s " Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption"
(IND) or approved a "New Drug Application (NDA) (10 CFR 35.100
at Add. 11, 10 CFR 35.200 (a) at Add. 111, and 10 CFR 35.300 at
Add. 1111). The regulations do not allow medical use licensees
to modify methods of reconstituting reagent kits to meet
specific clinical needs encountered in the practice of medicine
(see 10 CFR 35.200 (b) at Add. 111). Moreover, licensees are
required to elute 99 Mo/99m Tc generators and prepare reagent
kits in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. The
regulations do not allow a physician to use radiopharmaceuticals
to treat diseases that are not listed in the package insert (see

1
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10 CFA 35.300 at Add. 1111). Although NRC's regulations in 10.
g
' T CFR Fart 32, ' Specific Domestic Licenses to Manufacture or

Transfer Certain Items Containing Byproduct Material" appear to
allow nuclear pharmacists to distribute radiopharmaceuticals,

that are not regulated or approved by FDA (see 10' CFR 32.72
i(a)(2)(ii) at Md. liv and 10 CFR 32.73 (a)(2)(ii) at Add. Iv), i

but this allowance is withdrawn in the radiopharmacy license .i
document (see Add. II). ]

2. Interaction with other reaulations. )
1

(a) History. Radiopharmaceuticals for medical use were first i
made with Ernest Lawrence's cyclotron'in Berkeley in 1937. 'l
After World War II and the development of nuclear reactors, |
most radiopharmaceuticals were made from byproduct )
material. Today, about 75% of nuclear medicine procedures j
involve byproduct radiopharmaceuticals; the remainder ti

involve accelerdtor produced material.
J

At the time the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 was passed, the I
FDA did not regulatt radioactive drugs (although they had !
the mandate to do so). FDA began regulating accelerator- J

produced radiopharmaceuticals in 1968, and began regulating ibyproduct radiopharmaceuticals in 1974. Until that time, 1
the preparation and use of byproduct radiopharmaceuticals ;
had been regulated solely by the AEC. As years passed, FDA !

continued to refine its role in reviewing, approving, and {regulating radiopharmaceuticals for research and clinical i

purposes. This regulatory evolution continues to the
present.

(b) FDA's reaulatory framework today for radiocharmagy2
Although the practices of medicine (see Add. Illi) and

pharmacy (see Avd. Illii, Add. IV, and Add. V)lations by
are exempt

from FDA's manufacturing and distribution regu
congressional mandate, they are definitely not exempt from
FDA s regulations forbidding misbranding and adulteration'

( (see Add. XI). In addition, the FDA is the enforcement arm
of the drug quality standards published in the United
States Pharmacopoeia (USP). In other respects. FDA now
regulates all radiopharmaceuticals, whether made by manu-
facturers, nuclear pharmacists or their designees in
medical institutions or in centralized radiopharmacies, or
nuclear physicians or their designees. FDA has the federal
authority to regulate all research and clinical use of
radioactive drugs directly or indirectly.

Because of the manufacturing and distribution exemption for
pharmaceuticals (including radiopharmaceuticals) prepared
under state laws regulating the practice of medicine and
pharmacy, commercial New Drug Applications (NDA's) are not

L granted for these drug ) reparations. Nevertheless, it
should be appreciated t1at these drugs are still recognized

| and regulated by FDA.

2
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One mer.hanism of FDA radiopharmaceutical regulation is the
Investigational New Drug Application (IND). An IND from a
comercial manufacturer is very carefully scrutinized by
FDA in terms of all aspects of manufacturing, chemistry,
and the details of the clinical trial protocols. There are
several well defined phases of clinical trials designed to
minimize risk to human subjects and maximize needed drug,

information. Physician sponsored IND's are handled with
more flexibility because they involve fewer human subjects
and are for research purposes. These physicians do not
become commercial manufacturers or distributors of the
drugs they study. .The actual clinical trials of both
commercial IND's and physician-sponsored IND's.take place
in medical institutions which also pro.'ide Institutional
Review Board (IRB) and Radiation Safety Committee
oversight.

When sufficient supporting information is obtained under
the various phases of a comercial IND, the manufacturer
submits an NDA. When this is approved. the me.nufacturer
may sell his drug to any appropriately licensed user.

The only FDA regulatory mechanisms recognized by NRC are
the IND and NDA.

(c) Incomnatibility of NRC's reaulations with FDA's statute and
other standards. Part 35 directly conflicts with FDA's
regulatory framework because except for physician sponsored
IND's, Part 35 only allows the use of radiopharmaceuticals
prepared under the portion of FDA regulations devoted to
manufacturers with nationwide distribution. Even in this
limited scope, NRC's regulations contort the concept,
intent, and application of FDA's designations " accepted"
and " approved" (see Add. Illi).

,

.

NRC's regulations also conflict with the laws of 50 States
regulating the practices of medicine (see Add. VI) and
pharmacy (see Add. VIli and 11). They also conflict with
the Hippocratic Oath (see Add. VIII), which provides the
ethical foundation for Western medicine, and the spirit of
NRC's organic statute (see Add. IX).L

i

i 3. S"-ary of issue. FDA regulates all clinical and research use
of radiophamaceuticals in many ways. Approved IND's and NDA's
are only two of them. However, they are the only two avenues
recognized in 10 CFR Part 35. Part 35 needs to be amended to
recognize all the mechanisms that FDA uses to authorize the use

|
of a radiopharmaceutical. NRC's current regulations that iden-
tify which radiopharmaceuticals may be used, how they may bet

prepared, and for which purposes they may be administered are in
conflict with the long standing regulatory framework established
by other Federal and State regulatory agencies.

3
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( 4. Purnose. The purpose of this petition for rulemaking is to~

amend NRC's regulations to allow the use of radiopharmaceuticals.-

in accordance with FDA requirements. Acceptance of this peti-,

'

tion would, consistent with FDA jurisdiction and regulations and
istate law: allow nuclear physicians and nuclear pharmacists to
!'

reconstitute non radioactive kits differently from the method'

recommended by the manufacturer; allow nuclear physicians and
nuclear pharmacists to prepare radiopharmaceuticals whose manu-'

facture and distribution are purposefully not regulated by FDA;
and permit nuclear physicians to determine appropriate diagnos. !

,

tic and therapeutic applications of radiopharmaceuticals, as is
t. heir professional obligation.

III. Petitioner's views and arguments.

A. Patient care.

The delivery of quality patient care often requires that a physician
modify an existing clinical procedure, create a new clinical proce- ii'- dure, or use an existing product for an application not described in ithe package insert. Some examples are provided below.

Example 1. Modification of an existina diaonostic clinical
orocedure. Tc 99m-albumin colloid is approved by the FDA as a liver !

and spleen imaging agent. The colloid particles are phagocytized by< -

cells of the reticuloendothelial system which reside in these -

organs. If the kit is reconstituted using a modification of the i
manufacturer's instructions, high specific activity particles may be
produced. When these are incubated with the patient's white blood

'

cells, the particles are phagocytized, resulting in radiolabeled I

white blood cells. These labeled cells are then injected into the
patient, where sites of infection and inflammation are imaged with a
gamma camera. This procedure is useful in diagnosing appendicitis, i

for example (see Add. Xi)lbumin colloid method results in substan-Compared to alternative procedures for
| >

.

its purpose, the Tc-99m a,

: tially less radiation dose to the patient.

Examole 2. Creation of a new clinical orocedure: An angiographer
uses bits of gelfoam to occlude intractably bleeding varices. Gel- :
foam is radiolucent, so he cannot use x-rays.to locate the particles t

once they have been introduced into a blood vessel. The radiopharm- :
acist can label the gelfoam with Tc 99m so that the angiographer can
use nuclear medicine imaging to verify the final destination of the i

particles. The radiopharmacist works out a convenient labeling :
method so that he can prepare the labeled particles quickly on t

" prescription order" from the physician (see Add Xii).

Ex=al e 3. Creation of a new clinical orocedure: A group of
patients with a variety of underlying disorders needs frequent red ,

cell transfusions. These patients develop multiple minor group
i antibodies, and traditional in vitro crossmatch methods to evaluate ;

| potential blood transfusions are often unsatisfactory. The immuno-
'

I hematologist requests an in vivo crossmatch using radiolabeled
potential donor red cells. (This method is more accurate.) The -

i

| radiopharmacist makes lyophilized stannous citrate kits to be used

4 ;
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#. for labeling donor red cells with Tc 99m. These will be injected*

into the intended recipient and their survival determined by dilu-
!

tion measurements (see Add. Xiii).
'

i

| Examnle 4. Use of an existino oroduct for a theraueutic acclication
not described in the nackaae insert. A hematologist asks a nuclear
medicine physician to administer P-32 sodium phosphate to a patient
with documented thrombocythemia vera. The case is somewhat atypical l

because it is not associated with any other myeloproliferative dis- !
order. Although P 32 has been used to treat this category of '

disease since 1937, this particular abnormality is not listed on the
package insert (see Add. Xiv).

Under NRC's regulatory framework, example 1 is contrary to 10 CFR !35.200 (b) (see Add. lii), example 2 is contrary to 10 CFR 35.200 i
(a) (see Add. 111), example 3 is contrary to 10 CFR 35.100 (see Add. I

li), and example 4 is contrary to 10 CFR 35.300 (see Add.1111) and j
recently occurred in a hospital under NRC license. The nuclear '

physician insisted on treating his patient, and an emergency license,

L amendment was requested. As such an amendment would be contrary to
the regulations, NRC made a determination that the patient's diagno-
sis was sometimes observed as an element of an indication listed on
the package insert. The rulemaking change discussed in this peti -
tion would completely relieve the NRC of its role of providing man-
datory medical consultative services in life threatening cases.

1

It is essential to point out that all four of the above clinical )procedure examples are recognized and purposefully permitted under ,

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and by the States under the !
various laws regulating the practices of medicine (see Add. VI) and i
pharmacy (see Add. Illi and Add. VIIi). At the Federal level, this :

broad authorization is not merely a matter of regulatory discretion; '

the exemption for medicine and pharmacy was directed by Congress in
the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (see Add. Xi). Thus, we believe the
NRC's stringent regulations for the medical use of byproduct
material are at odds with Congress' clearly stated mandate to the
lead Federal drug regulatory agency. They are also at odds with I

state laws under which all other aspects of the physician-
pharmacist-patient relationship are regulated.

B. Medical Research.

Medical research is often conducted at community hospitals in addi- ,

tion to large, nationally known research centers that hold NRC or
Agreement State specific licenses of broad scope. The large re- :
search centers typically develop whole new classes of radiopharma- !
ceuticals, quality control and quality assurance procedures to i

ensure their safe and effective use, and develop and refine proce-,
,

dures and equipment to prepare these radiopharmaceuticals and image ;

their biodistribution in patients with various pathologies. They ;

also participate in research under commercial and physician-
sponsored investigational new drug applications (IND's) and other
research categories to be described below. Community hospitals may
participate in regional or nationwide research programs, use

5
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approved drugs for additional applications that may become c: tab-
4 *

lished clinical procedure, as described in scientific literature,
modify approved drugs to assess their utility in new clinical.appli-
cations, and conduct basic research that may lead to development of
new radiopharmaceuticals and nuclear medicine procedures.

The FDA has established a complete regulatory framework to provide
for oversight of all these activities.

Specialized staff at the FDA review physician sponsored and manufac-
turer-sponsored clinical trials before they are begun.- The review

-

team includes nuclear and other physicians, pharmacists and nuclear
pharmacists, dosimetrists, statisticians, pharmacologists, chemists,
radiochemists, etc. The purpose of this review is to ensure that
the clinical. procedure is as safe as possible, and that the clinical
trial design is of sufficient quality to allow for scientific evalu-
ation of the results. NRC regulations allow all authorized user
physicians to participate in these IND clinical trials (see 10 CFR
35.100 at Add. 11, 10 CFR 35.200 at Add. 111, and 10 CFR 35.300 at
Add. 1111).

However, certain research protocol categories are exempt from the
need to file IND's. Many of these involve the investigation of an
approved drug for an unapproved indication and/or by an unapproved
route of administration. To provide for regulatory oversight of
such research, hospital-based Institutional Review Boards (IRB's)
are established under HHS regulations (see 45 CFR 46.107 at Add.
XI). Their specific purpose is to " ascertain the acceptability of
proposed research in terms of institutional comitments and regula-
tions, applicable law, and standards of professional conduct and
practice." FDA requires IRB approval of research projects'that FDA
regulates. As a matter of ethics and civil law, hospitals require
that all research projects be authorized and monitored by their
IRB's. If radioactive drugs are involved, the IRB will require
approval of the institution's Radiation Safety Comittee as well.
This category of research, that which does not require an approved
IND, is nevertheless not permitted by NRC regulations. This impedes
the development of improved medical care, and is also a source of
great annoyance and frustration to the FDA, which is constantly
badgered by investigators demanding IND's they do not even need
except to satisfy NRC's requirement. At a recent forum, an FDA
spokesman publicly stated that FDA had even granted some unnecessary
IND's only to aid investigators who needed to comply with NRC regu-
lations.

A third administrative category of medical research involves the use
of radiolabeled compounds for metabolic studies. Generally
speaking, these drugs are not destined for diagnostic or therapeutic
use except for the radiopharmaceuticals used in positron emission
tomography (PET). To provide regulatory oversight of such research
projects, FDA charters Radioactive Drug Research Comittees (RDRC's)
under 21 CFR 361.1 (see Add. XII). The purpose of the RDRC review
is to ensure that the radiation absorbed dose to human subjects is
ALARA and less than 5 rem (i.e., annual or total dose comitment) to

6
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Lw whole body, active b1 cod forming organs, lens of the eye, and
gonads, and that the quantity of substance to be administered is
known not to cause any toxic effects in humans. Approval of appro-4

;. priate proposals involving more than 30 subjects must be.promptly
1reported to FDA. These proposals must also be approved by the IRB !' ' , and the Radiation Safety Committee. NRC regulations do not permit i

L this category of research to be carried out, thereby impeding the i
development of basic science information. Although NRC does provide |

line item authorizations for such research on community hospital !
specific licenses of limited scope, the public health and safety I

! basis for the need of the applicant to specifically request this
]authorization is not apparent.
1

An incipient problem exists with biologicals used for research, such I

as radiolabeled antibodies. Although biologicals, like drugs, have
.

approved IND's for investigational use, when biologicals are even i
tually approved for general use they da ut have approved new dru -)
applications (NDA's), as do drugs. 1bn nave product license app i-
cation approvals (PLA's). NRC regulations do not allow use of
PLA's; only IND's and NDA's.

]
A very serious problem exists with the interpretation of 10 CFR Part
35 as regards medical institutions that possess specific licenses of
broad scope (see Add. XVi and vii). Although the Statements of u
Consideration appear to leave broad licensees relatively unchanged |by the revision (see Add XVi), in practice NRC has sought to signi- !ficantly limit the necessary activities of these institutions. NRC ;

has removed the traditional and essential power of the Radiation ;

Safety Committee to approve research and clinical uses of radiophar- i

maceuticals and has denied the traditional rights of the practice of :
nuclear medicine and nuclear pharmacy to these institutions as well. ;
If this trend continues, the concept of the broad license will end !
in NRC States and many Agreement States as well because of NRC ;
precedent. At the present time, this situation is occurring in '

California and appears to be unjustified and inappropriate. Regula- !
tions pertaining to broad licensees need to be clarified. .

The contents of Addendum XV have been assembled to show a progres- !
sion of interpretations of Part 35 that led inevitably to crippling !

i

.' restrictions on the broad medical license. An example of such a i

' restricted license appears as Add. XVvi. NRC does not appear to ;

have set a determined course to destroy this license concept. The !
i

contrary is probably closer to the truth. What appears to have :

happened is that a straightforward interpretation of part 35 logi- ,

L cally had to lead to this unfortunate state of affairs. The problem t

is Part 35 itself, not its interpretation.

i It is to NRC's credit that when it became aware of the impact of its
interpretation of Part 35 on broad medical licensees, the memo of i

Add. XViv was sent to all regions (and all Agreement States). After 5

thorough consideration of this and related problems, NRC staff
determined that the best course of action was to change Part 35.
This Petition is the result of that decision.

;
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C. Economy.

:. i

;

Instructions and suggestions for compounding many radiopharmaceu.
ticals are provided in the scientific and professional literature.

.

iThe actual acts of compounding and administration are authorized i

under state laws regulating the practices of medicine and pharmacy. I
However, NRC regulations forbid the act of compounding except for lthe very limited act of reconstituting reagent kits in accordance j

. 'with manufacturer's instructions. The only radiopharmaceuticals
ipermitted are those that have accepted IND's and approved NDA's. !

The act of radiopharmaceutical compounding, as described in state -

and FDA regulations, is not recognized by NRC; this effectively !disenfranchises the key professional practitioners, the nuclear
,

pharmacists. The nuclear pharmacist, who is permitted in 10 CFR ;
35.900 (a)(5) to be the Radiation Safety Officer, is nevertheless !
not entitled to practice his primary profession. Certification by !'

the Board of Pharmaceutical Specialties in Nuclear Pharmacy is- irecognized in all 50 States, but NRC does not recognize the profes- !

sional practice of nuclear pharmacy. This needs to be rectified. :

Many radiopharmaceuticals could be prepared by state-licensed !

nuclear pharmacists or nuclear physicians or their designees at
lower cost or hi ;

pharmaceuticals.gher quality than for commercially available radio- t

Or, radiopharmaceuticals could be prepared that i
are not commercially available at any price but may be used for a

!nuclear medicine procedure which is economically competitive com- i
pared with an alternative procedure. This issue has gained in
importance over the last few years because of health care cost con-
tainment policies and government reimbursement schedules.

The Federal government is responsible for the health care costs of
about 30 million patients each year, and most major third party
payers incorporate the HCFA fee schedules. Each clinical procedure
is reimbursed based on the professional component (the physician's
fee) and the technical component (the cost of consumables, equipment
amortization, service of technologists, computer scientists, radio-
logical shysicists, nuclear pharmacists, secretaries, receptionists,
and overiend). In many cases the technical component barely covers
the cost of the radiopharmaceutical of choice (see, for example,
" thyroid imaging with single determination" at Add. XIII). Thus,
the federal reimbursement schedule, coupled with NRC's requirement
to use only NDA-approved radiopharmaceuticals, occasionally forces
physicians to use radiopharmaceuticals that are not of choice. If
NRC permitted the practice of nuclear pharmacy, this would allow for
greater radiopharmaceutical flexibility and better and more economi-
cal patient care. FDA has specifically approved the manufacture of
cold kits by nuclear pharmacists (see Add. Illii. and IV). NRC's
refusal to permit this practice is a severe regulatory contradic-
tion.

D. Summary.

Regulatory incompatibility between 10 CFR Part 35 and FDA regula-
tions and state pharmacy and medicine laws is causing serious
problems in the optimal delivery of quality nuclear medicine care

8
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. and the implementation of nuclear medicine research. The adoption"

of the amendments described below will rectify this unfortunate
(' . situation, and we urge NRC to carefully consider these much needed
~

changes.

IV. Text of Amendment.

The petitioners recommend that the NRC publish for public comment the
following statements of consideration and proposed regulatory text: j

1

A. Definitions.
]

Statement of Considerations. Certain definitions are needed to |
clarify the scope and purpose of the regulations. .The definition of i

"meoical. institution" needs to be amended to permit appropriate I
flexibility and compatibility with FDA determinations. It is i
assumed that a clear statement of responsibility will be available !
for medical institutions composed of more than one entity where j
separate IRB's, Radiation Safety Committees, and licensing agree- !

ments exist,
i

Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 30.4 is amended by adding: j

" Medical Research Use" means the it.tentional internal or external |
administration of byproduct material, or the radiation therefrom, to |
human subjects for research purposes.

|;
Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 35.2 is amended by adding: ;

i

"Radiopharmaceutical" means any drug or biologic that contains
byproduct material.

!

" Medical Research Use" means the intentional internal or external i
administration of byproduct material, or the radiation therefrom, to :human subjects for research purposes.

'

Reaulatorv Text. 10 CFR 35.2 is amended by changing the definition
of " medical institution" to read as follows: i

" Medical Institution" means a single health care facility or a ,

health care organization which may physically exist in multiple .

separate locations but is integrated through economic and/or manage-
ment agreements. Several medical disciplines may be practiced in a
medical institution.

B. Practice of pharmacy, practice of medicine, and medical research.
:

Statement of Considerations. To avoid unnecessary duplication or
'

conflict with state and other Federal regulations that govern the
"

practice of pharmacy, the practice of medicine, and medical ,

'
research, the NRC regulations should be modified. The modifications
should permit the use of radiopharmaceuticals compounded under state
pharmacy and medicine laws. The NRC regulations should also be f

modified such that the licensee is required to comply with appli-

9 i
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e.

"
cable FDA regulations. Because of the fact that state and FDA laws-*
and regulations are subject to change and to new interpretations,
and resultant policy changes, NRC should not attempt to itemize

a these frameworks within its own requirements. It becomes the'

licensee's responsibility to know and abide by the appropriate state
and Federal laws and regulations.

'Resulatory Text. 10 CFR 35.100 is amended in its entirety to read:
'

:

(a) A licensee may use for medical use any byproduct material
in a radiopharmaceutical and for a diagnostic use involving
measurements of uptake, dilution, or excretion in which:

(1) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured and distri-
buted in accordance with the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act, or:

,

(2) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured, prepared,
propagated, compounded, or processed under an exempt
category of Section 510(g) of the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act.

(b) A medical institution licensee may use for medical research
use any byproduct material in a radiopharmaceutical and for
a use involving measurements of uptake, dilution, or excre-
tion if its use has been approved by the Radiation Safety
Committee (RSC) and the Institutional Review Board (IRB)
chartered in accordance with 45 CFR Part 46.

Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 35.200 is amended in its entirety to read:

(a) A licensee may use for medical use any byproduct material
in a radiopharmaceutical and for t. diagnostic use involving
imaging in which:

(1) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured and distri-
buted in accordance with the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act, or:

1 (2) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured, prepared,
l propagated, compounded or processed under an exempt

category of Section 510(g) of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act.

(b) A medical institution licensee may use for medical research
use any byproduct material in a radiopharmaceutical and for

L a use involving imaging if its use has been approved by the
'

RSC and the IRB chartered in accordance with 45 CFR Part
| 46.

Reaulatory ItxL. 10 CFR 35.300 is amended in its entirety to read:

(a) A licensee may use for medical use any byproduct material
in a radiopharmaceutical and for a therapeutic use in
which:

10

|
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|

(1) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured and distri- I
*

,. ,

; buted in accordance with the Federal Food, Drug, and !
Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act, or: ;

'

I

(2) The radiopharmaceutical is manufactured, prepared, !

propagated, compounded, or processed under an exempt {
L category of Section 510(g) of the Federal Food, Drug,, r

and Cosmetic Act. !
i

(b) A medical institution licensee may use for medical research !
use any byproduct material in a radiopharmaceutical for a !

therapeutic use if its use has been approved by the RSC and i
the IRB chartered in accordance with 45 CFR Part 46.

|
.

!,C. NRC licenses.
,

Statement of Considerations. Licenses issued to date under 10 CFR !
Part 35 only authorize medical use. To eliminate the administrative !is

burden of amending all those licenses to allow for medical research !

use, the NRC will allow any medical institution licensee to also use i

byproduct material for medical research use. |
Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 35.11 is amended by adding a new paragraph |
(c): }

(c) Any medical institution licensed to use byproduct material
for medical use as described in sections 35.100, 35.200 or !
35.300 may also use byproduct material for medical research |
use described in the sections for which it is licensed. |This authorization supersedes any license condition issued i

before (insert effective date). |
D. Suppliers, j

1
Statement of Conshierations. To allow the practice of institutional !
nuclear pharmacy, the section that describes permissible sources of i

radiopharmaceuticals must be expanded.
|

Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 35.49 is amended by changing the current i
paragraph (c) regarding teletherapy sources to paragraph (d), and i

inserting a new paragraph (c): -

(c) Byproduct material in radiopharmaceuticals compounded by or
under the supervision of a state-licensed nuclear pharma- ;

cist or nuclear medicine physician if such radiopharmaceu- i

ticals are manufactured, prepared, propagated, compounded, i
or processed under an exempt category of Section 510(g) of ;

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. ;

E. Free-standing Radiopharmacies. i

Statement of Considerations. The NRC licenses free-standing radio-
pharmacies to distribute radiopharmaceuticals, but typically
requires that they only distribute FDA-approved radiopharmaceuticals

>

11
,
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;

h
that have been reconstituted in accordance with the manufacturer's

*
i

instructions. The NRC must amend these licenses to allow free- !
standing radiopharmacies licensed under 10 CFR 32.72 and 10 CFR !32.73 to also compound radiopharmaceuticals. This must be accom- !

.' plished by licensing action because those licenses have a clause
that states that if the license document is more restrictive than i

the. regulation, the license clocument takes precedence. Those i

licenses will be amended by NRC, without charge to the licensee, to: |remove the requirement to reconstitute radiopharmaceuticals in i
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, and allow the com- i
pounding of radiopharmaceuticals under the practice of pharmacy !
regulations in accordance with requirements of the Food and Drug i

Administration and applicable State requirements. In the event of .!any disciplinary action by NRC, the applicable State Board of !Pharmacy will be alerted.
/

F. Specific Licenses of Broad Scope for Medical Research Use.

Statement of Considerations. Ir. order to eliminate confusion
regarding the conduct of medical research use under a specific !license of broad scope, it is advisable to amend portions of Part '

33. ;

Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 33.11 (a) is amended to read as follows: ,

10 CFR 33.11 Types of specific licenses of broad scope.

(a) A ' Type A specific license of broad scope" is a specific ;
license autiorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership,

|possession, use, and transfer of any chemical or p1ysical '

form of the byproduct material specified in the license. |but not exceeding quantities specified in the license, for i
purposes authorized by the Act. The quantities specified !
are usually in the multicurie range. Applicants that are ?

medical institutions may conduct medical research use in
{,

addition to conducting research and development as defined:

! in 10 CFR 30.4. >

|
* * * * * !

;

i
Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 33.13 (c)(3) is amended by adding a new [paragraph (iv) as follows:

;

10 CFR 33.13 Requirements for the issuance of a Type A specific
license of broad scope.

An application for the issuance of a Type A specific license of f
broad scope will be approved if: |

:

* * * * *

12
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i
;

|(c) o o o4-

;

(3) The establishment of appropriate administrative proce- I
dure to assure: ;

(1) * * *

(ii) * * *
!

!
(iii)

* * * *

(iv) Review, approval, and recording by the Radiation
Safety Committee and the Institutional Review'

Board of the safety and ethics of proposed uses ,'
involving medical research use prepared in ;
accordance with paragraph (c)(3)(ti) of this j
section prior to use of the byproduct material. i

!
Reaulatory Text. 10 CFR 33.17 (a)(4) is amended to read as follows: i

!
10 CFR 33.17 Conditions of specific licenses of broad scope. !

i

(a) Unless specifically authorized pursuant to other parts of i
this chapter, persons licensed under this part shall not:

|
. (1) * * *

(2) t
* * *

(3) * * *

(4) Add or cause the addition of byproduct material :

to any food, beverage, cosmetic, drug, or other
product designed for ingestion or inhalation by, r

or application to, a human being unless permitted !

by the license document to conduct medical [
research use. ;

;

* * * * *
|

:

!

!

,

I

l

!
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ADDENDA

!

I. NRC regulations.

.i. 10 CFR 35.100 Uptake, Dilution, Excretion !
--

11. 10 CFR 35.200 Imaging i
---

iii. 10 CFR 35.300 Therapy---

iv. 10 CFR 32.72
,

Radiopharmacy !
---

v. 10 CFR 35.73 Distribution i
-

vi. 10 CFR 35.11 License required
i

---

vii. .10 CFR 35.49 Suppliers-- '

II. Sample free standing radiopharmacy license (NRC) that only allows FDA }products reconstituted in accordance with the manufacturer's :

instructions. NRC Task FC 410-4, August 1985, pp. 53-57.
|

III. Letter from Paula Botstein of FDA dated 10 June 88 to Carol Marcus !
explaining FDA's regulatory framework emphasizing that: '

i. FDA permits the research and clinical uses of NDA approved
radiopharmaceuticals for unapproved indications, by
unapproved routes of administration, and using kit

,

'

reconstitution methods other than as described in the ;

; package insert. No IND is required. The FDA does not
! distinguish between diagnostic and therapeutic :

radiopharmaceuticals. ;
11. FDA permits the practice of pharmacy. j

IV. Letter from Robert West of FDA dated 16 March 87 to Arun Sukerkar {
L stating that FDA permits the in-house manufacture of cold kits.

|
| '
| V. FDA Nuclear Pharmacy Guideline: Criteria for determining when to '
l register as a drug establishment. May, 1984. (Also known as the !

l " Lavender Report".) ;

l

VI. Sample definition of the practice of medicine and related I

definitions. Corpus Juris Secundum 2.Q:377-379; 393-394; 411-412, '

1987.
1

VII. Pharmacy |

1. Sample description of the practice of pharmacy.
11. Sample state radiopharmacy license. j

VI!!. Hippocratic oath. ;
' i

IX. Atomic Energy Act of 1954: Caution against intrusion into medicine.
~

j' X. Documentation of Clinical Examples |
'

1. Marcus CS, Kuperus JH, Butler JA et al.: Phagocytic
i labeling of leukocytes with Tc 99m albumin colloid for ,

nuclear imaging. Nuc. Med. Biol. 11:673 682, 1988.

1

14
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'

i

Henneman PL, Marcus CS, Butler JA et al.: Appendicitis: !. ' ' Evaluation by Tc-99m-leukocyte scan. Ann. Emerg, jl' Med.E: 111-116, 1988.
!
,

11. Conroy RM, Lyons KP, Kuperus JH et al.: New technique for'
localization of therapeutic emboli using radionuclide ,

labeling. Am. J. Roentgenol. H Q:523-528, 1978.
]

' 111. Marcus CS, Myhre BA, Angulo MC et al.: Radiolabeled red :'

cell viability 1. Comparison of Cr-51. Tc.99m, and in 111 |
for measuring the viability of autologous stored red cells. !

| Transfusion H:415 419, 1987. ;

t

Marcus CS, Myhre BA, Angulo MC et al.: Radiolabeled red i

cell viability II. Tc-99m and In 111 for measuring the !viability of homologous red cells in vivo. Transfusion j
H:420 424, 1987.

|
t

iv. Hollander L: Treatment of malignant blood disease with :
radioactive phosphorus. Chapter 29 of Blahd WH: Nuclear |Medicine, Mcgraw Hill, NY, NY, pp. 760 774, 1971. !,

.

- XI. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as amended,
l

1. Exemptions for pharmacy and medicine.
ii. Definition of a drug.

XII. Department of Health and Human Services Regulations for research
involving human subjects.

XIII. Food and Drug Administration Regulations for Radioactive Drug Research
Committees: 21 CFR 361.1.|

XIV. Marcus CS,: Radiopharmaceutical cost, procedure reimbursement, and
radiation absorbed dose: the cost of quality nuclear medicine in

| America. Feb. 1989.
,

XV. NRC Limitation of Broad Licensees

1. Statements of Consideration
11. NRC correspondence prompted by Gerard C. Wong, Ph.D., of

the Radiologic Health Branch, California.
iii. Letter from the President of the American Pharmaceutical

. Association to VADM Lando W. Zech, Jr., and the NRC reply.
|- iv. Memo from NRC to all regions (and also to Agreement

States): Notice of intent to reassess NRC regulations and
policy on byproduct radiopharmaceuticals.

v. Letter from Paula Botstein, M.D., FDA, to Richard E.
Cunningham, NRC.

vi. The first of a series of new " broad licenses" issued in
California pursuant to XIVi.

vii. NRC correspondence prompted by Raymond C. Barra11, Director
of Radiation Protection, Illinois.

15
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I:5.100 10 CPR Ch.1 (1 100 Edition) beseer Regviesery comes esen j

Subpert D-Uptoke,066velen, and (c) A licensee that must measure mo-
Bastotion lybdenum concentration shall retain a 8 SLB30 Paeseenten of survey lastrumw

record of each measuresnent for two A lleensee authorised to use bypt
i

88~100 Use of redT . :M for years. '!he record must include, for uet material for imaging and loon! '

optake, dilullen and eseretion stednes. each eludon or extraction of techned- uen studies shau have in its posseet !
-

A licensee may use any byproduct um 99 n. the taeasured activity of the a portable radiation detection sur |

InPterial in a radiopharinaceuuoal and technetium expressed in anillicuries, instrunnent capable of detecting c |

for a diagnostic use involving measure. the sneasured activity of the molybde. I rates over the range of 0.1 estilla i

sments of uptake, d!!uden, or excreuen num expreened in sancrocuries, the ' per hour to 100 In!!11rera per heur,
for which the Food and Drug Adeninto- ratio of the sneasures empressed as ani. a portable radiation measure:ri

tration (F'DA) has necepted a "Nouce crocuries of smolybdenum por anillg. survey instrunnent capable of mee,
of Claimed Investigational Exemption curie of technetium, the time and date ing dose rates over the range 1 i

for a New Drug" (IND) or approved a of the measurernent, and the istiuals lirem per hout to 1000 anillirem i

l

"New Crug Applicadon"(NDA). of the individual who saade the meas, hour,

uternent.
8 35.130 Poseeesten of server lastreawat. g Sebport F -af t n-P '-

,

| A licensee authorised to use byprod. 8 3L305 Centrol of wreselo and gases. Therapy
uct material for uptake, dilution, and (a) A licenote that administers radio- 0 80 # **'I'-- -- - *u j
escretion studios shall have in its pos- active aerosols or seses shall do so in a
seeston a portable radlauen detection room with a system that w!!! keep air. '

survey instrument capable of detect- borne concentrations within the limits A Ilconsee may use any byproc '

'tasterial in a radiopharmaceuticaling dose rates over the range 0.1 mil- prescribed by Il 30.103 and 30.108 of
for a therapeutic use for which

| lireta per hour to 100 millirem per this chapter. The system must either
Food and mus Administrauon hashour,

| be directly vented to the atmosphere copted a "Nouw of Claimed Invest ,

I through an air exhaust or provide for Monal Exernpuon fw a New m |
1 Subpert 8-tmeging end bilaessen collection and decay or disposal of the (IND), or approved a "New Drug
| aerosol or gas in a ahleided container. pucauon" (NDA). The licensee a
| 835.300 Use of red 6epharmeeestleale, gen-

(b) A licer.see shall administer radio- comply with the package inserterstere, and toegent kles for imaging active aerosols and gases in rooms that struedons regarding indicauonsand leeslisation stednes,
n et u e d to method of adeninistrauon. I(a) A liceneet may use any byprod- surro

P (c) Before receiving, using, or storing 8 3&Jte Safety instmeuen.
tcal o n to or - a radioactive gas, the liconese shau (a) A licensee shall provide radiat igent kit for preparation and diagnosuc calculate the amount of time nemled safety lastruction for all person l

use of a radiopharmaceutical contain- after a spill to reduce the concentra- caring for the patient receiving rat
ing byproduct material for which the tion in the room to the occupational pharinaceuucal therapy and hospi
Food and Drug Administradon has ac- limit listed in Appendix 5 to Part 30 1 sed for cCapliance with 8 35.78 of tcepted a "Nouce of Claimed Inveauss- of this chapter. The calculation must chapter. To sausfy this requireme
tional Esempuon for a New Drug" be based on the highest activity of gas the instruction must describe the(IND) or approved a "New Drug Appil- I

cauon" (NDA). handled in a single container, the air eenese's procedures for:
(b) A licensee shall elute generators volume of the room, and the measured (1) Patient controt 1

available air exhaust rate. (3) Visitor control; I
and prepare reagent kits in accordance
with the manufacturer's lastructions. (d) A licensee shall make a record of i (3) Contamination control; l

the calculations required in paragraph (4) Waste controt and
8 35.364 Permleelble molybdomum 99 con- (c) of this section that includes the as. | (5) Noufication of the fladia

eentration. sumptions, measurements and calcu- Safety Officer in case of the patie
(a) A licensee may not administer to lations made and shall retain the death or medical emergency.

humans a radiopharmaceutical con. record for the duration of use of the (b) A lleensee shall keep for
|

talning more than 0.18 microcurie of area. A licensee shall also post the cal- years a list of individuals receivins i

molybdenum.99 per millicurie of tech. culated time and safety measures to be strucuon required by paragraph (8 J

netium 99m. Instituted in case of a spill at the tres this section, a description of the
struction, the date of instruction,(b) A Ilcensee that uses molybde. of use. the name of the individual who a

num 99/ technetium 99m generators (e) A licensee shall check the oper,
the instmedon.for preparing a technetium 99m radio- ation of collection systems each |

pharmaceutical shall measure the mo- month, and measure the ventilation
lybdenum 99 concentration in each rates available in areas of use each six |

8 36.316 Safety preesutlens
[(a) Por each pauent receiving to

eluate or extract. months. pharmaceutical therapy and hosp
|

396
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(L 10 CPR Ch.1 (1 140 8dition) 96vsloor Regvletery Commisalon { 38.319
(c) A lleensee that taust taeasure ano-
h consentrauen ahan retain a 0 38.330 Poseees6en of surver instruments. 1 sed for compuance udth I 35 % of this
eseed of each asetsurement for two A !!censee authorised to use byprod- chapter, a licensee shall:

| eare, The record Isust include, for uct material for imagtna and locausa (1) Provide a private room mith a

ar 'ution or extraction of techneti- tion studies shall have in its possession private sanitary f acility;
(3) Post the patient,

,, Radioactive Mater 1&la,,s door with aA. .a. the measured activity of the a portable radiation detection survey
sTn and noteschneuuss expressed in m1Hicuries. Instrument capable of detecting dose

he measured activity of the molybde. rates over the range of 0.1 milltrem on the door or in the patient a chart
um expreesed in microcuries, the per hour to 100 minarem per hour, and where and how long visitors may stay

gg,'A
,

stic of the taeasures expressed as mj. a portable radiation measurement
ho I a by individur.ls

recuries of molybdenum per milli, survey instrument capable of measur-
urte of technetium, the time and date ing dose rates over the range 1 mil- { der 1d8

nly on a stic t by-
g, ,

f the measurernent, and the inittap I rem per hour to 1000 millirem per authorised user after consultation
f the individual who made the meas- 0"- with the Radiation Safety Of:icer;
roment. (4) Promptly after admirmtration ofW Medlopbemecewtleels b the desage, snesaure the done rates in
36.306 Coettet of aerosolo and games. Morepy contiguous restrleted and unrestricted
(a) A ileensee that administers radio- areas with a radiation measurement0 35 800 Use of redlopharmeeewt6eals foretive aerosols or gases shall do so in a survey lastrutaent to demonstrate

the'*PI'*>oes trith a system that will keep air. complimma with the require- .nta of
orne eeneentrations within the limita A licensee may use any byproduct Part 30 of this chapter, and t tmin for
reeeribed by al 30.103 and 30.108 of material in a radiopharmaceutimi and two years a record of ese: cy that'

: tis chapter. The system must either for a therapeutic use for which the includes the time and c of the,

i e directly vented to the atmosphere Pood and Drug Administrauon has ac. survey, a plan of the art r list of

' trough an air exhaust or provide for j eepted a "Nottee of Claimed Invest 18a|, points surveyed. the mernred dose
ouestion and decay or Mard of the tional Exemption for a New Drug rate at several points exr :in mil-
erosol Cr gas in a shielded container' p11 cation, apod a Sew mug 4*" Urem per hour, the instri ased to

(NDA). The licensee shall snahe the survey, and t .als of(b) A licensee shall administer radio- comply with the package insert in- the individual who made - vey.ctive aerosols and gases in rooms that structions regarding indications and (S) Either monitor ma t erial andi re SL negative pressure compared to method of administration. Iteams removed from t' attent's
Be roce ing, using, or storing 9 8&Jie Safett instruct 6en. y t dt i

radioactive gas, the licensee shall (a) A licensee shall provide radiation the natural background r;. n levelsiculate the amount of time needed safety instruction for all personnel with a radlauon detect: ey in-
fler a spill to reduce the concentra- caring for the pauent receiving radio- strument set on its most e scale
on in the room to the occupational pharmaceuucat therapy and hospital- and with no interposed ng, or
f P . listed in Appendia 3 to Part 30 ised for compuance with 8 SS.'ll of this handle them as radioact e.talt;

chapter. The calculation must chapter. To sattafy this requirement, (8) Provide the patio. i radt-i

! e d on the highest activity of gas the instruction must describe the 11- suon safety guidance that elp to
I anwed in a single container, the air eensee's procedures for: keep radiation dose chold| ))ume af the room, and the measured (1) Patient control; members and the public s res-

tailable air exhaust rate. (3) Visitor control; sonably achievable bef. rising

(d) A licensee shall make a record of (3) Contamination control; release of the patient.
to calculations required in paragraph (4) Waste control; and (7) Survey the patte n and
-) Cf this secuon that includes the as. (5) Notification of the Radiation private sanitary facilit> w able
amptitna, measurements, and calcu- Safety Officer in case of the patient's contaminauon with a e Jetec-
J.lons made and shall retain the death or medical emergency. tion survey instrument asign-
reord for the duration of use of the (b) A licensee shall keep for two ing another patient to The
ea. A licensee shall also post the cal- years a list of individuals receiving in- room must not be resa al re-

116ted time and safety measures to be struction required by paragraph (a) of anovable contamination than
satituted in case of a spill at the area this section, & description of the in- 300 disintegrauons per r- "r 100
fuse, struction, the date of instruction, and square centimeters; and
(e) A licensee shall check the oper, the name of the individual who gave (8) Measure the th> - 'en ofI

.lon cf collection systems each - the instruction. each individual who hi .re or
,

.cnth, and measure the venulauen administer a dosage e 131
0 88 838 88f*87 P N888ti'*8- within three days af t, - cringdes Cvailable in areas of use each sis

enths. (a) Por each patient receiving radio- the dosage, and retan s riod
pharmaceutical therapy and hospital- required by 6 20.401u rd of

i 397
|
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=a 18 CPR Ch. I Oal-88 Betlea) Nucleet Regviceery Commission | 33.73
-

microcurie of, g"" g gg,93 g,,,,,,g,,, ,,,g gi,.rlbution of March 30,1981 may be used until,, g .

redbopharmaceutneale containing by. March 30,1989,
laying he ti esution product maternal for medical use unter (11 The labels, leaflets or brochures

9 SX D of i Part al. required by this paragraph are in addl.
[. ? *

! (a) An application for a specific 11 tion to the labeling reeutred by the
t terial ot

.rn! tr Extettml Use in H cense to manufacture and distribute Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
sais'" radiopharmaceuticals containing by, and they may be separate from or,

The ftllowing statement, or a product maternal for use by persons 51th the approval of FDA, may be
,antially similar statement which authortned pursuant to Part 36 of this combined with the labeling retuired
. chapter wn! be approved if. by PDA.
sins the information etDed for in (1) The appilcant satisites the gener, (b)If an application is filed pursuant
allowing statement, appears on a al requirements specified in i 30.33 of to paragraph (a) of this section on oraff!":ed to each prepackaged unit befon October 16, me, for a lleensethis chapter'.
ppears in a leaflet or brochure to manufacturer and distribute a ra.U brnits pidenceh accompanies the package: * e diopharmaceutical that was distribut.

that

* redeeeetive maternal inar he remtved. ! (D The radiopharmaceutical contain. Y[hmly n l"^
ay conred,p = aaaad and used only by phyal. ing byproduct matettal will be manu. the distributies of such radiopharma.,

wtertnerians in the precues of veters. factured, labeled, and packaged in ac. ceutical to group lleensees until the1heeleine. ellnloal laboratortes or hospl- cordance with the Federal FDod, Drug Comminalen issues the license or notiad only for in vitro einniaal et labors. and Cosmetic Act or the Public Health fles the applicant otherwtse.asts met involvins internal or esternal Servloe Act, such as a new drug app 11
***'""'*""I***8''''I.''*'*d'' cation (NDA) approved by the Food (H PR 9s148. July it.1914 as aanenced at

and Drug Adrs.inistration (FDA), a bio. il PR 30001. Oct.16,19861
I p utal on, use

gy$Y a tice of Claimed inv is 9 33.73 Manufacture and distribut6en ofneral g

: story Commiennon or of a State with Esemption for a New Drug"(IND) sc. 8'**'***'8 '' M'S'at hits for prepara.

the Commtanton has entered into an cepted by FDA or t6en of redlopharmaceut6esh contain.
ment for the eseresse of regulatory av. (LD The manufacture and distribu, lag byproduct manertal.
y. ; tion of the radiopharmaceutical con. (a) An application for a specific 11

talning byproduct material is not sub. cense to manufacture and distribute

(Name of Manufacturer) ject to the Federal Food Drug. and generators or reagent kits containing
Cosmetic Act and the Public Health byproduct material for preparation of

The label affixed to the untt, or Service Act; radiophar1naceuticals by persons 11
mflit gr brochure which accom. (3) The applicant subm'ta informa. censed pursuant to i 36.14 of this
a the package, contains adequate tion on the radionuclide, chemical and chapter for the uses Insted in Oroup
natlIn as to the precautions to physical form, packaging including Ill of Schedule A, 6 36.100 of this
served in handling and storing maximum acuvity per package, and chapter will be approved if (See Note
b" oduct tr.aterial. In the case shielding provided by the packaging of IE
e ek lodine 126 reference or the byproduct material that is appro. (1) The applicant satisfies the gener.
atwo source, the information ac. praate for safe handling and storage of al requirements specified in i 30.33 of
Enying the source must also con. radiopharmaceuticals by group licens. this chapter;
tirecti ns to the licensee regard. ees; and (3) The app 1tcant submits evloence
te waste disposal requirements ( (4XD The label affixed to each pack. that:
at in i 20.301 of Part 20 of this age of the radiopharmaceutical cone (D The generator or reagent kit is to ,

er. tains information on the radionuclide, be manuf actured, labeled, and pack.
Quantity, and date of assay, and the aged in nocordance with the Federal

19663. Nov.14.1964, as amended at label, or the leaflet or brochure that Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act or the

f. p si 4 rR s't , 3 tpfgf*48 accompanies each package, contains a Pubile Health Service Art, such as new8.

104. Apr. 38.1977; 43 FTL'36'est Ma statement that the U.S. Nuclear Regu. drug application (NDA) approved by
7. 44 rR H335. Aug. St.19791 latory Commission has approved dis. the Food and Drug Administration

tribution of the radiopharmaceuttoal (FDA), a biologic product license
to persons licensed to use byproduct issued by FDA, or a "Nouce of
material listed in il 36.100, 36.200, or Claimed Investigational Exemption
36.300, as appropriate, and to persons for & New Drug" (IND) accepted by
who hold an equivalent license issued FDA: or

te$ y h"8 by an Agreement State. However, (tD The manufacture and distribu.8
se e,

labels worded in accordance with re. tion of the generator or reagent kitie rsar from 8eptember :1, Iste'
Quirer. tents that were in place on are not subject to the Federal Food.
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| 33.74 10 CPR Ch.1 (1 1-88 Bdition)

'

,,,,,,,,g ,,,,,,,,y g,,,g,,g,, ;
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the before October 18, 1974, for a license i
Public Health Service Act. to manufacture and distribute a gener. I rable label attached to the sourci

Nots 1: Although the Commission does ator or reagent kit that was distribut- devloe or attached to a permar,

i, not retulate the manufacture and distr:bu, ed corunercially on or before August storage container for the souret
;

tion of ressent kiss that do not contain by. 16, 1974, the applicant may continue devios. Provtsed, That instruct

product material. It does resulate the use of the distribution of such generator nr which are too lengthy for such I

.' such reagent kits for the preparaMon of ra. reagent kit until the CommissL.n may be summarised on the label

diopharmaceuticals containtne byproduct issues the license or notifies the appd- printed in detail on a brochur? w)

| material as part of its lleensins and regula. cant otherwise, is referenced or. the label,
tion of the usere of byproduct material. Any (3) The label affixed to the sourt
manufacturer of reagent kits that do not (39 Plt 98148. July 17.1974, as amended at device, or to the permanent stocontain byproduct material who desires to St PR 30001. Oct.18,100s) container for the source or device,have his reasent kits approved by the Com-

tains informattor, on the tedionucmission for use by persons Ileensed pureuant S 33.14 Manufacture and distribution of
quantity and date of assay, anto 135.14 and Oroup til of Schedule A, sourees or devices containing byprod. statement that the U.S. Nuclear Rl 36.100 of this chapter may submit the per- met material for medical use.Linent information specified in this 13313. latory Commission has approved

(a) An application for a specific 11 tribution of the iname of source(3) The applicant submits informa- conse to manufacture and distribute device) to persons licensed to use
tion on the radionuclide, chemical and sources and devices containing byprod. product :naterial identificJ in il 3
physical form, packaging including uct material to persons licensed pursu. 35.400, or 35.800, as appropriate,
maximum activity per package, and ant to Part 35 of this chapter for use to persons who hold an equivaler
shielding provided by the pacanging of as a calibration or reference source or cense issued by an Agreement 8'
the byproduct material contained in for the uses listed in Il 35.400 and Ho'vever, labels worded in accord;

J'
the generator or reagent kit; 35.500 of this chapter will be approved with requirements thtt were in 1;(4) The label affixed to the genera- !!: on naarch 30, 1987 may be used t
tor or reagent kit contains information (1) The applicant satisfies the gener. ' March 30,1989.
cn the radionuclide, quantity, and n! requirements in 6 30.33 of this chap- (b)(1) In the event the applicantdate of assay; and ter; 81res that the source or device be(5) The label afflued to the genera. (3) The applicant submits sufficient quired to be tested f or leakage el
tor or reagent kit, or the leaflet or bro- information regarding each type of dioactive material at intervals 10:
chure which accompanies the genera- source or device perti;;ent to ran eval- than six months, he shall includ

j tot or reagent kit, contains: untion of its. radiation safsty, includ- his appucation sufficient informs(1) Adequate information, from a ra- ing: to demonstrate that st'ch longer 12diation safety standpoint, on the pro. (1) The byproduct material con. val is justified by performance chsi

| cedures to be followed and the equip * tained, its chemical and physical form. I teristics of the souros or device-

ment and shielding to be used in elut- and amount; simHar sources or devices and
| ing the generator or processing radio- (U) Detans of design and coretruc. | design features that have a signif!''

active material with the reagent kit. tion of the source or device; bearing on the probability & oand (10) Procedures for, and results of, quences of leakage of radioactive
(11) A statement that this generator prototype tests to demonstrate that terial from the source.

| or reagent kit (as appropriate) is ap- the source or device will maintain its (3) In determining the acceptahlproved for distribution to persons 11* integrity under stresses likely to be en. terval for test of leakage of radioes
'
,

I censed by the U.S. Nuclear RegulatorF countered in normal use and accidents; material, the Commission will coru
Commission to use bypeedust material (iv) For devices containing byprod. Information that includes, but h
identified in i 35.200 or under an
equivalent license of an Agreement uct material, the radiation profile of a limited to:

prototype device; U) Prina.ry. containment (sourceState. However, labels worded in ac-
cordance with requirements that were (v) Details of quality control proce, sule);

dures to assure that production (11) Protection of primary conin place on March 30,198'l may be sources and devices meet the stand. ment;
used until March 30,1989,

ards of the design and prototype tests; (111) Method of sealing ccntainn
The labels. I aflets or brochures re. (vi) Procedures and standards for (IV) Containment construction nt

Quired by this paragraph are in addl. calibrating sources and devices; fi .'

tion to the labeling required by FDA (vil) Legend and methods for label- d med Ma
and they may be separate from or, ing sources and devices as to their ra- I*U .
with the approval of FDA, may be dioactive content; ) ldaximum temperature t
combin6d with tne labeling required (vill) Instruct.'ons for handling and a d .

by FDA. storing the source or device from the as r withs
(b) If an app!! cation is filed pursuant radiation safety standpoint: these in- d pro type tests.

to psragraph (a) of this section on or structions are to be included on a du-
tained radioactive material;

364
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I 88.11 10 CPR Ch.1 (1 188 Edition)

* *
'o) The approve 4 informattor' ;otec- an original and one copy in letter

The Cornmission shall issue a lici <

* sin requirements contained in this format.
for medical use d WWuct m jpart appear in il 38.13. 38.13, 38.14. (c) An appilcation for a license for
"II" " '"" "" #'""38.31, 38.33, 38.33, 38.37, 38.30, 38.31 medical use of byproduct material as I(a) The appht has N F

.138.33, 38.80, 38.81, 38.83, 38.86, 38.00, described in i 38.600 of this part must NRC-313 " Application for Mate38.61, 38.70, 38.80, 38.93. 38.304. 38.308, made i ng an wiginal ar.d one License" in accordance with the38.310, 38.318, 38.404, 38.406, 38.410 ,

i 38.418, 38.606. 38.610, 38.618, 38.630' copy of Form NRC-313. For guidance structions in i 38.13;
in completing the form, refer to the (b) The applicant haa paid any ai

! 38.633, 38.834. 38.636, 38.641, 38.643, Instructions in the most current ver. cable fee as provided in Part 1738.648, and 38.647.
(c) This part contains informauon alon of the appropriate Regulatory this chapter;

collection requirements in addition to Guide. A request for a license amend. (c) The Commission finds the a
those approved under the control ment or renewal may be submitted as cant equipped and committed to
number specified in paragraph (a) of an original and one copy in letter serve the safety standards establi:
this section. These information collec. format. by the Commission in this Chapte

| tiin raquirernents and the control (d) For copies of regulatory guides, the protecuon of the l'ublic ne
numbers under which they are op. application forms, or to submit an ap- hnd safety; and

| prtved as follows: plication or an amendment request, (d) The appHcant meets the regi

r (1) In i 38.13. Form NRC-313 is ap. refer to I ?.0.6 of this chapter, ments of Part 30 of this chapter.
proved under control munber 3180-
0130. 8 38.13 License amendments. 0 38.19 Specine esemptions.-

1 & am e , tio of ted I$erso1 38.11 License required. or j
Ha own innlatM, M se u

{
' (a) A person shall not manufacture, (a) Before it receives or uses byprod. tions from the regulations in thisproduce, acquire, receive, possess, use, uct mateHal for a clinical procedute as it deternanes are authorised b)or transfer byproduct material for permitted unde.r this Part but not per. and will not endanger life or prolmedical use except in accordance with mitted by the license issued pursuant or the cominon defense and seea specific license issued by the Com. to this part; and are otherwise in the public imission or an Agreement State, or as

allIwee, in paragraph (b) of this sec. (b) Before it permits anyone, except est. The Cotumission will reviet
quests for exemptions from tration, a visiting authorised user described in '

(b) An individual may receive, pos. I 38.37, to work as an authorised user and experience re.luirements wit)
seas, use, or transfer oyproduct materi, under the license, assistance of its Advisory Comn
al in accordance with the regulations (c) Before it changes Radiation on the MedicsJ Uses of Isotopes.
in this chapter under the supervision Safety Officers or Teletherapy Physt.
cf an author. sed user as provided in cists; Subport B- @eneral Administret,

i 38.38, unless prohibited by license (d) Before it orders byproduct mate- Requirements
c:ndition. rial in excess of the amount, or radio.

nuclide er f rm dif.ferent than author. 138Je ALARA progtsm.
8 38.12 Application for 16aease, amend. 1 sed on the license; And (a) Each licensee shall develop

" ' * * * * ' " " " * ' (e) Before it adds to or changes the implement a wr|tten radiation p:
(a) If the application is for medical areas of use or address or addresses of tion program that includes prov'

,

use sited in a medical lastnution, onlF use identified in the application er on for keeping doses ALARAI

! the institution's management may the license. (b) To satisfy the requireme
apply. If the app!! cation is for medical paragraph (a) of this section:
use not sited in a medical institution, p 38.14 Notifteetions. (1) At a medical institution, ms
any person may apply. ment, the Radiation Safety O2
(b) An application for a license for / licensee shall notify the Commis. and all authorised users must pi

midical use of byproduct material as sion by letter within thirty days when I pate in the program as request-
described fra ll 38.100, 35.200. 38.300, an authorised user, Radiation Safety the Radiation Bafety Committee.
38.400, and l'S.500 of this part must be Officer, or Teletherapy Physicist per. (3) Por licensees that are not
made by filing. an original and one manently discontinues performance of cal institutions, management ar

I copy of Forn NRC-313. " Application duties under the !! cense or has a name authorised users must particips
i

far Materish License." Pbr guidance change, or wher the licensee's mailing the program as requested by the
| in completint the form, refer to the address changes. The licensee shall atton Safety Officer.
I instrue lons in the most current ver. mail the report to the appropriate ad- (c) The program must include
1 11:na of the appropriate Regulatory dress identified in i 30.6 of this chap- to workers of the program's ext:
| Juldes. A request for a license amend- ter. and workers' responsibility to
| ment or renewal may be submitted as

,
386
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e 10 CPR Ch. I O.148 Editba) Nucieer Regulatory Commissi:n i 35.50,

oth2r, respectively. These notifica- patient is likely t.o receh e an organ shall have in its posseaston a dose cali.
13 must be made within 24 hours dose greater than 2 rem or a whole brator ami use it to measure the
er the licensee discovers the misad. body dose greater than 500 milltrem, amount of activity administered ^ to i11 strati:n. If the referring physt. Licensees may use dosimetry tattes in each patient. |

'

*t ent, or the patient's responal. package inserta, corrected only for (b) A licensee shall: |

.tv0 or guardian cannot be amount of radioactivity administered. (1) Check each dose calibrator for |.

j th3d within 24 hours, the licensee to determine whether a report is re. constancy with a dedicated check
| Il notify them as soon as practica. quired. source at the beginn .g of each day of

The licensee is not required to (d) Each licensee shall retain ai use. To satisfy the requirement of this
ify the patient or the patient's re. record of each misadministration for paragraph, the check must be done on !

i

i

nalble relative or guardian without ten years. The record must contain a |recuently used setting with a sealed |
i

' t c!nsulting the referring physt, the names of all individuals involved source of not less than 10 microcuriesu hwever, the licensee shall not in the event (including the physician, of radium.226 or 50 mictocuries of any
.y medical care for the patient be, allied health personnel, the patient,

other photon-emitting radionuclide;s3 gf this. and the patient's referring physician)' (2) Test each dose calibrator for ac.I Within 15 days after an initial the patient's social security number or

'apy readministration report to identification number if one has been curacy upon installation and at least
1 the .acensee shall report, in writ. aasigned. a brief description of the annually thereafter by assaying at
43 the NRC Regional Office ini, event, the effect on the patient and least two sealed sources containing dlf.,

y telephined and to the referring the action taken, if any, to prevent re- ferent radionnelldes whose activity the

manufacturer has determined within 5" " '; sician, and furnish a copy of the "g73 A, de from the notification r,. percent of its stated retivity, whose ac.
irt to the patient of the patient's

quirement. nothing in this section af. tivity is at least 10 microcuries for
insible relative (or guardian) if facts any rights or duties of licensees radium.226 and 50 microcuries for any

'

cf was previously notified by the and physicians in relation to each other photon. emitting radionuclide.isce undir paragraph (a) of this other, patients or responsible relatives and at least one of which has a princl.Cn. The writter. report must in. (or guardians). pal photon energy between 100 kev
e the licensee's name; the refer. and 500 kev:
physician's name: a brief descrip. 835.40 Supphers. (3) Test each dose calibrator for line.
Cf the event; the effect on the pa* A licensee may use for medical use arity upon installation and at leastthe action taken to prevent re' only. Quarterly thereafter over the range of,

snce; chether the licensee in (a)" Byproduct material manufac. Its use between the highest dosage.ed the patient or the patient's re.' | tured, labeled, packaged, and distribut. that will be administered to a patient
j sibb relative (or guardian). and if ed in accordance with a license issued and 10 microcuries; and

why nit. The report must not in. pursuant to the regulations in Part 30 t..) Test each dose calibrator for se.
'

t th) patient's name or other in- and il 32.72. 32.*l3. or 32.74 of this ometry dependence upon installation
.

| CtlIn th0L could lead to identift. chapter or the oculvalent regulations over the range of volumes and volume. n 44 the patient. of an Agreement State; configurations for which it will be
When a misadministration in. (b) Reagent kits that have been used. The licensee shall keep a record

I

I s agnostic procedure the Ra. manufactured labeled, packaged, and of this test for the duration of the use'

nr. Jety Officer shall promptly distributed in accordance with an ap- of the dose calibrator.
t!Ete its cause. make a tecord for proval by the Commission pursuant to (c) A licensee shall also perform ap.

; revim and retain the record as i 32.4 or an Agreement State under propriate checks and tests required by
| ;ed in i 35.33(d). The licensee equivalent regulations for the prepara. this section following adjustment or

als) nitify the referring physt. tion of radiopharmaceuticals for medi. repair of the dose calibrator.
'

,and the appropriate NRC Offlee cal use: and (d) A licensee shall mathematically
lid in 6 30.6 of this part in writ. (c) Teletherapy sources manuisc. correct dosage readings for any geome-
'n Porm NRC i within 15 tured and distributed in accordance try or linearity error that exceeds 10,

| if the misadministration involved with a license issued pursuant to Part percent if the dosage is greater than
se cf bvproduct material not in. 30 of this chapter or the equivalent 10 microcuries and shall repair or re.
d for medical use, administration regulations of an Agreement State. place the dose calibrator if the accura.I

j dosage five. fold different from cy or constancy error exceeds 10 per.
.tsndid dosage, or administration Subport C-Oeneral Techn6 col cent.

I product material such that the Requiremente (e) A licensee shall retain a record of
each check and test required by this

s n M Wo years @ss hM'strJf is d3velootng this form and will . .

& avoillbb before the effrClive date cheek of doet callbra& Ort. otherwise. The records required in
ritulition. A notice of its SVallabmty (a) A medical use licensee authorized paragraphs (bx1) through (bH4) of
put%shid m the FrDran Racistan. to administer radiopharmaceuticals this section must include:

391
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.ORAFT REGULATORY GUIDE AND VALUE/ IMPACT STATEMENT ;
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;

Contact: P. Vacca (301)-427-4002
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GUIDE FOR THE PREPARAT<

APPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR P SES
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'

This regulatory gulae end the associated vglue/lopect statement are bele1 issued in draf t fore to involve '

thJ oublic in the early stages of tt's seve.coment of a regulatory posetlen in this ares. They have not
received complete staf f review end do not represent an of flCiel NGC staf f position.

Public cessents are being solicited on both draf ts, the guide (including any laplementation schedule) and
the value/lepect statement. Comments on the valve / impact statement shoults be acceepented ey supportino |data. Comments en noth aref ts should be sent to the Secretary of the Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Cometssion. Washington. O.C. 20555 Attention: Doctettnq and Service Granen. DY october 31, 1985. l
Requests for single copies of draf t qu6 des (entch may Se reproduceJ) ar for placement on an autoestic l

I

alstributton If st for single cootes of future draf t guides in spectfle div6stens should se esee in
urttleg to the U.S. Muclear Regulatory Commission. Washington D.C. 20$55. Attention: 06eector.
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.Diviston of Technical Information sno Occueent Control. |
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|

CONDITIONS )

'
,

I
14. continued |

+

>

i. 1

1

C. If the test reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more of removable'

contamination, the licensee shall immediately withdraw the se'aled source-
Ifrom use and shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired or to be I

disposed of in accordance with Commission regulations. A report shall be | I

filed within 5 days of the test with the U. S. Nuclear Reguletory |

Commission, Region I, 631 Park Avenue, King of Prussia Pennsylvania 19406,
describing the equipment invc!ved, the test results, and the corrective
action taken. "'

,, s I i
7 \TestsforleakhgAand/orcontaminationshallbe, performed-bythelicenseeorbyD.

, I

cther' persons'opecifically authorized by the. commission or an Agreement l

. State to perform such serv,1ces. - . g
|| 3. The licensee shal1~ conduct a ph)sical_ inventory ev'ery 6 months.7p account for all
|sealed' sources received and possessed under the license. The r5' cords of the
|

'
*

inventoriesshallbemaintsined'for.2? ears;frderthedateoftI[inventoryfor 1 -

inspection by the "Commissit J
byproduct material rinanufac$ and she: '

L601ude the quantities ~and kinds of |
, .,
'

j t 's,.nk w n ti , ,1 number's,loQ~tionofsealed I

depte d i w %Q x,/ |sources and the da 6 of the W t
; v .y . v. .

altkr ver 1 sed material to a | |
16. The licensee may tra ' rt licenshd M ,

'

he'* provi& ions itle 10, Code of |
,

carrier for transport ecordance
.

t Federal Regulations, Par ,71, " Packaging and Transpo a of Radioactive I !
'

l Material." / | 3

omka e's customers and disposed of17. Radioactive waste sey be picked p e
in accordance with the procedures, statements, and representations in its

I

,

application dated April 1, 1985.
I

'

' - l ' 18.~
Radiopharassenticale dispe'2 sed and/or distributed for human use shall be 'A.
either I '

|.

I
| (1) Repackaged from prepared radiopharmaceuticals that are the subject of

I
an FDA-approved "New Drug Application" (NDA) or for which FDA has |

accepted a " Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug" I,

j (IND), or
|'

I(ii) Prepared from generators and reagent kits that are the subject of an g
FDA-approved NDA or for which FDA has accepted an IND. - |.,

t
I

|*

, _

l .'
I

.!56 .

_

- ..-,,-._m.__ _ . _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ __ _
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L 1 18. Continued

| .

\ l
B. Prepared radiopharmaceuticals for which FDA has accepted an IND and'-

|

| radiopharmaceuticals prepared from generators or reagent kits for which FDA
| has accepted an IND shall be dispensed and/or distributed

| | (i) In accordance with the dire ti no by the sponsor of the IND,
| and .g
| (ii) Only to physicians who have been accepted by tihgponsor of the IND to
| participate in clinical evaluation of the drug.
| 9
I The licensee shall ora in' ting each physici 'parthd6patesinanIND
I evaluation that t hysici r ponsible to nooroQheINDforuseof

the drug in accor a with a dist$)is ei he spontof and for

repo ting to the gasor the , hinedthghuseofthe1 o t oi

I 19. The licensee shal lute e to 'p* os ie tal with reagent
,

I kits in accordance with instruct 1'o6e r i . *by' th6/siisiuf ac r on the label'

| attached to or in the, leaf 1' r or brol$[r
6 thaIt&pecompili'es te enerator or
.8Ib,ft v greagent kit.t *

,

| 20. Any proposed changes in, packaging, shielding or h eling 11 be submitted for
i review to the Material L{ censing BrancW Division di Fu ele and Material
I Safety, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washingto C. 20555.

21. Exceptasspecificallyprovidedhhqgis bypihicense,thelicenseeshall|
|

possess, use, package, label, and dfgrtr teFMeansed asterial described in
| Items 6, 7, and 8 of this license in accordance with statements,
I representations, and procedures contained in dpplication dated April 1, 1985:
I and letter dated June 1,'1985. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's re ulationss
I shall govern the licensee's statements in applications or letters, unless the
I statements are more restrictive than the regulations.
g

! FOR THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
I
I

DATE June 15, 1985 BY VOID,

Material Licensing Branch
g

Division of Fuel Cycle andg

| Material Safety

| Washington, D. C. 20555
I

I

|_. - - - - - _ 5 7
- -..

%,,, .)
- . . . - . . ,_ __ _ . _ _ , _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ , . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l_
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1' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH St HUMAN SERVICES Public Health S rvice .f
,

Food and Drug Administration !,

''

Rockville MD 20857 ;

JUN I O 1988
,
.

. ..

t

University of California, Los Angeles
UCLA School of Medicine [
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center

.

1000. Carson Street, Building A-13 |
Torrance California 90509 i

Attention: Carol S. Marcus, Ph.D., M.D. :

Director, Nuclear Medicine Outpatient Clinic

i

Dear Dr. Marcus:

Dr. Temple has requested that I reply to your letter dated July 20,
1987 regarding particular issues which af fect the radio- .

pharmaceutical community.

|. Because our response may have a significant impact on this promising
modality, we have attempted to approach these complex regulatory
issues in a-thoughtful and measured manner. We hope you will

p understand' our delay in providing this response.

| ',
| I will address each point in your letter sequentially.

Radiochemicals and Chemicals vs. Radiopharmaceuticals.andp

Phereacouticals

| ' The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Ac t (hereaf ter referred to as the Act)
establishes extensive controls to assure that finished ,

pharmaceuticals and components are safe and effective for their
intended uses. A shipper or supplier may be liable to injunction

,
'

and/or criminal prosecution if a new drug is distributed contrary to|

the provisions of the Act. This is not a new position.

|.. FDA has for many years regarded suppliers of chemicals for
presc on compounding, or for other drug uses, as fully subject
to re, en under the Act'a drug labeling and preelearance

|- requiremiene s. suppliers must register pursuant to section 510,
submit to inspection under Section 704 and meet the current good ,

manufacturing practice requirements of Section 501(a)(2)(B). In
addition, in the case of new drugs, the manufacturer of such
chemicals must be approved in an NDA. These are legal requirements
which we believe to be in the public interest.

|a

- . . - _ . _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _* _-_--
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As you have stated, for many years radiopharmacists have obtained i'

radiochemicals to prepare unapproved radiopharmaceuticals for human '
n ..

administration. FDA has not sought to regulato under the new drug ?

I provisions of the Act this limited aspect of the practice of
pharmacy,'where a radiopharmacist, acting pursuant to a prescription

*

order from a physician, compounds a radiopharmaceutical for clinical
use within the institution with which he or she is affiliated.

The agency takes a dif ferent view with regard to sale of unapproved ,

non-radioactive kits or 'similar ligands (not synthesized from
components) for purposes of being labeled by radiopharmacists with
radiochemicals. In this case, the radiopharmacist labels a

1 conumercially prepared " cold" kit or ligand, which was in all
probability shipped in interstate commerce from the supplier with

h the intent of ultimately being used for diagnosis or treatment.
An example.of this is the labeling of cold mIBG with radioactive
iodine. I 131 for adrenal scanning. The mIBC is a drug (a component
for a finished product) that has not been compounded from its
individual components by the radiopharmacist, but usually has been

Simil' rly, the iodine I 131 being.purchased from an outside source. a

used for the labeling procedure is often supplied as a
radiochemical. If the safety and ef fectiveness of such drugs have
not been established in an approved.NDA, an IND should be submitted
to the.FDA to provide for the clinical use of the drug. I have
enclosed for your information FDA's " Nuclear Pharmacy Guideline",
which discusses in detail the agency's approach to the practice of
nuclear pharmacy. j

Similarly,- a kit or ligand for PET imaging, because of its intended
use, is not an intermediate but is rather a drug that is fully
subject-to FDA regulation. As you probably are aware,

'

non-radioactive reagent kits or nuclide generators are regulated as
druge under the Act when.used in the preparation of a
radiopharmace ut ical. See 21 C.F.R. 310.3(n) . i

;

At this time, let me address some additional concerns you have
raised regarding the FDA policy. ;

With respect to your belief that the Agency is " trespassing on the
territory of other regulatory agencies", it is the FDA's ultimate !

|' responsibility to assure that any new drug, prepared for either
I diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, has been determined to be safe

and effective for its stated purpose and is the subject of an
approved WDA or an abbreviated NDA. Alternatively, the drug should

|
be under active investigation (IND) involving controlled clinical

| trials to establish its safety and ef fectiveness. No other agency

performs this task.
|

|

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ , _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ {
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Regarding your remarks concerning National Laboratories, FDA does
not set policy. for the National Laboratories. Nothing in FDA's

..

regulations would prohibit National Laboratories, or any one else, '
,

from submitting an IND or NDA in compliance with the requirements of
the Act. Submissions have been made and are being made by National '

,

Laboratories under the new drug section of the Act.

Moreover, we do not believe that patients are being deprived of
optimal care. As previously stated, the FDA has not sought to apply

,

the new drug provision of the Act to the compounding of a
radiopharmaceutical under limited circumstances consistent with the
practice of pharmacy and medicine and we'are aware that this
practice has led to the initial development of new products and new
uses of existing products. However, with regard to the distribution
of kits or ligands for medical use, we have applied the new drug-
provisions of the Act. See FDA's " Nuclear Pharmacy Guideline,"
enclosed. Better quality safety and ef fectiveness Jeta will be
derived from studies conducted under the IND regulations .cf natient
sa fety will be safeguarded. I am certain you will agree, that
patients receive optimal care when they receive drugs which have
been approved on the basis of data generated from adequate and
well-controlled scientific studies and they have adequate
prescribing information in their labeling. In addition, we welcome
suppliers of unapproved radionuclides to work with the Agency so
that these agents may become the subject of NDA approvals and thus
be more readily available to the entire community.

For your information, the FDA has recently explicitly relaxed its
|regulations regarding investigations of addi*ional unlabeled uses of

: approved drugs including radiopharmaceuticals. Please be advised
that no IND need be submitted for such uses, if the following
conditions (see final rule published in the Federal Register of-
March 19,1987- (52 FR 8748-8847)] and codified at 21 CFR 312.2(b)
are met

1. The investigation is not intended to be reported to FDA as
a well-controlled study in support of a new indication for
use nor intended to be used to support any other
significant change in the labeling for the drug;

2. the investigation is not intended to support a significant
change in the advertising for the product; and,

3. the investigation does not involve a route of
administration or dosage level or use in a patient
population or other factor that significantly increases the
risks (or decreases the acceptability of the risks)
associated with the use of the product.

. _.. ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ ____ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ ._ _L
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4 '. The ' investigation is conducted in compliance with the J'

requirements for institutional review, informed consent and
promotion and sale of. investigational drugs. ;

!

In addition, an IND is not required when a physician uses an already )
approved drug for an unlabeled indication within the practice of '

imedicine, which the Agency has consistently viewed as including the
i;

" use of marketed drugs for unlabeled indications in the " day to day"
treatment of patients. 21 CFR 312.2(a) .

Radiopharmaceuticals for PET Imaging

Many of the staf f at FDA, particularly those in our Division of .
Oncology and Radiopharmaceutical Drug Products, t ave spent
substantial effort in exploring the various aspects of the !

regulation of radiopharmaceuticals for PET imaging. The clinical |
iuse of' PET imaging carries a great potential for the

radiopharmaceutical community and for 'the patients served. It also<

raises complex isedical, legal. regulatory, compliance and management
issues.

For example, although PET centers are customarily located in
clinical Institution settings, these centers are similar in many {

respects to drug manufacturing sites. Reconciling the implications |
ithat emerge just from this situation alone makes it apparent that

serious consideration must be given to devising, within the Act and
L

L regulations, means of regulation that assure safe and ef fective PET
| imaging agents without placing an undue burden on either the PET

centers of the FDA.

PET is not a new modality, but suf ficient assurance of individual j

product uniformity from site to site and over time at the same site |
h appears lacking. However it is achieved, such assurance is, of .j

, course, important in consistently obtaining the anticipated effect :
I

of PET radiopharmaceuticals in patients. Were such a goal
obtainable it would be reasonable to expect, within regulatory i

limitations, that the amount of clinical safety and ef fectiveness j

data for each drug product among PET centers would necessarily be I

reduced substantially.
!

We are approaching the regulation of PET with an open mind and with
due regard for its special nature and role in the development of new
produc ts. We intend to be flexible and creative in our approach.

Physician Sponsored INDs and Outside Review of INDs
,

'
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The most efficient nochanism to get a drug through the NDA approval-
'

process is for the coassercial sponsor to conduct an appropriate,

number of adequate and well-controlled clinical studies which are of
proper. design to yield data upon which the Agency may base an
approval. As never radiopharnasceutical agents have evolved, we have
urged the sponsors to proceed ir this more focused direction.

An' important aspect of this appt:ach includes a commitment on the, ,

part of the sponsor to limit the nbaber of certain kinds of
phyaician-sponsored INDs beyond those for studies deemed adequate
and necessary for NDA approval. S
want the drug for various reasons.ponsors of individual INDs mayThese principally include
(1) using the drug in clinical practice without really evaluating
the drug or cc11ecting safety and effectiveness data, (2) using the |drug as a specific research tool typically in a funded research
investigation in an area of interest which is dif ferent from that of

'

the conenercial sponsor, and (3) evaluating the performance of the
!drug in a manner substantially dif ferent' from the approach and

setting chosen by the cossnercial sponsor. The last two types of
INDs will collect important data, although these data say not be
directly or readily applicable for use by the sponsor in the )

,

original NDA submission. '

The first type of physician-sponsored IND mentioned above is less ;

useful with regard to drug approval. Such an IND expends resources,
usually does not provide usable data and may contribute to delayed
approval. Thus, in an attempt to hasten the approval process we

i

,

have discouraged commercial IND sponsors from freely providing a
!

,

drug which is under clinical trials to a4Mtional practitioners, !
'

particularly for use under such . individual physician-sponsored INDs. j
lThe American College of Nuclear Physicians and the Society of '

~

Nuclear Medicine also expressed themselves on this matter by
reconstending that widespread distribution. of drugs under INDs with )

,

cost. recovery be avoided. The societies stated their concern on
jthis issue and.on a related issue to Dr. Frank Young, Consnissioner

of Food and Drugs, when they met with the FDA in August 1986: |

" Prohibit Cossnercialization of an IND - The widespread
,

distribution of an IND pharmaceutical, with cost recovery, '

should be eliminated. This widespread distribution decreases
the incentive to obtain an NDA approval. A limit on IND studies
would also stimulate the timely performance of adequate and ve11
controlled studies, and thus lead to a more rapid response,

l' during the review process." ( ACNP/ Scanner, Volume XII, No. 7
September 1986).

.

I

i

, . . 4, s, ..e -- -'e- *--**--- - * * ' " ' - - ' * - * - * * ' " * " " ' " ' ' * ' ' ' * ' ' " ' ' ' ^ ~ " ^ ' ' - ' ~ ^'
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Additionally.. FDA has sometimes suggested for firms, as a further
'

means of increasing the f ocus and hastening approval, that they
limit the number of initial indications for use of the drug. Firse ,

' are encouraged to plan and implement studies on additional'

indications to be submitted for supplemental approval af ter the drug .

is, approved for marketing.

It should be understood that we are restricting our remarks
regarding physician-sponsored INDs to cases in which a commercial
sponsor is actively seeking approval for marketing the drug. FDA is
certainly supportive of the concept of physician-sponsored INDs in ,

general.,,

i
Development of a new drug can be made more burdensome by submission
of a large number of INDs, the number being more of a problem than
the amount of clinical data contained in the INDs. This is because
in most-of the INDs submitted, the physician sponsor is simply using
the drug in the clinical practice of medicine. In those INDs, the

. amount of medical data to review is minimal and is not a significant
burden on the FDA medical reviewer. I cannot agree with your
suggestion that the review of such INDs is an appropriate task to

| share with an outside peer review group. The types of
i

| physician-sponsored INDs that would be candidates for an outside
peer review group generally are not numerous enough to constitute a

L
significant burden on the FDA medical review staff.

!. I thank you for. your interest and concern for the nuclear medicine
community. Please excuse our delay in responding, but our int.ent
was. co provide as comprehensive a response as possible to your

[
,

concerns. We believe that the Agency and the community can continue ,

to work together to resolve differences and solve problems.
:

|

L Sincerely yours,

a= k bb i

Paula Botstein, M.D.
Deputy Director (Medical Affairs)
Of fice of Drug Research and Review
Center for Drug Evaluation and Review

i

Enclosure

_

___ _ __ _g
- . . - - . . - -. _ . -_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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A. Food and Drug Acminisiestion+
,. ;

,,

. I, Rockville MD 20857*
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,

Arun Sukerkar, M.D.

's Director, Department of Nuclear Medicine
-Illinois Hasonic Hospital ,

|836 West Wellington Avenue * '

i.

Chicago, Illinois 60657
,

' Dear Dr. Sukerker:
['

I This le in response to a written request from Stephen H. Karesh,
!Ph.D., Consultant in Radiopharmacy, for clarification of the|', I-

Agency's current policy regarding the in-house manufacture of'

!radiopharmaceutical cold kits for use within the institu' tion's
nuclear medicine department.

The Agency. considers the in-house manuf acture of approved
radiopharmaceutical cold kits intended for use solely within the''

! institution as permissible and clearly within the pharmacy exemption1:

. provided for under section 510(g)(1) of the Federal Food , Drug, and!
|- Cosmetic Act.. Implicit in this exemption is the need for the i,

|dispensing pharmacy to maintain adequate manufacturing records for '!
|' each' lot of each product manufactured, to perform appropriate,

quality control test.ings to maintain a hard copy.of the prescription
or physician's order.and to comply,with all other aspects of ;

pharmacy practice as required by' local'au~horities. .A publication
titled Nuclear Pharmacy Guideline - Criteria.' for Determining When to

' Register. as a Drug Establishment discusses this policy in greaterg

det.il. A copy may te obtainad frsa the TDA's Office of Complisnce ;

(HFN-310 ) .,

.

!,

Sincerely yo es,
-

.03[ b
Robert L. West

w Consumer safety officer
.Og'..o.g* , , , , , , Division of oncology and

.

j;:. . ".m : Radiopharmaceutical. Drug Products,

' a .: ', ' '| ; Of fice of Drug Research and Review,,

,
q Center for Drugs and Biologics. ..

'
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NUCLEAR PHARMACY GUIDELINE-

CRITERIA FOR DLTERMINING WHD1 'IO REGISTER AS A DRUG ESTABLISHMDIT

.

.

, , Date: May 1984

Office Responsible,

for Guideline: Division of Drug Labeling Comliance
Office of Compliance (HFN-310).

Center for Drugs; and Biologies !' '

Food and Drug Administration ;I
301-443-7281 |
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MAY, 1984 ,

iNUCLEAR PHARMACY GUIDELINE *'

CRITERIA FOR DEIT' WINING WHEN 'IO REGISTER AS A t

. DRUG ESTABLISHME21T

This guideline prepared by the Food and Drug ' Administration's Center

for Drugs and Biologics states the criteria for determining when a nuclear

pharmacy is required to register as a &ug establishment

"

REGULA'IORY HISERY

,

In the FEDIRAL REGISTER of July 25,1975 (40 FR 31298), the Food and'

'

Drug Adninistration (FDA) published regulations which terminated a

then-existing exemption for radioactive &ugs from the investigational new

&ug requirements of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act).

The exemption was originally published in the FEDERAL REGISTER of January
'

8, 1963 (28 FR 183). The effect of the termination was to require

manufacturers and distributors of radioactive drug products to comply with .

' the act and applicable regulations, including requirements for h
registration, drug listing, current good manufacturing practice, new drug-

' applications, investigational new drugs, labeling, and advertising. With
.I-

the publication of the termination, the FDA replaced the Nuclear Regulatory
ICmunission (NRC) as the agency responsible for regulating the safety and

effectiveness of radioactive drugs as they affect patients. Cer tain
_

residual authority to control the use of radioactive materials, discussed
,

in greater detail below, remained with the NRC.

- - .. __ _ _ . . __ _ . . _ . . _ . ..____ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _,_
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e The FDA has legislative authority under the Federal Food, Drug, and

i. .

Cost: etic Act to regulate drugs for human use. Section 510 of the act

' (21 U.S.C. 360) requires drug establishments to register with FDA. Other-

provisions of the act provide the authority for FDA to regulate the

N manufacture, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of new drugs, to

assure that they are safe and effective for their intended use (secs 501,.

502, 505 of the act; 21 U.S.C. 351, 352, 355). Section 201(pi of the act

' defines the term "new drug * generally to mean a drug not generally -

recognized by qualified experts to be safe and effective. It has been the

agency's position that all radioactive drugs, including radioactive ,

biological goducts, are new drugs except for those generally recognized as
'

safe and effective when administered for research under the conditions set
'

forth in S 361.1(b) of the act (21 CFR 361.1(b)).
| |

!. Under section 510(g)(1) of the act, a pharmacy, including a nuclear

pharmacy, is exempt fra ecnplying with the need to register as a drug

establishrwnt if (1) 'it operates in conformance with any applicable local

laws regulating the pactice of pharmacy and medicine, (2) it is regularly |

|' engaged in dispensing prescription drugs upon the gescription of i
'

|] practitioners licensed to ackninister gescription drugs to patients under
:

their care in-the course of their professional practice, and (3) it does
!

not manufacture', propagate, capound, or pocess drugs or devices for sale i

other than in the regular course of their business of dispensing or selling

at retail. Thus, to the extent these requirements are met, a nuclear
,

,

pharmacy may prepare a radioactive drug without being required to register

with FDA

2.

,
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M '' as a drug establishment under section 510. Under other circumstances,-

4 1 4

however, registration of a nuclear pharmacy will, be required.

. As a matter of pac'tice, in addition to nuclear pharmacies,' nuclear {
'

,

medieine laboratorles under the control of a physiclan may also yepare -

radioactive drugs. Section 510(g)(2) of the act specifically permits
!

licensed gactitioners to manufacture drugs without having to register as

drug manufacturers govided the drug's are solely for use in the course of

Y the practioner 's professional practice.

j Because the NRC has legislative authority to license and regulate all

. aspects of the possession and use of radioactive by-product (i.e., ').

( reactor-produced) materials in order to potect health and minimize danger
'

to life or property, it also has certain regulatory authority over

radioactive drugs. Both radioactive drug manufacturers and nuclear

pharmacies are required, therefore, to comply with applicable regulations

of the NRC as well as those of FDA.

-In a separate notice also published in the FEDERAL REGISTER of July 25,
'

1975 (40 FR 31314), FDA announced its intention to clarify the '

responsibilities of nuclear pharmacies under the act. The notice contained

an interim enforcement policy pertaining to nuclear pharmacies. It stated

- that FDA would not take regulatory action again.ct a nuclear pharmacy that

did not comply with the requirements of the act, except when regulatory

1action was necessary to protect the p1blic health, provided the pharmacy

(1) complied with applicable local laws regulating the practice of

pharmacy, and (2) was licensed, when applicable, by the NRC or an Agreement

3
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f ' ' '' ' State to possess,' use, or transfer radioactive drugs. (An Agreement State
i ,

is one that, under formal agreement with the IRC, is authorized to license,
.

'' urder Federal law, persons _ engaged in the possession, use, or transfer of
l'

source, by-product or special nuclear materials in that State). FDA

adopted this interim enforcenent policy in 1975 to avo;d any disruption in

the practice of nuclear pharmacy and nuclear medicine throughout the United,

States. FDA concluded that, although radioactive drug manufacturers would
{

be subject to the act, it would not take regulatory action for the failure

. of nuclear 1:barmacies to ccrnply with the requirements of the act, under the

conditions specified, until .the status of nuclear pharmacies was further |
|clarified. j

i
|

DEVFlOPMDIT OF NUCLEAR PHARMACIES
,

l
| |'

\

Since 1946, when artificially produced radioisotopes became available '

I in quantity, there has been a rapid growth in the medical use of

radioactive drugs, including radioactive biological products, to diacrose )
<and treat. disease. Radioactive drugs are ackninistered for two different
q!

o

. purposes: as a radiation source, and as a radioactive tracer. As a

radiation source their principal role is in therapy; as a radioactive
'

:tracer they are' used primarily for diagnostic purposes.

When radioactive drugs first became generally available, they were
;

usually prepared by ccanerejal drug manufacturers under approved new drug

. applications (NDA's) and shipped to users in a form suitable for direct

4
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Y g a$ninistration to patients. As the use of radioactive drugs increased
' '

L

within hospitals, units within hospitals were often created to receive and
; a.

store all ineming radi'oactive drugs. In most hospitals-where, in fact,
-

;
'

nest radioactive drugs are administered-those units often became part ofq-

i

the #1armacy department. Pharmacies employing registered pharmacists and
t

'othat personnel having specialized training and experience in com;ounding,

preparing, storing, and dispensing radioactive drugs became known
F. specifically as " nuclear pharmacies." .
-

,

Initially, the activities of a nuclear pharmacy included (1) purchasing -

>

a camercially pepared radioactive drug from a drug manufacturer who held

an approved NDA and dispensing the drug in its original unopened container,

(2) dispensing a single dose from a multiple-dose container of a
'

,

commercially prepared radioactive drug, and (3) diluting (including

adjustments of buffers, bacteriostatic agents, and stabilizers) and
,

repackaging a commercially prepared radioactive drug for subsequent use or

distribution. As the training and experience of nuclear pharmacists
j

increased, some nuclear pharmacies began geparing their own radioactive
'

drugs.
<

Crie method used by nuclear pharmacies to prepare radioactive drugs was

to add a radionuclide to a nonradioactive substance, usually a drug
i

product, resulting in what is referred to as a " labeled compound." In

nuclear medicine the term " labeling" refers to the process of adding a
|.
j radioisotope to a suitable nonradioactive substance. In this document,

this process is referred to as * radiolabeling" to avoid confusion with the
1

term " labeling" as defined in section 201(m) of the act.

5
.
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, 1 [- As technology developed, and in order to reduce the radiation dose to
!

*

- patients, radioactive drugs with shorter-lived radionuclides were

j introduced. Because of ^their short half-lives, many of these drugs must be
>

prepared in a final dosage form shortly before they are to be administered

to patients. Thus, these drugs had to be prepared at a facility close to

where they would be administered. Otherwise the delivery time could be so j

long that'significant radioactive decay would take place before the drug

was administered. The ability to gepare radioactive drugs with short -

half-lives became possible, in part, through the use of a radionuclide

gener ator . A radjonuclide generator contains a glass or plastic colum

filled with an adsorbant, such as a resin or alumina, in which the
'

long-lived " parent" radionuclide is retained. Radioactive decay of the

long-lived parent radionuclide results in the goduction of a short-lived

" daughter" radionuclide which is eluted by passing an appropriate liquid or

gas through the column. These radionuclides are then used by a nuclear

pharmacy to prepare short-lived radioactive drugs, often by using a .

nonradioactive kit. A " nonradioactive kit" or " reagent kit" contains all
*

the necessary ingredients, except the radionuclide, for making a

radioactive drug goduct. By adding the radionuclide to the nonradioactive

L . kit according to the directions accompanying the kit, a radioactive drug,

i-
L. goduct of specified purity can be goduced, of ten just prior to
L

,

l administration. Most nonradjoactive kits are prepared by a comercial
L

manufacturer under an approved toA, but some nuclear pharmacies are now
I' preparing their own kits.
|

6

1
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',f' ' Another . aspect in the developnent of nuclear pharmacies has been their'
,

. 1
*

i

physical location and extent of activities. Mast nuclear pharmacies are
;.

located'in' nespitals and dispense radioactive drugs' only within ther.

institution in which they are located. As the gaetice of nuclear

pharmacies has matured, same nuclear pharmacies, although located in a

particular ' institution, may supply radioactive drugs .to other institutions
I

that do'not have nuclear pharmacies. In other instances, sczne nuclear !
;

pharmacies may be completely ' independent of any institution and may supply ;

radioactive drugs to a nuser of institutions and Factitioners.
.

'

Distribution of radioactive drugs by a nuclear pharmacy may thus be limited
:

to (1) one institution, (2) a.few institutions and gactitioners in the

vicinity of the nuclear pharmacy, or (3) a large nu2er of institutions and

gectitioners in a large metropolitan or geographic area, which may be

located in nore than one State.

ACTIVITIES OF NUCLEAR PHARMACIES

Activities of a nuclear pharmacy may include:

o Purchasing a ccmnercially prepared radioactive drug product which is
1
* marketed urrder an approved !DA and dispensing the drug in its original
!

|- unopened container.

j o Repacking a radioactive drug product which is the subject of an

I approved DA for subsequent use or distribution.
1

.

|

7.

o
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*[h pispensing a singit dose, or ser19s of single doses, from a I
4 o

*

)M,. . m1tiple-dose container of an apgoved radioactive drug goduct. For
j

[ example, dispensing'siagle capsules of radioactive sodha iodide,
''

p drawing a single dose of a radaoactive drug into a syrbie
,i. g r or drawing j

-

', '' I ( . a n=ber of sin'gle' doses of a radioactive drug into' syringes.
1

;

I
o i

Diluting and repackaging an alpro'ved radioactive drug product, such aso

adding water for injection to cedace the concentration of the active,.

components, and adjustment of huffers, bacteriostatic agents and iL-

stabilizers,
t

'

Eluting an apprcved radionuclide generator and using the eluate too

radiolabel a nonradioactive kit, t; prepare a radioactive drug prodact.

,

Manufacturing a nonradioactive kit ler subsequent use in gepering ao,

q;

E radioactive drug goduct.
G
H
d

*

Preparing a radiosetive drug godaen by using a comercially yeparedo

radionuclide or a radionuclide obtaine$ from a nuclear reactor or
3:

particle accelerator to which the nuclear pharmacy has access.

1
| some activities of a nuclear pharmacy clearly involve @armacy practice
L

' '

that quality for the statutory exemption available to pharmacies, other

activities, however, are operations that would require the establishment to
,

y

l' 8.s

'

!U \
'

,
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register under section 510 of the act. NJelear pharmacies that are

.

required to register under the act will also be subject to the drug listing |
\

H I provisions of section 520 of the act and FDA's regulations under 21 Part !
)

207, the current good manufacturing practice requirements of section 501 of 'l

the act and TDA's regulations under 21 CPR Parts 210 'and 211, and the j

factory inspection provisions of section 704 of the act. A nuclear !
: i-

pharmacy, particularly one that is rquired to register, may also be !

subject t.o the new drug provisions of section 505 of the act and PDA's '

,

regulations under 21 CPR Parts 310, 312, and 314. f
All pharmacies, including nuclear pharmacies that qualify for the

.

Statutory eXWtptien, are subject to section 501 of the act. Section
,

501(a)(2)(B) of the act deems a drug to be adalterated if the facilities or

controls used for its manufacture, processing, paoking, or holding do not ;
i

conform to or are not operated or adnunistered in cx>nformity with current i

good manufacturirg practices. Although nuclear pharmacies are required to

comply with section 501(a)(2)(3) of the act, it has not been the policy of :

TDA to apply the current good manufacturing practice regulations under 21

CrR Parts 210 and 211 to pharmacies as these regulations are not
,

specifically applicable to many pharmacy operations.

All pharmacies, including nuclear pharmacies, are also subject to the

factory inspection provisions of section 704 of the act. This section I

authorizes, among other things, the inspection of any factory, warehouse, :

or establishment in which food, drugs, devices, or cosmetics are *

.

manufactured, processed, packed, or held for introduction into interstate f
,

P

D

9
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ecreerce or fter such introduction anta interstate earnerce. B us, as, . .

establishmnts holding drugs after t.%ir introduction into interstate *

I

|- camerce, el $armacies, including nuclear pharmacies, are subject to,
,

e

inspection under this govision. In addition, nuclear @armacies that

are required to register as drug establishments under section 510 of the
,

,

act are subjeet to nore extensive pcovisions of the inspeetional

authority of section 704. Although subject to inspection, the agency is

not required to inspect, and except for reasonable cause normally does
'

not anspect phermacies, including nuclear pharmacies, operating entirely
i under the $armacy exemptions in the act. McWever, the agency will be

required, under section 510(b) of the act (21 U.S.C. 360(b)), to inspect

pharmacies, including nuclear pharmacies, that are registered as drug

establishments under section S 510(b) of the act.

DMLOPMCC OF GJIDILI!E

2 better understand the nature of the practice of nuclear pharmacy,

including the types of activities and organizational settings in which

these activities are performed, FDA has met with a nunber of

professionals, professional organizations, and Federal and State agencies

having an interest in nuclear medicine and pharmacy. A meeting, jointly
'

sponsored by the State of Washington Radiation Control Unit and FDA's

regional office in Seattle, was held in Seattle on Novenber 12 and 13,

'1975 Regesentatives of a number of State radiation control agencies,

,

10

|
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.' two state boards cf $armacy, the American Pharmaceutical Association, |.

| and several practicing nuclvar pharma'eists and others attended this-

,

meeting. Issues discussed at this meeting were: (1) W at is a nuclear i,

i

I pharmacist, and what kind of qualifications should he/she have for I

[, prepging,and dispennng radioactive drugc? (2) Wat credentialinif|. ,

. .
.:.*i

'

requ2rements are appropiate for nonpharmacist dispensers of radioactive !
!

drbgs? (3) that is the ' definition of radiopharmacy or nuclear parmacy, |
i

f and what constitutes a pescription for a radioactive drug? (4) What are i
p ;

the requirements for the preparation and supply of radioactive new drugs !:

!

| including those for investigational purposes? A summary of this meeting !

L !
'

' is available for inspection at FDA's Dockets Management Branch (HrA-305), !
:

F:od and Drug Adninistration, Rm. 4-62,.5600 Fishcrs Lane, Rockville, MD,
: i

20B57, under Dodtet !b. 80D-0069.
I

FDA believes the first three questions involve gimarily State and i

local laws regulating the prac*. ice' of pharmacy. HoWVer, under the act ,

the answers to these questions may determine, in a given situation,

whether a pharmacy is exempt from the registration provisions of the

a ct . Thus the licensure procedures that designate a perron as being a

pharmacist, the extent that a pharmacist may delegate authority, and the !
;

type of order that qualifies as a prescription are all matters that are -

determined under State laws, but they may also affect the application of
P

the act to pharmacies. ;

'Ib aid the agency in establishing criteria to determine what .

activities of a nuclear pharmacy require registration, a subcarnittee of

FDA's Radiopharmaceuticals Advisory Cornittee was appointed in October

11

.

r
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e 1975 to consider and rcport on issues relating t"> nuclear @armacy.,

| specifically, the subcomittee was requested to consider the following '

. two questions: mat types of operations engaged in by nuclear @armacies

1- should be regalated to some degrse by FDA7 What is the relative ureeney
..

for issuing new regulations or, statements of policy, if they are needed?

The subcomittee reported to the Radiopharmaceuticals Advisoryi

'

Ccrinittee on April 15, 1976. In preparing its report the subectrnittee

received suggestions and recomendations from numerous individuals and
,

;-

organizations. In addition, it considered the public testimony gesented

| on these tc.c questions before the full comittee in April 1975, and the

statements and discussions at a meeting of the subecernittee in January

1976. A copy of this report is also available for inspection at FDA's

Dockets Management Branch (address above) under Dodet No. 80D-0069.

In considering which nuclear pharmaey operatior.s should be regulated

by TDA, the subecom.ttee concluded 'that if the radioactive drug was

gepared and dispensed under a gescription, the laws and regalations,

governing the practice of pharmacy and medicine at the State level should

apply and the nuclear pharmacy should be considered as engaging in the
:

. gaet' ice of $armacy. On the other hand, the subecrrnittee stated that
1

the presence of a third party in the distribution of a prescription drug,

between the location where the goduct is formulated, ccrnpounded, or

manufactured and the point where it is administered to patients, changes

the gactice to one of manufacturing. Examples of this type of situation
|

| that were cited by the subcomittee included one in which a nuclear

|

|
|

12
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. , ' * ' permacy s;11s radioactive Qugs to a second pharmacy for dispensing by
'

the second pharmacy under a prescription, and one in which a nuclear

pharmney sells to other parmacies bulk quantitles of nonradioactive kits

that it develops. In each case the first pharmey would be a

manufacturer under the act and be required to register under Section 510
.

of the act.
.

The subcomittee also recognirA that radioactive drugs are often
'

acninistered by a nuclear mer% cine unit in a single institution. Sach a

nuclear medicine unit may operate a nuclear pharmacy and maintain control
, , .

over e.ny radioactive drup manufactured or ccanpounded within the pharmacy

until it is dispensed. Here, the subcomittee concluded that the high

level of control exercised over the drug' precluded any need for

r egistr ation.

The subcomJttee recomended to FDA that substantive changes in PDA

regulations, as they pertain to true nuclear pharmacies, were not

needed. The subcomittee recomended that individual state boards of

pharmacy rather than FDA should regulate nuclear pharmacies in the same

manner as they now regulate traditional pharmacies which e not compound

or dispense radioactive drugs.

At the same time, the subcomittee recomended that FDA clarify "the

assue of nuclear pharmacy manufacturing versus traditional @armacy

compounding with a policy statement; this statement should indicate that

the same criteria will be used in making this determination for

radioactive drugs as those which are used for. nonradioactive drugs. This

statment will also affirm that certain of the operational procedures in

which sore nuclear pharmacies engage are, in fact, manufact.uring, and

must be regulated as such."

. . _ _ _ _ . _ _ __X
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CRITERIA, FCR DETERMI!1I!JG WHDI A !CCLEAR PHAR!%CY,

j
,

MUST REGISTER AS A JROG ESTABLISHMci?'

r.

|.,

t

FDA agrees with the subecrimittee's reccrrnendation that, to the extent (.

practicable, the criteria for.' registration as a drug establishment for. ;

I

nuclear pharmacies should be the same as those for traditional
i

ipharm eles. The agency further agrees with the subcomittee that I

.

regulations applicable to nuclear pharmacies contemplated in the July 25,

1975 notice are not needed at this time and that FDA can fulfill its
regulatory responsibilities in this area by issuing a guideline on the

sub >ct . This guideline also responds to the subcomittee recomendation

that FDA notify State boards of pharmcy and other State and Federal

agencies of FDA's plicy in the area of nuclear pharmacies,

f4ction 510(g)(1) of the act (21 U.S.C. 360(g)(1)) states that

pharmacies which maintain establishments in cx>nformance with any

applicable local 3aws regulating the practice of pharmacy and medicine

are exempt from the drug registration provisions of the act. For the

exciptier to apply they must be regularly engaged in dispensing

prescription &ugs or devices, upn prescriptions of practitioners

licensed to aeninister such drugs or devices to patients under the care
'

of such practitloners in the course of their professional practice, and

they must not manufacture, prepare, propagate, ecunpound, or process drugs

or devices for sale other than in the regular course of their business of

dispensing or selling drugs or devices at retail. Because many States cb

14
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not spear to have laws that apply specifically to the pactice of '

!nJclear $arnacy, and my not have me&anisms specifically designed for
'

.

certifying nuclear permacists, and because many nuclear pharmacies [

require specially trained personnel whose activities rese:tle those of i
. i

drug manufacturers more tnan those of traditional $armacy pactice, TDA. i. . . ,

cbes not believe that the ' pharmac /* exemption of the drug registration

govisions of section $10(g)(1) of the act (21 U.S.C. 360(g)(1)) applies

to all so-called ' nuclear pharmacies.' FDA's regulation of nuclear
!

@armacies will be based on a reasonable application of the govisions of |
'section 510(g)(1) of the act to nuclear pharmacies and it will treat
,

these nuclear @armacies as other $stmacies have been traditionally
!

'

!treated under this section. Therefore, a pharmaef, including a nuclear

pharmaef, whose activities are consistent with section $10(g)(1) of the ,

act will be exempt from registering as a drug establishment and from j

complying with other requirements that flow from registration,
i

conversely, a @arme/, including a nuclear pharmacy, whose activities
i

are outside the provisions of section $10(g)(1) of the act will be

subject to the registration govisions of the act and to those +

!
requiraments that are conecrnitant to registration'.

To operate under applicable local laws regulating the pactice of .

pharmacy and 1:ddicine muy mean that a nuclear pharmacy must be operated
,

under the supervision of a pharmacist, registered in the State to
,

gaetice pharmaef. In states with such requirements, nuclear medical
,

laboratories operated by chemiste or physicists who are not also

reg 2stered $armacists will not qualify for the exernption from
'

regist. ration under section 510(g)(1) of the act regardless of the

activity in which the facility engages.

15
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# Certain activities of nuclear permacies are clearly within the
.. .

'
pharmacy exemption of section $10(g)(1) of the act. For exarqple, in a

" situation where the nuclear @armacy is operating within applicable localL .

i
j laws regalating the pcaetice of pharnacy and only gepares and dispenses

I a radioactive drug upon receipt of a ' valid gescription,' the pharmacy
~" ~

exemption clearly applies. PDA views the term ' valid gescription' to

mean an order that qualifies as a pescription under State law for a

[ prescription drug, from a pactitioner licensed to administer the drug to

|- a patient under the care of the practitioner in the course of his or her

g ofessional p actice. Parther, although the act does not define the -

term ' prescription,' sectf on 503(b)(2) of the ect states that any drug

dispensed by filling a pescription of a pactitioner licensed by law to
f

a:htnaster the drug is exempt from certain of the misbranding provisions

of the act if it bears a label containing the name and address of the

dispenser , the serial nut.er and date of the prescrip*. ion or its filling
,

and, if stated in the Feseription, the name of the patient and

directions for use and cautionary statements, if any, contained in the
'

pr escr iption. Thus, except for gescriptions for controlled drugs,

Federal law requires the name of the patient to appear on the label of

the prescribed drug only when this information is stated in the

prescription by' the physician. Hcuever, without st.ating the precise

format of a pescription, the act contemplates that certain inforration

wall ordinarily be supplied by the licensed practitioner to the

pharmacist. Further, the act implies that a prescription is written with

a particular patient in mind. In addition, many States, as part of their

pharmacy practice statutes, require the patient's full name. !

I

16
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C In the traditional pactice of $armney, gescriptions are usually.

j
'

4 handled differently depending upon whether the prescriber and patient are
7

in an institutional setting or in a givate setting. In the-

;

1institutional setting, the patient's Fescription is usually forwarded to
''

the pharmacy by the nursing staff and the prescribed drug is then sent

back to the nursing staff fe,r. storage without the instit' tionalized
'

.,-
u

patient ever obtaining possession of the prescription or of the
,

prescritad drug. In the givate setting, the prescriber usually hands |

the gescription to the patient, who takes it to their pharmacy of choice |

and receivss the prescribed drug from the pharmacist. In either

situation, however, the gescription is normally written for a specific
;patient. Rarely, in the private setting, is a prescription written for
i

more than one patient. Ole example of such a situation would be when all

members of a single family are being treated for the same condition with {
ithe same drug, e.g., pinworms. In such a situation it is considered

appropelato to write al.3 dispense one preseription for the entire family !

rather than write and dispense separate prescriptions for each family

member. However, in such a situation, a member of the family normally
*

t

obtains possession of the prescription and takes it to a pharmacy to be
,

filled. :

The agency believes that, although traditional pharmacy practice

concepts abould apply to nuclear pharmacies to the extent possible, the
l, unique nature involved in the preparation, handling and administrat2on of

.

radiosctive drugs might require scrne departures from the traditional

pharmacy practice. For example, when dealing with radioactive drugs t.he
'

'

1
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b''. patient, who er or not in an institution, normally does not obtain
.

possenston of the geseription or of the pceser(bod drug. Usually, the;

"

physician orders the drug from a nuclear pharmacy which dispenses it

directly to the physician for administration to t'he patient under the
'

!- - physician's supervision. Further, because most radioactive drugs are

. int, ended for diagnostic purposes, they mst be administered to the

; patient at a facility having the specialized equipnent necessary for the
i' ' diagnostic gocedure to be performed.

The agency is also aware that in nuclear sharmacy there are instances

where physicjans in givate Factice specializing in nuclear stedicine, as

well as physicians specializing in nuclear medicine connected with a

private clinic, will schedale several patients to undergo the same

diagnostic gocedure using the same injectable radioactive drug on a

particular day. Rather than order a separate container of the drug for

each patient, a multiple dose container of the radioactive drug to be

! administered to all the patients undergoing the same gocedure is

[ or der ed. In additicn, the physician or clinic may have a standing order
1

* with the nuclear pharinacy to su; ply a mitiple-dose container of a1

particular radioactive d' rug on a certain day of the week to be

administered to patients s&eduled to undergo a cormen diagnostic

procedure. The pactice of having one order cover several unrelated, but

s6eduled patient.3 and supplying a nultiple4ose container for such

patients is not normally considered to be the traditional sharmacy

pr actice. However, the agency has evaluated this Factice with respect

| to the dispensing of

L
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radiopharmaceuticals and concludes that, while it is a departure from
,

traditional $armacy gractice, it is, given the unique cirecmstances of
i

'

nuclear medicine, a reasonable variant of it, and thus appropiately

considered accepted pharmae/ gaetice. Accordingly, FDA will not require

a nuclear @armacy engaging in sum activities to register. as a drug
j establishment govided the dispensing pharmaef maintains a hard copy of
!

the gescription or physician's order as required by section 503(b)(2) of

the act and the iharmacy otherwise complies with all aspects of

traditional $armacy practice. Although the above rabrenced practices

will not sub9et a nuclear pharmacy to registration with the FDA as a

drug establishment, a nuclear pharmacy should also /,rtermine that such '
,

practices are consistent with applicable state pharmacy laws,

In certain situations, the fact that the preparation of the

radioactive drug results in the geparation of a new m a or requires

more technical equi;mnt and expertise than that of a nonradioactive

gescription drug does not nullify the pharmacy exemption. Likewise,

neither the location of the patient nor the location or cunership of the

nuclear pharmacy would nullify the $armacy exemption, several different

situations involving a nuclear pharmacy operating under applicable State

pharmaef laws and geparing and dispensing a radioactive drug upon

receipt of a valid prescription are set forth in the examples given below.

In other situations, the activities of a nuclear @armacy will be
clearly outside the $armacy exernption. For example, if a nuclear

,

pharmac / prepares a nonradioactive kit for sale to other nuclear

@armacies which ad3 the radionuclide for dispensing under prescription,

19
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the activity of the first $armacy clearly falls outside the parmacy
, ,

exemption. The examples below give several situations in which the
'

ipharmacy exemption does not apply because there is no prescription, i

Honetheless, in some situations, it will not be clear whether the
f

activities of a nuclear $armacy will fall within the pharmacy [
- -

exemption. Many involve nuclear pharmacies that are located within a {
hospital. 70 determine if the $armacy exernption applies, FDi believes

it will be helpful to compare the activities of a hospital nuclear

pharmacy with the activities of a traditional hospital pharmacy. In -

addition to filling and dispensing valid prescriptions for both

inpatients and outpatients, a traditional hospital $armacy may also send ;

prescription drugs to a ward or clinic within the hospital upon the order ,

of an authorized person. The drug, when sent to the ward or clinic, is

not intended for any specific patient, but is intended to be used by the |

ward or clinic as needed when a licensed practitioner orders the drug in

a patient's mdJ eal record. The term ' ward or floor stod" has been
;

applied to drugs made available in this manner. Because these drugs are j
' under. the control of the pharmacy and the institution within which the '

ward or clinic is located and the drug is prescribed by a licensed i

practitioner for a particular patient, this activity will be considered
i

to fall within the pharmacy exemption. Under the same rationale, if a

hospital nuclear pharmacy prepares a radioactive drug and dispenses it to

a nuclear medicine clinic or department located within the hospital upon

an order for the drug by an authorized person, even though the drug were

20
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in a maltip1 -dose container, the @armacy exemption would apply, of

course, because of their short half-life, it would not be expected that
'

radioactive drugs would be maintained as ward or floor stock in the same

manner as other drugs,

on occasion, a traditional hospital pharmaef may, upon request of

another pharmaef, send a drug product in its original unopened container

to another pharmaef. This situation may'arise when the second pharme/

finds that it is out of stock of a particular drug product. Provided the

first pharmeef did .1ot manufacture the drug product, it would not be
, . ,

required to register for such an activity. Likewise, a nuclear pharmacy

can send a radioactive drug product marketed under an approved icA in its

original unopened container to another nuclear pharmacy upon request

without being subjcet to the registration provision of the act.

The agency is aware that sczne nuclear pharmacies have been

instrumental in the developnent of new radioactive drugs or new uses for

existing radioactive drugs, luclear pharmacies may also prepare new

radsoactive drugs that are not co:nnercially available, but whose use and

preparation have been described in the medical literature. Physicians
1

that write a prescription for a drug that mist be compounded by a ]
1

@armac2st bear the professional responsibility to base its use on sound j

1

scientific rationale or medical evidence. The agency believes that as !
I

long as the $armacist does not engage in activities that fall outside l

the normal practice of pharmaef, such use of a drug in the practice of J

medicine does not require

1
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an Investigational New Drug Application (IND) or !OA. However, if as,

pharmacist does engage in activities that fall outside the normal

- gactiev of $armacy, the pharmacy would legally have to be registered

notwithstanding that it may be filling physician's orders. Therefore,

depending upon how such a drug is prepared, Fmoted, and distributed,
- its preparation may fall outside the normal practice of pharmacy and not

qualify for the pharmacy exemption. In such cases, even if the drug were

dj spensed on prescription, the nuclear pharmacy would have to comply with

the new drug provisions of the act even though it may not be rquired to

register under sect 2on 510 of the act (though it may be required to do

both ) . Decause the particular circumstances surrounding the operation of

the nuclear pharmacy would have to be ex'amined in detail to determine
| whether the pharmacy is operating within the practice of @armacy, such

situations will have to be decided on a case-by-case basis. An example

where a nuclear pharmacy would have to ecmply with the new drug

provisions is where the nuclear pharmacy has developed a rechargeable
8generator, sud as a generator used in preparing Nchnet.ium Tc 99 by

being 6arged with Molybdenum M3 99. Ea6 recharging of the generator is

considered the manufacturing of a new drug by the agency. An icA would

g be required to cover all phases in the development and use of this type

of generator, from its construction to the finished product, including

L how many times it could be re&arged.

It is obvious fra this discussion that certain types of nuclear

pharracy activities may be condJcted under the pharmacy exemption while

others condacted by the same nuclear pharmacy may not. The nuclear

22
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piarmacy must register with FDA for activities that are not within the

pharmacy exemption, irrespective of how small a portion they are of the
.

pharmacy's total activities. Under this policy some nuclear pharmacies

not now registered will'be required to register. Ibnetheless, this
- guideline does not impose new requir ements on these. establishments.

Rather, it applies existing requirements to facilities whose functions

have for the first time been examined and quantified. Pharmacies,

includ2ng nuclear pharmacies, are considered as drug establishments and

are subject to the provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act

to the extent they are not specifically exempt, including the provisions

of sections 501. 502, 503 and the applicable part of the factory

inspection provision in section 704. Establishments that are required to

register are also subject .to the current good manufacturing practice

requirements of section 501 of the act and FDA's regulations under 21 CFR

Parts 210 and 211, and the factory inspection provisions of section 704

of the act. In addition, an establishment manufacturing a "new drug', or

a pharmacy that has itself developed a new drug, will also be subject to
' the provisions of section 505 of the act and applicable FDA regulations

under 21 CFR Parts 310,'312, and 314. toelear pharmaeles may obtain

information and appropriate forms for registering as a drug establishment

from FDA Regional or District Offices or by writing directly to the

Center for Drugs and Biologics, Drug Listing Branch (HFN-315), Fool and

Drug Adunistration, 5000 Fishers Lane, Eckville, MD 20857,

23
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'Ihe examples that fol]cw cover most activities of nuclear,

pharmacies. Obviously, they cannot represent all possible situations.
.

In addition, it must be rarne cered that in many situations the particular

circumstances surrounding the operation of a nuclear pharmacy may have to

be e.xamined in detail to determine whether the $armacy is operating

within the practice of pharmacy, and such situations will have to be

decided on a case-by-case basis. Anyone may seek an opinion whether a

particular activity qualified for the pharmae/ exemption by writir.g to

the person responsible for maintaining the guideline named above.

Therefore, the agency makes available the following examples

reflecting the agency's policy for examining functions of a nuclear

pharmacy to determine if they are required to register.

EXAMPLES OF WHC1 A ITJCLEAR PHARMACY MUST REGISTER
AS A DRUG ESTABLISHMDIT

Source of drug Activities of the nuclear Registration
pharmacy requared

A. Radioactive drug 1. Dispenses the drug 1. !b
is supplied by a under a prescription in
manufacturer , the manufacturer's'

(Product is subject original container,
of an approved icA
or IND)

2. After storing the deug, 2. tb-

ships the drug in the
! manufaeturer's original

container to another -

nuclear $ armacy or to a 6

physician with or without
having received a
prescription.

.

5
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3. Fills the, drug into single 3, Ib jor nultiple-dose containers.

in anticipation of a future |
1

need and its subsequent ;'

dispensing under a '

prescription.
|!

4. Dispenses a &ug that 4. !b !was diluted or filled into L

single or multiple dose I,

containers upon receipt of a {
,

pr escription.
;

5 Dilutes or fills the 5. !b i
drug into single- or
multiple-dose containers .

!and dispenses the &ug f

without a prescription but
;

upon receipt of an appropriate - <

order, for use within the same '

institution.
.

G. Upon an order from a 6. !b
physician, dilutes or fills >

the &ug into nultiple-dose
,

containers and ships the &ug :

to the physician as part of ,

accepted pharmacy practice, ;
7. Dilutes or fills the 7. Yes "

&ug into single- or
i

multiple-dose containers
and ships it without a

,

prescr2ption to another '

nuclear pharmacy or insti- :
,t' tion that, irrespective of its !u
location or cwnership, is' recog- tnized as a separate entity by

|FDA.

B. Radioactive' &ug 1. Upon receipt of a 1. !b -

(not involving use of prescription, prepares ;

a nonradioactive kit) a radioactive &ug
prepared by the and dispenses it.

;nuclear pharmacy. ;

!
,

b

25
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|
; 9 i' 2. Prepares a radioactive 2. Ib l

* ~
drug in anticipation of a |.

future need and its subse- |
quent dispensing under a j
gescription.-

|

|.
3. Prepares a radioactive 3. Ib '

drug and dispenses it with- '
,

oct a prescription, but !
,

! upon receipt of an
|

appropriate order for use
:

E within the same inst 2tution. !
'

4. operates an accelerator 4. Ib !
L or nuclear reactor to

i
L produce radionuclides and

;
! radiochemicals to manufacture '

! radioactive drugs to be
dispensed under a prescription. ',

o

n 5. Upon a rquest from a 5. !b [
physician, prepares a drug '

in multiple-dose containers '

and ships the drug to the !

physician as part of accepted '

piarmacy practice.
;

6. Prepares a radioactive 6. Yes idrug and ships it without i

a prescription to another
pharmacy or institution that,

!
irrespective of its location or ;

ownership, is recognized as a !
separate entity by FDA.

;
'

7. Prepares radiochemicals 7. Yes
and ships them to other
nuclear pharmacies or
institutions as drug ;

cenponents .

C. A reagent kit 1. Radiolabels the reagent 1. !b
and generator are kit according to the manu-

,

supplied by a facturer's directions and !
manufacturer. dispenses the drug under a !

(The kit and prescription. !

generator are
subject to an
approved IDA or I

IID) .
.

26.
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2. Radiolabels a reagent 3. Ib !- kit in anticipation of a- ' '

future need and its
!, subsequent dispensing under i''

a pescription.
,

+ i3. Upon re:[uest from a 3. tb !
physician, radiolabels a reagent

|kit and ships the drug to the
physician as part of accepted- '

;

pharmaef Factice.
i,

t4. Radiolabels a reagent 4. Yeskit and ships it without a
ipescription to another
ipharmac / or institution that,
i

irrespective of its location
!or cunership, is recognized as a jseparate entity by FDA.
j

D. A reagent kit 1. Upon receipt of a 1. tbas prepared by the prescription, prepares and
nuclear pharmaef. radiolabels the reagent kit

and dispenses it.

2. Prepares a reagent kit 2. tb
in anticapation of a future

;need. Upon receipt of a
prescription, radiolabels
and dispenses it.

3 Upon a request from a 3. Ib !
.

physician, prepares reagent kits !and ships them (either before or +

after radiolabeling) to the !

physician as part of accepted
sharmaef practice. ,

>

4. Prepares a reagent kit 4. Yes -

and ships it without a
prescription, either before
or after radiolabeling, to -

another pharmacy or insti--

tution that, irrespective of
its location or cunership, is ,

s

recognized as a separate entity
by FDA.

27.
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E. Radioactive drug 1. Uses the. radioactive 1. Yes |or reagent kit drug or reagentAit to ,
,

jobtained from perform one or more step ',another nuclear in the manufacture of a i
."

pharmacy, insti- radioactive drug as a service itution, or for the nuclear pharmacy or
practitioner. institution that supplied the

,

radioactive drug or kit, i.e.,
!

,

custem manufacturing.

!.
At'ta chment: Sanmary of Conenents on Proposed Guideline for 11uclear

iPharmacies Describing Activities that Retuire Registration as a Drug
!Establishment and Agency Responses.

,

;
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Attachment j4
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!

Stt9%RY OF COMMDCS ON PIOPOSED GUIDELINE PCR NUCLEAR PHA30%CIEE f
/ DESCRISING ACTIVITIES ': HAT REQUIRE REGISTRATI0H AS A DRUG ESTABLISHMDrr i

. .

!

A!D AGDiCY RESPONSES - !
'

-

|
[Dod:et No. 80D-0069, 75N-0069) I.

i

!
!

$
In the FEDERAL REGISTER of April 11,1980, (45 FR 24920) the agency

.

i

announced the availability of a proposed guideline that would assist |
t

;
i nuclear ;harmneies, to determining if they are required to register as j

drug establishments under section 510 of the Federal Food, Drug, and

Cosretic Act (21 U.S.C. 360), twelve coments wara received in response f
to the proposed guideline. A sumary of the coments and the agency's j
response to each are as follows:

1. Several coments cited specific fact situations and asked if f
registration was necessary. The specific questions were as follows:

t
!

l. (a) One coment asked if registration is necessary if a nuclear
1

pharmneist purchases raw materials, prepares a radioactive drug product i

and then dispenses the drug product upon receipt of a prescription. !

(b) One ecment asked if registration is reguired if a nuclear

pharmacist prepares a radioactive drug in bulk at one location, transfers -

the bulk drug to a second pharmacy where the same nuclear pharmacist also

works and uses the material in filling a prescription.,

t|

L (c) several ecmnents asked if registration is required if a

| pharrnscist prepares a ;rescription using a comercial reagent kit, but

| deviates from the instructions accenpanying the reagent kit, such as by

adding ascorbic acid.

'
.
I
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(d) Cr>e coment asked if registration is required when a te&nician '
.

!
. prepares radioactive drugs under either direct or indirect supervision of !

!i' a physicjan and then delivers the drug to the physician at multiple
{

*
i

sites.
i

i.

Certain activities of nuclear pharmacies are clearly within the '

@armacy exemption of section 510(g)(1)of the Act (21 U.S.C. 360(g)(1)). [

Likewise, certain other activities of nuclear $armacies will be clearly '

I outside the pharmacy exenption. However, in many situations, the ;

particular circumstances surrounding the operation of a nucisar pharmacy
,

may have to be examined in detail to determine whether the pharmacy is

operating within the practice of pharmacy and such situations will have
>

to be decided on a case-by-case basis. Therefore, the following |

responses to the question posed by the corsnenta are generalized and are I

not intended to resolve individual fact situations. Persons seeking
.

guidance on individual situatsons should contact Division of Drug
i

Labeling Compliance (HFN-310), office of Compliance, Center for Drugs and
'

,

31ologics, Food and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD

20857, (301)443-7281.

(a) termally, a nuclear pharmacy that prepares a drug product from

raw materials and dispenses it under a prescription is not required to

r egis ter . (see B.1. of the guideline). j
(b) The fact that the same nuclear pharmacist is involved with the

drug at two $armacies is not relevant to the need to register, nor is

necessarily the fact that both pharmacies have ecmon ownership. The

agency would have to examine sud an arrangment as a whole. However, PDA

would consider one relevant factor to be whether the local State Doard of

Pharmacy recognized the t n:> pharmacies as a single entity and issued them

-2-
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*| a single license. In such a case transfer would likely not require
,

registration. Mcwever, if a state board considered the pharmacies as two
'

'distin:t entities, and required separate licensure, then the pharmacy

that planned to ship the bulk material would likely be required to
,

register as a drug establishment. Because state pharmacy boards may

differ on their treatment of such arrangements, other factors would

normally also be considered.

(c) W e guideline did not discuss modifications that might be made

to an approved reagent kit because issues apart frem registration are

primarily involved. Se agency reviews considerable data before

approving an !OA for a reagent kit and concludes that if the

manufacturer's instructions are followed, a safe and effective

radicactive drug will be produced frcrn the reagent kit. Sus, if the

instructions are followed, a physician can be assured that the product

prescribed Ms the properties it purports to pousess. If a pharmacist

deviates from the manufacturers instruction, apart from as a prescriber
i

j may have directed, the possibility of misbranding or adulteratirg the

| drug product must be considered. De addition of ascorbic acid as cited

here er other uses of a pharmaceutical necessity in conpounding a

prescription does ret subject the pharmacy to registration, but

phamacists are not exempt frcxt. the misbranding and adulteration
:

provisions of the act and must rely to a large degree on their

professional judgment as to when and the extent to which modifications to

| an appreved new drug are appropriate.

(d) Registration would not be required if a technician prepares

radicactive drugs un$er the supervision of a physician solely for use by

-3-
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that physician.in the course of his or.her professional practice.-* .

However, registration would be required if the drugs are used by other
|
1

-

physicians, or if the drugs are sold to the multiple sites mentioned in i

:

the conrnent. .

2. Several coments asked if practices such as modifying a reagent j

kit would make the resulting product a new drug.

If the nuclear pharmacist modifies a kit as directed by prescription, |
an$ dispenses it under the prescription, an NEA would not normally be -

'

needed. (See, however, the response to coment 3 for factors to be
'considered) . If distributed without a prescription, however, the NIA

requirements would apply. Whenever an NtA is not required, however,.the '

phar:ta::y must keep in mind the adulteration and misbranding concerns

expressed in the response to 1. (c) above.

3. Scrne coments requested the agency to give exeyles of specific

situations ,in which a new drug a; plication (N A) or exemption for
,

investigational use of a new drug (Do) would be required, one ocenent ;

stated it was not conceivable that an NIA or DC would ever be required

L if an order from a physician for a radioactive drug is dispensed by a

nuclear pharmacy for :he physician's own use (examples B7 and D4 of the

- draf t guideline) or in response to a prescription order of a physician.

Although the primary intent of this guideline is to describe

c.ctivities of nuclear pharmacies that require registration as drug

establishnents, the draf t guideline did indicate that in some situations

an nm or Nta may be required. These situations would be unusual and for

this reason, the parenthetical statements that an DC or NEA may be

i tequired included in the draft have been mitted frm the exanples of
|

|

1 -4-
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r .' when a nuclear pharmacy must regictcr as o drug establistynent. Such
'

situations, nevertheless, could occur. As stated in the text portion of j

'the guideline, concerning the developnent of new radioactive drugs or new !

>

uses of a radioactive drug, ". . . depending upon how such a drug is !
|+

prepared, promoted, and distributed, its preparation may fall outside the

normal practice of pharmacy and not qualify for the pharmacy exergption, j

In such cases, even if the drug were. dispensed on prescription, the ;
i

nuclear pharmacy would have to ecmply, with respect to the products it -

:

produced, with the new drug provisions of the act, even though it may not |
'

be required to register under section 510 of the act." Such
;

circ = stances are conmenly found when an individual physician is the :

sponsor of an mD for a radiopharmaceutical. Thus, application of the

new drug provisions requires evidence that the pharmacy is performing .

activities not normally associated with the normal practice of pharmacy ,r

and is operating in a manner that subjects it to the new drug provisions

of section 505 of the act.
'

4. One comment was uncertain of the provisions of section 704 of the

act and asked about its application to the nuclear phamacist.

Section 704 of the act authorizes, among other things, the inspection

of any. f actory, warehouse, or establistinent in which food, drugs,

devices, or cosmetics are manufactured, processed, packed, or held for r

intredaction into interstate connecce or af ter such introduction into

interstate conmerce. 1hus, as establishments leiding drugs af ter their

introduction into interstate commerce, all pharinacies, including nuclear

pharmacies, are subject to inspection under this provision. In addition,

nuclear pharmacies that are required to register as drug establishments .

under section 510 of the act are subject to more extensive provisions of ,

-5-
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the inspectional authority of section 704. Although subject to'

~ 4

inepoetion, the agency is not required to inspect, and except for
,

,

. reasonable cause normany does not inspect pharmacies, including nucle'ar'

| pharmacies, operating entirely under the pharmacy exenptions in the act.

Mcuever, the agency will be required, under section 510(b) of the Act (21

U.S.C. 360(b)), to inspect pharmacies, including nuclear pharmacies, that

are registered as drug establishments under this section. 'Ihe revocation
,

of the interim enforcement policy, published in the FIDERAL ret 3ISTER

concurrently with the issuance of this guideline, win mean that nuclear

phamacies qualifying for the pharmacy exerqptions will be regulated in

the same manner as pharmacies generally and that nuclear pharmacies

required to register under section 510 win be regulated like drug

manufacturers, ne guideline has been expanded (see page 9) to clarify

the agency's inspectional authority under section 704 of the act.

5. .one coment reccrrmended that the agency develop good

manufa:turing practice regulations specific to nuclear pharmacies.
i

ne agency does not believe that current good manufacturing practice

(CGC) regulations specific for nuclear pharmacies subje' ct to regulation

! as drug establistrnents are necessary at this time. 'Ihe C% IMP regulations
t .

|
(21 CTR Part 2n) provide sufficient detail for drug manufacturers

generally and are reasonably applicable to nuclear pharmacies registered

as drug establistynents. Although scrne requirements in the regulations
i

are not specific to all types of manuf acturing, the agency believes that

nuclear pharmacies win be able to initiate additional good manufacturing

L practices to insure their products neet appropriate standards. With the
l' ,

revo:ation of the interim enforcement policy and the issuance ~ of these |E
| \
'

!

-6-
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guidelines, it is expected that many more nuclear pharmacies will |
* i

register and be inspected by the agency. If these inspections reveal a.

poblem the agency will take appropiate action, including goviding )
|

further guidance through additional gaidelines or proposing additional j
.

regulatory requirements. . In the meantime, nuclear pharmacists should, on

th'e basis of their gofessional training and experience as well as their

Imledge of the principles of drug manufacturing, be able. to apply j

reasonable control pocedures to insure the integrity of their products.'

The agency notes that at the 1980 American Pharmaceutical .

Association's (APHA) Annual Meeting, the APHA House of Delegates adopted

two policy statements regarding nuclear parmacy. These were:

'The American Pharmaceutical Associatim supports the concept of state t

boards of pharmacy retaining their authority to regulate all aspects of
t

gefessional pharmacy gactice including nuclear pharmacy practice," and

'The American Pharmaceutacal Association urges state boards of pharmacy s

to promptly adopt appropriate rules and regulations for the practice of

nuclear t armacy using the National Association of Boards of Pharmacyh

Model Regulations for the Licensure of Nuclear Pharmacies as a nodel'.

! The FDA supports these policy statements and encourages States to

! .

take appropriate action. Implementation of these policies along with

appropriate action by rauclear pharmacy organizations may obviate the need

for the agency to develop any additional regulations specific for -

radioactive drugs.

6. Cne o ment recome. ded ti at all nuclear pharmacies be required

to perform stability and certpatability studies on their containers.

1

!
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[ U t i- A nuclex pharmacy that performs airtivities that cause it to be a :
'

i

-

st, t'

D & ,, drug establishmnt is required to follow the CGMP 1egulations. These
, %

'

p t ', regulations include requirements for containers and closures (21 CFR.

-
. ;

'111.94) and requiremnts for stability (23 CFR 211.166) . Although the'se.

L requirements es not app , A welear pharmacy operatitins that' fall within
'

t';t ;:harracy eremption, it is still necessary that a nuclear pharracy,
i'' lit e any other pharrecy, observe standards for containers that'. assure the

,

stanility of the final product.

7 One corr.ent stated t at r:uelear pharmacists who make their own -

celd kits should be retc ed to register and suggested that FDA require

nucletr pharracies to mr.ufar.ure final products from FDA Opproved kits

and pnhibit pharrecies from compounding from basic ingredients because

stability of radioactive drugs is of utmost importance.

The agency ac/ises that as' part of the practice of pharmacy,

. piarracis ts' beve traditionally been considered free to make use of

c:r..ercia'.'.ly available raterials to practice their profession of

cc: po qding and dispensing prescription drug products. Nuclear

pha racists that operate within the pharmacy exemption have this .same

freecom. H:7.cever, nuclear pharmacies that reutinely prepare a particular ,
,

type of reagert kit and ship it without a prescription are no longtr

E, ' acting as pharracies and wo11d be required to register. As noted in the <

te comnent.6, nuclear pharmacists, as well as othet pharmacists ,resp. t

at e resoonsible for asssuring taat drug products prepared under a

prescription meet all standards for that product including proper

stability t equirements as dispensed.
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L - 8. One coment referred to a 1978 opinion handed down by the .

.

.

Attorney General: of California, which stated that a pharmacist may
. . - - ..

I
'

empound and dispense an individual gescription for an individual'sJ

needs if the components have not been banned even though the goduct "

.might be a new drug if not dispensed under a pescription. The opinion

was that the pharmacist is not creating a market for. a new &ug but' '
m

rather acting on the decision of a physician who has exercised

independent judgement as to u.e safety and effectiveness of a particular

drug in the_ treatment of a patient. The comment stated that the poposed

guideline indicated tnat in certain circumstances a nuclear pharmacy may

be required to sponsor an IND for a goduct even though it is dispensed

under a prescription. The comment indicated that there may be a conflict
i

between the Attorney General's opinion and the guideline and requested |
t

clarification. 1

'The ' agency does not believe there is any conflict between the

California opinion and the guideline. The agency recop11res that medical,

practice dictates 'that @ysicians remain free to use drugs according to |

their best knowledge and judgement. This may include the roguest for a
i

drug product to be prepared under a gescription that Muld be a new drug j

if prepared by a drug establishment without a pescription. Physicians

that write a pescription for a drug that must be compounded by a

snarmacist bear the gofessional responsibility to ba'3e its use on sound |

scientific rationale or medical evidence. The agency agrees that as long

as the parmacist does not engage la activities that fall outside the

normal practice of pnarnmey, such use of a drug in the pactice of

medicine does not require an IND or

.

-9-
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!DA. However, if a $armcl.st does engage in activities outside the- *

.. normal pactice of pharmacy, the pharmacy would legally have to be
,

registered notwithstanding that it may be filling physician's orders.
|

' *

The guadeline has been mdified in order to clarify this point (see p ge- |,.

21).
'

9. ' Cne coment stated that the example in the last sentence on

page 20 of the draft guideline stated that a multi-dose vial filled by a
,

nuclear pharmacist to be administered to several unknown patients may not }
be recognized as a pescription, but also stated on page 29 that a.

physician's order for a bulk drug for use in the physician's own pactice
j is not cause for registration. The catraent stated that this appeared to '

,

| be a conflict. .

| !

The agency has reevaluated these two examples and has concluded that '

|- the need for registration under circumstances involving supplying .

| mJ1tiple doce containers of a radioactive drug intended for
,

..

administration to several patients needs clarification. Because of their

short half-life, most radioactive drugs must be administered very

pranptly. Thus, the example of having a physician order a pharmacist to .

gepare a radioactive drug in bulk for the physician to store in the ;

office as " office stock" for use in the physician's pactice on

appropiate patients as they are seen by the physician was not a
.

realistic example. Therefore, it has been deleted from the guideline,
,

The agency agrees, hcuever, that such an activity, when

- 10 -
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performed by a nuclear or traditional pharmacy, should require f
'

,

'

r egistr ation.. The guideline has also been nodified (see pages 16-19) to
!,

clarify that since prescriptions represent a professional relationship . ,f
between the prescriber, pharmacist and patient, an order written for a ;

multi-dose vial intended for adninistration to several patients is
,

considered to be a prescription, if the dispensing pharnacy or pharmacist
.

maintains a hard copy of. the prescription or physician's crder as |

required by section 503(b)(2) of the act and the pharmacy otherwise I

complies with all aspects of traditional or accepted pharmacy practice. E

Although such a practice will not by itself subject. a nuclear pharmacy to

registration with the FDA as a drug establishment, a nuclear pharmacy i

''

should also determine that such practices are consistent with applicable

state laws.

10. Cne coment stated that FDA's belief that a firm should register I

. is not in itself justification to require registration,
l

| FDA's conclusion regarding the registration of certain types of
l
! nuclear pharmacies result from a reasoned application of section 510 of

the act to the services which those establishments actually provide. The

purpose of the guideline is to give guidance to nuclear pharmacies as to
|

when one should register. Some situations regarding the manufacture of t

radioactive drugs present complex questions. These guidelines are not

requirements, but rather an assurance that a person following the

guideline will be following procedures acceptable to FDA. Manufacturers

are encouraged under FDA guideline procedures to bring to the agency's
|

|

- 11 -
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attention in a&ance situations in which a guideline my not be -
, .

e
I

.

. . followed . FDA will attempt to resolve in a&ance disagreements between '

1

nuclear sinarmacies and FDA ever whether registration is required. )
i

11. One comment stated that radiolabeling of a kit, as in exanple' ;

c. 2, is not done according to the directions of a physician. Instead a

physician identifies the end product and the sharmacist gepares the
'

prescription for that use.

The agency agrees that a prescription for a radioactive drug does not

normally contain instructions for radiolabeling a kit. The intent of

this enmple was to cover thout instances where a prescription did
.

conta'.n sucn information and to distinguish it from example C.1, which

covers those situations where the preseription 6:x.s not contain

infor ation for the labeling of a kit and the nuclear pharmacist prepares

the predact as set forth in the manufacturer's instractions acconpanying
'

the reagent kit. Mcwever, since only rarely would a prescription contain *

instructions for radio labeling a kit, this example has been deleted from

the guideline.
,

12. Several coments stated that the guideline should be integrated

with the Melear Regulatory Commission (IRC) to limit regulatory concerns

| to :P.0 and drug ranufacturing concerns to FDA.
|

As previously stated, the purpose of the guideline is to give
|

,

I
(L 6.:idance to nuclear pharmacies so that they can determine if they should ,

t

register as drug establishments under section 510 of the Federal Food,

1 Drug, and Cosnetic Act. The determination of whether or not a nuclear I

|

L :

-12-
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L pharmacy should register is entirely within FDA's jurisdiction; there is '

'

.,

,

no overlap with 1RC's area of jurisdiction. Therefore, the agency does
,

not se:, any need to integrate tRC's area of jurisdiction cwer nuclear

pharmacies into the guideline. The agency has, however, supplied a m)y

of the draft guideline to the IRC for review and comment and will

continue to work with IRC to avoid areas of duplication and
'

inconsistencies between the two agency's policies.

13. One count recommknded that the guideline include naus ofg

agency personnel to be contacted wnen nuclear pharmacists have a questiong ,

concerning their operations.
.

Agency regulations om guidelines (21 CFR 10.90) require a guideline

to cr.tain the name of the person responsible for maintaining the

guideline. This person is named as the " contact person" in the notice oft

1' .

availability and this ptrson should be contacted if questions arise as a'

l
' r esult of t'he guideline. If a contact person cannot answer a question he

t

or she will refer the in:iuirer to FDA employees knowledgeable in the

! jsub*ect matter .
'

L 14. One count stated that a requirement that the patient's nam

appear on a prescription is inconsistent with contemporary nuclear

pharmac! practice because physicians often reassign prescriptions to

o:her patients and is also inconsistent with the guideline examples that
'

E physiciann may order drug products for their cun use. One coment stated

that a prescription is defined as an order for a particular patient which

would require the patients nam to appear on the prescription.
}

- 13 --
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The agency advises that the act (section 503(b)(2) (21 U.S.C.-

'333(b)(2)) requires the label of a drug dispensed by prescription to.

contain the name of a patient when stated in the prescription. Even,

though the act does not require the patient's name, it does imply tha't a

prescription is written with a particular patient in mind. (See the

response to quastion 9). Further, many states require the patients full

name and address on all prescriptions and even when not required by state

law, the common accepted practice is for physicians to include the name

of the patient on a prescription. The agency recepizns, however, that

there are certain differences between traditional pharmacy and nuclear

pharmacy. Thus, under the guideline a nuclear pharmacy may prepare a l
'

l
radioactive drug intended for administration to several patients in a !

!

multi-dose vial ar.d dispense it provided the dispensing pharmacy engaging

in sudi activities maintains a hred copy of the prescription or i

i

physician's order as required by section 503(b)(2) of the Federal Food,
1

Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the pharmacy otherwise complits with all
|
'aspects of accepted or traditional pharmacy practice. The guideline

.r
car. ins a nere complete discussion of this issue (pages 16-19).

| \

i. 15. One ccanent objected to the use cf the term " diluting" in the
!i' '' guideline. The coment said this gave the impression that pharmacists ;
1

2only " dilute" and dispense when in fact when they dilute a product, they
,

must be concerned with factors such as adjusting buffers, bacteriostatic |

' agents and stabilizers. The word " preparing" was suggested as a

substitute.

:

j| .

- 14 -
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po The agency believes that the use of the term "geparing" in place of-

;i
.

l l.'. * diluting" may be inappropiate because it could imply that the nuclear.

N: (I.' pharmacist gepared the radioactive drug rather than just performed some

[ activities on a goduct gepared by a drug manufacturer. However,
'

because * diluting" may also not be appropriate, it ::as been decided for

purposes of this guideline to define the term as including not only

simple dilution, but also adjustment of such things as buffers,

bacteriostatic agents and stabilizers.
..

1 .

| 1

|
1

1 *

p .

| |
1

|

L
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VI. Sample definition of the practice of medicine and related s

definitions. Corpus Juris Secundus 2A:377-379; 393 194; 411-412,
1987,-
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f CAuPORNIA PnAaMACT LAW 5 3.
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

GENF"A.L INFORMATION ABOUT THE
CAUFORNIA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY

W Calsfornia State Board of Plearmacy is an agency wittiin the |

Department of Consumer Affairs, witsch in tiern is a part of the cabinet.
levelState and Consumer Services Agency (Cal. Bus. at Prof. Code,Sese.

MEMSEt5 1I4101). (AB estations are to the California n======= and PW= main ===A: tan C. Blaine Les Catos Code inniess otherwue noted.) It is time Board's . " "*;;, to adsman.K. S-ott Carruthers Pasadena ister and enforce C-%.J. p iarmacy laws and regnatmedaans ($$ 1918,
.

l

Gilbeit Castillo Stockton 4000). Its functions include issuis.g reguhtions, preparing and conduct.Jay R. Csvanaugh North Hollywood ing licensere e-~ ^ :-- . investigating violations ;d laws usader itsStephen E. Dibble Mission Viejo jurisdsction and taking "' '
-y action against its h'

-

i
Robes. M. Iletzberg Beverly Hills

Mernbers % Board consists of ten niembers.Seven are *
_

Mary M. Range - Moraga 4
resadang in ds5erent parts d the state and three areWliarn lew Tan;_ h erey p'- _.; ; soensbers. At leert one of the publee a...* .pubisc or nion.

*""hM
**8'*"~~ . nienst possess

- "Y*"'" Ibiling H Estates expertise in one er more signeficant portions (the Board's regislated '

actmties (il 4001,458-453). Board .x...*m. , are appointed by the Cov-rECUTIVE OfflCER
I ernor to serve for a term of four years ({{ 4001 401R) anxl may serve for

LORIE CARRIS RICE
two terms ($$ 131,4003).h Board elects its president,vice-president,

HEADQUAitTERS ezecutive oRicer and treasurer; the executive officer need riot be a'

merrber of the Board ($ 490s). |, IGM N Strees
Gesamittees:h 8 Board rnects e.s a body approximately sig times peri Sacramento,CA 95814

| (916) 4454014 year. Ds meetings are he!d in various locations throughout flee state.
|

| most often in I.ms Angeles, San Francisco and Sacramentc. In addition,

fi the Board has a number of standong and adhoc committees which meetS' U

fr en time to time.*llnese inclende committees on continusng education, |
U R'

(714) 237 7196
8 - Im Angeles.CA 9WB12 ""Wmy, ru es M r@Hons, Wion and erh h

g:33ag>3sso Northern and Sonsthern Irterim Committees sneet approximate.ly! g

k'
monthly to handle rnanor 'i s '' 17 matters, probation interviews,

,
--

consumer cosapleants and setnilar nietters.

A schedule of the dates and locations of Board and committee meet-'AW WEm4GS t

ings may be obtaened froen the Board's Sacramento office. !j CAUFURNIA PHARMACY LAW PHARMAOSTS MANUAL OF THE
- Wml RECT *1AT10NS CONT 1 TOLLED SUBSTANCES ACT ,$ gag.W Board's staffincludes an executive officer headqtsartered

in Sacrametslo, SW / ' ; inst.pectors h;Qztered in SacramentoSe m Us Desiert of
and les Angeles and field * , _ .- In addition, the Board has a9 ,g , , , ,i P.O. Dos lat5 45m Golden Case Avenue clerical stafL

North HigMands. CA 95680 San Francisco. CA 90 lot
(916, 9T33700 gels) 35633s3 >

ORUNIFORM CONTROLIED
SUBSTANCh3 ACT 350iF m' Street

1m Angeles.CA90 ell ;
State of Cahfornia (213) 685-4e96

'
.-

Department of Jus * ice
i Bureau of Narcetic E..fh..a..: SHERMAN FOOD. DRUG. AND
s P.O. Bos 16:0s9 COSMETIC IAW
I Esceamento CA 96816 tor 9 State of Cabfornia

-(9t6) 7395445 Department of Health Services*
Food and Drug Branch
714 P Street

Sacramento. C, A 95814mess m m.a
t

n.

.y :Fh - , , _, , ___ ___.____ - - - - - - - - ' - -
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m amnisairf et oscers O' 6. Meanser -

; i All r.uthorized officers of the law, while investigating violations of this ? N-.sy is an area, place, or premises in whech the profesnon of'

chapter in performance of their official duties, and any person working FE- Ti is Practiced and winere pre..p are c , _ *11 under their immediate directen, supervision, or inst uction are im- " Pharmacy" includes, but is not limited to, any area, place, or prenmes
_-

i
mune from prosecution under this chapter. ' desenbed in a permit issued by the board by reference to plans filedi

with and approved by the board wherein controlled hdances or dan-
. Artide 2. General 7.J _ _ and Dehndions

gerou:; drugs or dangeroe's devices, as they are hereen def' ped, are
; a o,gg,,,,,,,,, stored, i~ I, prepared, manufactured, derwed, c . d * or

-

i
'

For the purposes of this chapter, the definitions of the terms in this repackaged, arxl from which the controIIed substances or dangerous
. atticle shall govern the construct'on of the provmons of this chapter, dnsgs or dangermis devices em funnshal, sold, or dupmed at retan.
1 [' unless otherwise indscated. Phannacy,, dian not include any area in a facihty hemed by the!

State Department of IIcalth Services where flocr supphes, werd sup-' li m Drwy
plies, operating room supplies, or emergency room supphes of drugs or

i i' " Drug" means (1) articles recognimi in the official Unitad States dangerous devices are stored or possessed solely for treatment of pa.|i Pharmacopoeia, official Homeopathic Ph-..uwa of the United tients registered for treatment in the facility or for treatmer.t of pe.
~

i , States, or official National Formulary, or any supplement of any of tients receiving emergency care m, the facility.
. I them; (2) articles intended for use in the diagno'.is, cure, mitigation, "ControHed substances or dangerous drugs or dangerous devices"asi

4 '
treatment or prevention of disease in man or other animals; (3) articles used herein shall include, but is not limited to, all controlled substances,jI (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the drugs, or devices which are included within one or more of the follow.
body of nian or other animals; (4) articles intended for use as a compo. ing classdications:|-

nent of any article specified in clause (1), (2), or (0). (a) Drugs or devices bearing the legend, " Caution, federal law pro.
;

mi Dnic' h>its dispensing without prescription " or words of similar import. o

(b) ControHed substances as defined in Division 10 (comenencing" Device" means instruments, apparatus, and contrivances including with Section 11000) of the IIcelth and Safety Code.
thek components, parts, products or byproducts of a device, and acces- (c) Drugs or devices enumerated in Section 4211.
sories which are used or intended (1) for use in the diagnosis, cure. (d) Ilypodermic syringes rid needles.or other drugs or devices, the
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in a man or any other sale of which is restrir ted by law to a registered pharmacist.
animal; or (2) to affect the structure or any function of the body of a Neither this section nor any other provision of law shah be const ruedman or any other ammal.

as prohibiting a pharmacy from furnishing a prescription drug or device
g to a hcensed health care facility for storage in a secured emergency

"Physiciaris," " dentists " "pt armacists " " podiatrists," "veterinsari- pharmaceutical supplies container maintained within the facility in
ans, veterinary surgeons, registened nurtes, and " physician s as- accordance with facility regulations of the State Department of IIcalth
sistan's" are persons authorized by a currently valid and unrevolted Services set forth in Title 22 of the California Administrative Code.

'
;

i
T license to practice their respective professions in this state." Physicians" eL Heep. set manmary

,

1 means and includes any person holding a valid and unrevoked physi- "llospital pharmacy" means and includes a pharmacy, licensed by
,

! cian's and surgeon's certificate or certdicate to practice medicine and the board, located within any ho pital, institution nr estatihslunent
{ surgery, issued by the Board of Medical Quality Assurance or the Board which maintains and operates organized facilities for the diagnoses, carej of Osteopsihic Examiners of this state, and includes an unlicensed per- and treatment of human illnesses to which persons may be admitted for6

fj son lawfully practicing medicine pursuant to Section 2147.5, when act-
overnight stay and which meets all of the requirements of this chapter

:

4
i ing within the scope of t, hat section. and the rules and regulatiocs of the board.~i

, When,in the opinion of the board,a high standard of patient safety,
" Manufacturer" means and includes every l erson who prepares, de- consr: tent with good patient care, can be provided by the licensure of ;i

rives, produces, compounds or repackages any drug excepting a phar- a pharmacy within a hospital, which does not meet all of the require-
;, macy which manufactures on the immediate premises where the drug rner ts for heensure as a hospital pharmacy, the board may waive any

| s sold to the ultimate consumer. requirements pertaining to minimum egoipment, minimum space.
sanitary facilities and waiting area, I rewided that when the waiver of
any of the above requirements is eranted by Ihe Inard the pharmarvn-

L
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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furnishing of drugs to patients registered b treatment in the hospital, Federal registry number, if a controued substance is v.& & " No
whether or not they are actually staying in the hos.pital, or to emer- person other than a physician, dentist, podiatrist, or vetennenen, shau
gency cases under treatment in the hospital. prescribe or write a prescription.
62. h ^f Nothing in the amendments made to thn section at the 1989 Ileguine"

. ---r
No person other than a registered pharmacist as defined in Section Sessson of the legislature shah be construed as e ;- '- or hensting j

the right which a chiropsactor, while actiag within the scope of his or4(X37 or an intern pharmacist as defined in Section 4038.1 or an author- her license, may have to presenbe a device. t

ized oTicer of the law or a person authorized to prescribe as provided W use of commonly used abbreviations shaE not invgledete an oth-
' by Section 4936 shall be perseitted in that area, riace or premises de- erwise valid prescription.

: scribed in the permit issued by the board pursuant to Section 4035
(b) Notwithstandrig subdivinon (a), a written order of the pre.I |' wherein controlled substances or dangerous drugs or dangerous devices senber for a dangerous drug, except b any Schedule H contro5ed

>

'

; as therein defined are sto:ed. -.d. prepared, mamifacturea,
'

denved, compounded,or repeckaged,e cept that a registered nNrma- substance, which contains at least the name and segnature of the pre- F

i cist shall be responsible for any individual who enters the phinnacy as senber, the name or names and address of the petsent or petsents in a i

described in Section 4035 for the purposes of receiving consultation manner consastent with paragraph (3) of subdivisson (b) of Section "

from the pharmacist or of performmg clerical, inventory control, Ii164 of thetHealth and Safety Code, the name and q W of thednag.1
;

i houselieeping, delivery, snaintenance or similar functions relating to prescribed. directions h use, and the dste o issue mey be treeted esr

, pr-scription by the dispensma pharmacist so long as any additional
,

j the pharmacy,if the registered pharmacist re nains present in the phar- information required by subdivision (a) is readily retrieveble in the
i

j macy during all times as such authorized individual is present. pharmacy. In the event of a conflict Ma. the provnions of this ;

,

i "the board may by regulation establish reasonable security measures .

i consistent with this section in order to prevent unauthorized persons subdivision and Section 11164 of the Health and Safety Code, the provi-
sions of Section 11164 shall prevail.

from gaining access to such area, place or premises or to the controlled
substances or dangerous drugs or dangerous devices therein. (c) Encept es provided in Section 4036.1, an oral presenption shall as'

; ,

soon as practicabla be reduced to writing by the pharmacist and shall;
.

be filled by, or under the direction of, the pharmacist."Ihe A| #1 " N N ".," " " " ' ' M,

| No person other than a registered. pharmecist as defined in Section need not reduce to writing the address, teh phone nember, incense' .

cbsificati F4ral registry number d die prescriberar die address !| | 4037 or .m intern pharmacist as defined in Section 4038.1 or an author-
ized officer of the law or a person authorized to prescribe as pre of the patie.it or patients if the information is readily retrievable in the; i

|
| by Section 4036, or a registered nurse, or a licensed vocational nurse or pharmacy.

j a person who enters the pharmacy b purposes of receiving consulta. 67. Gert Oder
| tion from a registered pharmacist or a person authorized by the regis-

An ** order," entered on the chart or medical record of a patient| tered pharmacist in charge to perform clerical, inventory control, registered in a hospital or a patient under emergency treatment in thehousekeeping, delivery, maintenance or similar functions relating to hospital, by or on the order of a practitioner authorized by law tothe pharmacy shall be permitted in that area, place or premises de-
, {

presenbe drugs, shaR be authorization for tlie adrmnistration of sisch

|
'

scribed in she permit issued by the board to a heensed or county hospi-
drug from hospital floor or werd stocks furnsshed by the hospital pher-tal as such institutions are defined by Section 40iT of this code wherein
macy or under licensure pranted under Section 4052.1, and shen beI

!
narmtics or dangerous drugs or dangerous devices as defined by Sec- u,..Jdded to be a pres 4en if such medication is to be ( .JMtion 4(K15 are stored, possessed, prepared. manufactured, derived, com-
pounded, or repaclaged. directly to the patient by the hospital pharmacy or another C...xy| : .

Furn:shing prescribed drugs for hospital patients provided that ti.! >

! # N chart or medical record of the patient contains all of the informe*non. . .

''
! (a) " Prescription" means an oral order given individually for the required by Section 4036 and the order is signed by the practitioner

person or persons for whom prescribed,directly from the prescriber to authorized by law to prescribe drugs,if he is present when tf.s drugs
the furnisher, or indirectly by means of a written mder, signed by the are given, or if he is not present, then on his nest visit to the hospital.

'

presciiber, and shall bear the name or names and address of the patient 4t3d.2. Mescriber's Empdoyee Tamsamman h L _ _
or patients, the reame and quantity of the drug or device prescribed.

Notwithstanding any other provasson oflaw, a presenber may author.directions for use, and the date of issue, and either rubber stamped,
ize his or her employee on his or her behalf to orally transmit a presenp-

| typed, or printed by hand or typeset the name, address, and telephone
tion to the furnisher. ~the furnisher shall record the name of the.. 6, ore 6-. 6,s.:,,.~ 32,- 1-e.or: 4 - ~884a-Le * ** -* * * *

E
i -m _ _ , - . _ _ _ _ _- . - . --
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nis section shall not apply to orders for Schedule 11 controlled sub- 4047. carwiawe '

stances as defined in Divisic i 10 (commencing with Sectior 11000) of
the f* .alth and Safety Code. Cert Geste as used in this chapter, unless otherwise endscated,

means a certincate issued under the penvisions of Section 4055.
4036.3 MenMication of Anmers

song. gu,4
No prescription for a controlled substance transmitied by means of

an oral order shall be furnished to any person unknown and innable to ~ Board' means the California State Board of Pharmacy'
properly establish his identity. De board may by regulation estabbsh dodi Nasicat
procedure to prevent unauthorised persons from receiving prescrip-

" Chemical" or " chemicals" includes all chemicals intended for une in

'

tion drugs furnished to a patient or a representative of the patient. the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention GT Amamep in man or
} 403 M. hansasitting Mesoiphons frone a Hoon Coe faciEfy 8" 3 anY Pei Notwithstanding any other provmon oflaw, a registered pharmacist,
I registered nurse,licersed vocational nurse,lecen*ed psychestric techni. 4D46. maremory nodession

!
cian, or other healing arts licentiate, if so authorized by administrative

(a) In recognition of and consastent with the decisions of the appel-regulation, who is emp'oyed by or serves as a consultant for a lecensed
skilled nursing, intermediate care or other health care facihty, may late courts of this stme, the legislature hereby declares the practice of

pharmacy to be a profesmon.
orally transmit to the furnisher a prescription lawfuBy ordered by n (b) Pharmacy practice is a dynamse patient oisented health servisj person authorized to prescribe drugs or devices persuant to Section that applies a scientiGe body of knowledge to improve and promotef 4036. The furnisher shall record the name of the person who transmits

patient health by means of appropriate drug use and drug-relatedP the order. His section shall not apply to crders for Schi*c il con- therapy.
trolled substances as defined in Division 10 (commencing with Section (c) Neither this chapter nor any other provision oflaw shall be con.11000) of the llealth and Safety Code. strued to prohibit a registered pharmacist from:

p In enacting this section, the Legislature recognizes and affirms the
(I) Furnishing to a prescriber a r asonable quantity ot compounded

-

"

role of the Department of llealth Services in regulatmg drug order medication for prescriber office use.
proces;ing requirements for licensed health care facilities as set fosh

(2) Transmitting to another registered pharmacist a valid prescrip-in Title 22 of the California Administrative Code as they may be tion.
! amended from time to time.

(3) A_Imir astenng, orally or topocally,Cugs and biologicals pursuant
#- W' '

" Registered pharmacist" means a person to whom a certificate has (4) P t following procedures or functions in a licensed'

been issued by the board, under the provisions of Section 4085. herith care Fa inity in accordance with pohcies, procedures,or protoco s8
developed by health professionals, including physicians and surgeons,an3a h pharmacists, and iegisted nurses, with the concurrence of the facility

! " Wholesaler" rv ms and includes every person who acts as a drug administrator: -

wholesale merchant, broker, jobber, or agent, who selh Ibr resale, or M) Ordering w . ,- ; toutme drug therapy related patient
'

nego intes for distribution any drug included in Section 4211. Phartna- assessment pmcedures including temperature pulse, and respiration.
cies and licensed manufacturers are exempt from the provmons of this (B) Onlering dmg therapy reameed Mwatmy tests.'

''C,I " (C) Administering drugs and biologicals by mj,ection pursuant to a
prescriber's order (the admipastration of immunizations under the403a. l. Ameern Mannocist
supervmon of a prescriber may also be performed outside of a licenseti

An " intern pharmacist" means a person registered with the board health care facility).
pursuant to subdivision (c) 'of Section 4085 and Section 4087 of this (D) Initiating or adjusting the drug regimen of a patient pursuant to
chapter who shall have completed the educational requirements as an order or authorization made by the patient's prescriber and in ac-

>

determined by the board. cordance with the poheses, procedures, or protocols of the licensed
I J Fe'5ca health care facility.

Person includes firm, association, partnership, corporation, state As used in th:s paragraph," licensed health care facility" means a
gowrm . ental agency, or political subdivision. facility 1;eensed pursnant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 1250)

of Chapter 2 of Division 2 of the llealth and Safety Code or a facilitv.

'_ w - - . __ _ _________-_____-_ _ . - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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i a health care service phn licensed pursuant to Chapter 12 (commene- tion system contains the aforementioned inkmation or the informa-
! ing with Section 1340) of Divmon 1 of the licalth and Safety Code. tion as eia readily available at the time of drug admannstration.
I (d) Prior to performing any procedure authwired by paragraph (4) m73 %%%of subdivmon (c), a registered gl-.. s shall have e-m. 9

priate training as prescribed in the pohcies and procedores gg - (a) Except as provided in Section 4047.7, on and after May 1, IFT6,'

censed health care facility- a pharmacist Alling a prescription order b a drug product prescribed
by its trade or brand name may select anwier dmg poduct with the

1 4047. Wfd Ddirmed same active da...a. ingredients of the same strength, quantity erd

h[
As used in this chapter," licensed or county hospital" means an insti. dosage form, and of the same generic drug type, as defined in subdm-

tution, place, building, or agency which maintains and operates agan- hO '

ized facilities for one or more persons for the W. care, and (b) In no case shall a selection be made pursuant to this section if the
,

treatment of human illnesses to which persons may be adnutted b presenber personeBy mdecates, either orally or in his own handwntag,
overni ht stay * and includes any insistution classfied under regulations ,Do not substitute, w wwds dsimHar m-aning. Ming in this sub-
issued by the State Department of Health Services as a general or dmsson shall prohdnt a prescriber from checking a box on a prescrip.
specialized hospital, as a matermty hospetal,or as a tuberculoses hospital, tion snarked "Do not substitute"; provided that the prescriber
but does no? include a sanatorium, rest liome, a nurseng or cone k-int personaBy irutials such box or checkmark.

,

home* a maternity home, or an inntitution for treating micoholics. (c) Selection pursuant to this section is wittiin the discretiori of time
pharmacist, except as provided in subdivision (b). %e person who

, 4047. J. Hec Mi FociE#ies selects the drug product to be dhex.M pursuant to this section shall'

As used in this chapter, the terms " skilled nursing facility,"" inter- assume the same responsibility for selecting the dispensed drug product
mediate care facility," and other references to health facilities shall be as would be incurred in filling a prescription b a drug penduct pre-'

construed with respect to the definitions contained in Article 1 (com- scribed by generic name. nere shall be no liability on the prescriber
mencing with Section 1250) of Chapter 2 of Division 2 cf the IIcalth and fer an act or omissian by a pharmacist in selecting, preparing, or dis.
Safety Code. Pensing a dmg pmduct pursuant to this section. In no case shall the

4047.1 hesavdiaa M'9'"*"'*"' pharmacist select a drug product pursuant to this section unless the
drug product selected costs the patient less than the prescribed drugA pharmacist shall not dispense any prescription except m.a contain-

er correctly labeled with the following: product. Cost, as used in this subdivision, is defined to include any
(a) Except where the prescriber orders otherwise,either the manu- professsonal fee which may be charged by the pharmacist.

facturer's trade name of the drug or the gerene name ar.d the narne (d) His section shall apply to all prescriptions, including those pre-
of the manufacturer. Commonly used abbreviatimes may be used. sented by or on behalf of persons receiving assistance from the federal

Preparations containing two or more active ingredients may%e identi- government or pursuant to the Calsfornia Mediemi Assistance Program
set hth in Chapter 7 (w. .a.ae.g with Section 14000) of Part 3 offled by the manufacturer's trade name or the v - wy used name or
Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.the prindpal active ingr.dients.

(b) ne directions for the use of the drug. (e) When a substitution is inade pursuant to tinis section, the use of
the cost.saving drug product despensed shall be communicated to the(c) %e stame of the patient (s).

(d) %e name of the prescriber. patient and the seeme of the hiensed ding product sliall be indicated
On the prescription label, entept where the prescriber orders other. i(e) %e date of issue. wise.

(I) %e name and address of the furnisher,and prescription number
or other means of identifying the prescription. (I) For flie purposes of this sectiori, the term " generic drug type"

(g) ne strength of the drug or drugs d gm. Ka,- means the chemical or generic nan,e, as determined by the United
(ii) %e quantity of the' drug or drugs dispensed. States Adopted Names (USAN) and accepted by the Federal Food and

(i) ne expiration date of the effectivene.s of the drug dm..,.. if Drug Administration (FDA), of those drug products having the same,

active chemicalingredients.such information is required on the o iginal label cf the manufacturer
of the drug. # #*""d"

If a pharmacist dispenses a prescribed drug by means of a unit dose (a) He State Director of ifcalth Services shall establish by regula.medication system, as defined by administrative regulation, for a pa- tion a formulary of generie drug types and drug products which the
tient in a skilled nursing,intermediste care or other health care facility, Seste Director of Ilealth Services determines demonstrate clinically, ,

F
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stituted under Section 4047.6, would pose a threat to the health and 'llais section shaB not apply to drugs furnished to patients regineered

'

safety of patients receiving prescription mahea*= for tr*=ha*=st or c.% ;y cases under treatment ist health f=ames==,

(17) ne drug hmulary established pursumt to this section shall ke*====8
~ pursuant to Section 1230(a)(b)(c) of the Health and Safetyinclude generic drug types and manufactural brand drug products, Code.

including, where applicable, drug products differentiated by dosage
" W A""form or strength. In compiling the gewric drug types and drug

products for inclusion on the formulary, the State Director of fleshh - 'Ine label on any drugs furrushed to a patient under the provisions at .
Services may rely on drug product . d., testmg,information, and Section 4Est of this chapter, shall, in addition to 4.ny other is4ar===sa--
formularies compiled by other sembes, the United States Depariavent of sequsred to be stated thereon, contain tise empiration date of the egee-
llealth and lluman Services, and any other source which the State tive==== of the drug if such :.4. N.w- is required en tb originallabel-

Director of IIcr!th Services deerns reliable. of the manufacturer of the drugs.
(c) Regulations estabhsheng the drug formulary shall be promulgat- 4 d8,1 revisii4

ed within 120 days of the effective date of this section. He formulary
shall be added to or deleted from as the State Director of Health Serv- Furmsh'* means to supply by any means, by sale or otherwise.
ices deems appropriate. Regulations shaR be adopted in m.d .s 4tWP. asp .

with Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part I of Divinon
" Dispense" means the formslung of drugs upon a pre ription from3 of Title 2 of the Government Code. Any person who equests that the a physician, dentist, podiatrist or veterinarian.

State Director cf IIealth Services make any inchmon, addition or dele-
tion, of a generic drug type cr drug product to the formulary Onll have Mi ? '' ! OMeers of low
the burden of proof to show cause why such inclusion, addition, or " Authorized officers of the law" means legally empowered peace

i

deletion, should be made by the State Director of IIcelth Services. officers, inspectors of the State Board of Pharmacy or the Department's
(d) Upon adoption of the formulary,and upon each addition, dele. Divinon of Investigation, and inspectors of the State Bureau of Food

! tion or modification to the formulary, the State Director of Ilealth and Drug Inspection.
Services shall mail a copy to each pharmacist licensed by the State m 74Board of Pha macy and with each physician and surgeon licensed to.

,

practice in the state with the Stats Board of Medical Quality Assurance "Ihis chapter constitutes, and may be cited as, the Pharmacy Law.
'

;and each person licensed by the Board of Osteopathic Examic rs. No Arside 3. - _ et %
"-

pharmacist shall dispeme a generically evb';..t drug product pursu- "

ant to Section 4047.6 if the drug product and its generic drug type is dlHR ikenee #,,msed -

included in the formulary. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, it is unlawful for any
person to saanufacture, compound, seE or dispense any dangerous drug,4047.8. Adverfis*.8 or to .".L. __ or . - _--_-
unless beisaregisteredf _" any prescription of a medical practitionerNotwithstanding an9 other provision of law, prescription drugs may

_

_

-L: under the provisions of this chapter-be advertised providad such advertisement conforms with the require-
ments of Section 6511 N f r--

Section 4050 shall not apply asi e manufacturer or wholesaler if thed0d7 9- D"'8 **"'"'''
. board sher find that sesificient,spaama==I supes vmon is employed by the(a) A pharmacist shall inform a patient orally or m. wnting of the

manufacturer or wholesaler to adequately safeguard and protect theharmful effects of a drug dispensed by prescription if such drug poses public health, nor shnu Section 4150 apply to any laborm kwsubstantial risk to the person consurmng the drug when taken in comix-
under Section 351 of Title 111 of the Pubbe lleahh Service Act (Pub.nation with alcohol or if the drug may impair a person s ability to drive Imw 410, Giapter .TT3,78th Cong.-2d SessJ.a motor vehicle, whichever*is applicable, and provided the drug is

determined by the board pursuant to subdM+m (b) to be a drug or dlMDA Fees for.' g_i

| drug type for which such warning shall be given- Each person applymg for an esemption under the provmons of Sec.

|'
(b The board shall determine which drugs or drug types pose a tion 4050.5 or 4050.7 shall pay to the esecutive officer of the board the

mbe.mtial nsk to the person consu.ning the drug if taken in combina. fees provided for ins subdivision (h) of Section 4416.
1 tmn wit h alcohol or which may im; air a person's ability to drive a motor apsg7, y y* ; g
i vehicle, and the board shall provide each n *.armacy in this state with Section 4050 shall not anniv en a m.m.f.cen- 4mi- -

'

~ . . _

fL __ ___ _ - _ ._ .-- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- --
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tients if the board shan Red that ht, geslGed mpemmn b h = b wW WW Wal W state drug laelmg rar*e-
employed by such manufacturer, wholesaler, or suppher adeqwtely to ,1=a*
sdeguard and protect the pubbe health. b. (b) His chapter does not apply to the sale of any intravenous solu.

j >

tion of 150 cubic centimeters or over; cold sterilir~:ig solutson, stera-ai er. Mrs.cias c _, . .

satures; hype /ermee needles and syrmges; sterile dutiMed water US.P.;(a) His chapter does not prohibit the dispennng cf drugs by anyone ster # normal sahne solution Isborstwy chenucals and reagents, =eai-who holds a phyncian's and surseon's certificate or a certdicate to anddyes;chemscalsanddrugsusedasindicatorsin * ; ^-:andX-ray '

_

C practice podiatry, and who is dulF segistered as such by the Board of esaminations, soaps, detergents and tincture of green soap US P.; me-
0 Mekhcal Quality Assurance er 6e Board of Osteopathic Exammers d dicinal gases, ether, chloroform and ethyl chloride; suKa creaans, oint-i this state,if aH d the foHowleg a=d88=as are m* ments, and Jellies used for introduction into the vaguial asect; and

(1) %e drugs are d==p-ad to the pleysselan's w the podistrist,s own hed dresangs; where such sale is made to any of the ' "_ _
*

patient and the drugs are not furnished by a nurse or attendent. (1) A physician, dentist, podnetrut, vetermanen, g*1 - ; snedi-
Y (2) ne drugs are s=e====ry to the treatment of the condition for cal technscian, or medical technologet hotdang a currently valid and I

-

which the phymenen or podiatrht is attending the patient. unrevoked beense to practice his or her profesnon; and a chiropractor
'

(3) ne phyacian or podistrist does et keep a g _,,open % , actag within the scope d his or her heense.
i or drugstore, advertised or M = , for the retaihng of drugs w poi-

(2) A chnse, hospital, institution, or establishenent holding a current-
ly valid and unrevoked beense or permit under Dmnon 2 (commene.sons,

U (4) ne physician or podestrat fulGils all d the labehng require- ing with Section 1200) of the Health and Safety Code, or Chapter 2ments imposed upon i'.-. m by Section MA su d the reemd-
p_ w g with Section 3300) of Divmon 3, or Part 2 (comroencingkeeping requirements of this chapter, and aR of the packaging
with section (i250) of Divisson 6.of the Welfare and Institutions Code.requirements of good pharmaceutical practice, includmg the me of (3) An exporter for export outside the United States wlere such

child-proof containers.nis paragraph shaR not protubet h furmslung drugs or chenucals are actually shipped outside of the United States.
of a limited quantity of samples by a phyacian or podiatnst, if the (c) Dis chapter does not apply to the retail sale of vitamens or
physician or podistrist %-- = the samples to the petsent in the peck- mineral products or combmations thered or to foods, espplemenits, or
age provided by the --- ' _6er, no charge is made to the patient-

nutnents used to fortify the diet of man or other animal or poultry andtherefor, and an appropriate record is entered in the patient's chart. labeled as such which are not subpect to Section 4211 and which are
i

(5) ne physician or podiatrist does not use a mechanical ==F . parbared or bottled in the manufacturer's or distributor *s container and
device unless he or she personally owns the device and the contents d labeled in accordance with appbcable federal and state labeimg re-it and personally ir... the dmgs to the patient packaged, N qmrements. ,

and recorded in accordance with paragraph (4).
d (b) De Board of Medic =I Quebty Assurance and the Board of Os_ e52 F. Esmi,e Hospiesde

t thic F._- ' m sineR have authority with the Board of M , my Notwithstanding anything contained in this chapter, a licensed or
-

'

t assure compt.ance 'with this secten, and timee boards are specincaBy canty Wal as denned in Secten M which contains imeds w |
charged with the "_ -- of this chapter with respect to their less and winch does not employ full time a registered phermacnt sney

..---___
purchase drugs at whola==h for ad-a==* ration, under the direction ofI ' ~~

, a phyncian, to petsents registered in time hospital or to emergency cases4 57.1 repsawed Nurse r ,- . = Nc5 under treatment in the hospienL %e hospital shall keep records of the
his chapter does not prevent the depenses ddrugs w dmces by kind and arnamts of drugp so y M and administered, and such

i registered nurses hgGe.J..g purmsant to Section 2T25.1 records shah be available for inspection by all properly authoeized '
. personnel of the Board of Pharmacy. A seperate record shall be kept of

the - " ~
I#5IA N"'' "

Notwithstanding any other prwisen d law, a W W %&- of hypnotic drugs including the amount given, the i

type, the date given, and the name and address of the per ori to whom
'

may d4 .a drugs or devices upon the order of a nurse practitioner ad==sustered.
'

functioning pursuant to Section 2836.1. -

4522. eenimit required i4 52. Evenipt Ancies
(a) Except as provided in Section 4240, tbs.s chapter does not apply No hospital shall be entitled to t;se benents of Section 4052.1 until it

to the retail sale of drugs not subsect to Section 421I which are packaged has obtained a permit from the board. Each permit shall be issued to, '
! '

. u,. ,,,a : .u -. ..r.remerhe distritmtor s container and labeled a specine hospita and for a WMM !n

:
-

w . - * , , w y- .-r-
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m . - - y% Aside 3.1 Csaic Pene,en |.

Each for a permit under Section 4052.2 sher be made on a cm ,;c p ,,,,, j
a form furnished by the board. Upon ee Eng Notwit"- ^--t-g ;..,;" ig contamed in this chapter, a licensed non- |6

| payment of the fee prescribed m subdivison (a)
,

proSt - -4 clinic or free clinic as denned in paragraphs (I) and
i executive oHicer of the board shaR issue a pennet anewizang (2) dsubdivision (a) ofSection 1994 of the Heshh and Safety Code I

| tal to wiuch it is issued to r.a drugs st wholesale pwsuant - purch== drugs at wholesale for - " ^. : ,or --- - modw
"

Section 4052.1. ne pernut sher be ,,.~.m anmsaHY""|
_

direction of a phyncien, to patients registered k car'e at tdcti-ac ne |
_,

|
November 1 of each year upon payanset of the renewal clinic shall keep records of the kind and amounts of drugs - " *e- - -~" "

| in subdivmon (b) of Section 4488 and shan not be transfer admanstered, and L,~._d, and the records shen be O and .
maintamed fw a -'"*"'2*d - ";- 4 seven years for inspection by mE properlyI

m ,4 wo,, a ,a.it.6,g

ne km d apphcation h a permit under section 4o522 sh=R con-
tain the name and address of the appbcant, se mamk d beds, et 3 ,,,g,cg,;, ,,,g,,,,,,

,

!

{ whether the appbcant is sc beerned or county lumpetal as denned in eis
No chnee shah be entiticd to the beneSts of Section 4o63 until it has

i code, whether it does or does not employ a fdtime regatered obtamed a permit froen the board. Each permie. shaB be issued to a
cist, the name ofits chief medical officer and se name dits speedic chnic and for a specific location.
tor. gy . _

M .i f- --

(a) Each application for a permit under Section 4063 shan be made;

ne board may revoke or suspend permi on a hm furnished by th a board. Upon the Gling of the appheation and4052.2 in the manner and for the gr payment of the fee presenbed in subdivmon (s) WSection 4416, th-;,

! mencing with Section 4350, of this chapter- board shan make a thorough i,svestigation to determine whettier the.

i '

, %, g,, % appiscant and the prem':es for whsch appiscation b a pernut is inade

; (a) Every store, dispensary, r'-- ------ taboMory or cHice for the goalify for a permit _ %e board shall also determme whether h prove-
'

-

a '_ -_-- or for the dis- sions of this article have been comphed with, and shah isivemigme mM5'I** dispensing or can
. shaR be in charge d matters directly related to the i==== ice of the permst.%e board shaNpensmg preser

not. -i--.e., mvestigate ,ny matters connected with the operation of
* 'y'd h ' h n designate a pharmacist-in-charge. %e 8 prenisses, including r,serating he irs, parkang avadability, or operating
<dE shan be respesible Iw a phannecy's m 4_2 W, except h nunen r% to se funndung, sale,w % 2;"Q"[w$~ n.p armacy s a- cher

s and reg lations, both state and federal, pertasung to the of drugs w devices. Se board shall deny an appbcation for a permet
practice of _ m _ _ __ _ ifeither the appbcant or the premases for which application b a perrnet
*'

-- -

M uh M is made do not gnalify foi a permet under this article.
ett o tends to subvert the efhis of the pharmacist-in-charge to (b) If the board determenes that the appbcant and the premmes k

Msu
comply laws goves:iing the operation of the pharmacy is giniky { a perm und r

,

dam - m*; she cimse tr -' .:is issued ab drugs at wholesale pwsu-
m. adosd Messure Meesenemment ant toSechon C ' a he permet be ;;.a..ed annisaHy os or before

Notwithstanding Section 2013, or any other provisen of law * **~ ,Dme...L 31 of each year upon payment of the renewal fee prescribed
contrary, a licensed al i a ;;;; may take a person's blood pressiere and m subdivision (s) of Section 4416 and shall not be transferable.
may inform the person of the results, render an opens as to - -- g,y, j __ _ , , yp,,,,hthe readin t a high, M M , range d {g . He km of application b a permit under Section 4063 shall contain,

ement, a pharmacist shall have received the name and address of the applicant, whether the applicant is li-P'" "

hessure meandard method of blood pressure measurement. Phar.censed as a primary care clinic as defined in this code, the name of its*E. .

dering such service shah utilize (- -;~,2y accepted com- dessimal director, the name ofits administrator, and the name ofitsac sr
monity standards in rendering opinions and referring patients to ing pharmacist.

'| physicians. Enforcement.of this section is vested in the Board of Phar-
. <_ . ..i. _.a. A.It nae h n viola-

-
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'

Arvide L General Prownsons Areide 2. Flims==ri==
-

1701 C_',^ d Corsain fanchens 1707.1. Nonce no r s and Dany ne r k |,

'Ihe power and discretion conferred by law upon the board to receive (a) A Pharmacist shaR provide his or her patient with consulemann=.

and file ar. usations; issue notices of hearing, statements to r%t upon request, and n'.c..;-c. tlie , * --- 2 deems it warranted in the
and statements ofissues; receive and file notices of defense; determane exercise of his or her pJ- * judgment.
the time and place of hearings under Section 11508 of the Governenent (b) In every pharmacy subject .to the prownsons of Business and
Code; set and calendar cases for hearmg and perfonn other functions Piofessions Code, Section 4333 there sher be prominenntly posted in a
necessary to the business-like dispatch of the business of the board in place conspicuous to and raad=Me *y prescription drug consumers the

j connection with proceedings under the provisions of Sections 11500 followmg notice:
; through (1528 of the Government Code, prior to the hearing of such "N(YDCE TO CONSUMERS"
| proceedings; and the certification and delivery or maihng 4 copies of At your request, this ?-- y shall provide its current retail price
; decisions under Section i1518 of said ende are hereby delegated to and dany pescription wiM obbgah You may rw @ inforena-conferred upon the executive secretary, or,in his or her absence fran!

tion in person or by t,i,as..e.the office of the board, the acting secretary. '

Ask your pharmacist if a lower-cost generte drug is avadabse to fill |77Dd. Oorge d Addess your prescription. !

; Each person holding a certificate, license, permit, registration or Perscription pnces for the same drug vary from C 3 to pharma-
exemption to practice or engage in any activity in the State of California cy. One reason Im _.m in price is Merences in serwces pe

k under any and alllaws administered by the Boerd shall file a proper and M % * pnnrided by & W in h ta
,

ry
i current residence address with the Board at its office in Sacramento and pedessional presenption -N- --- N and paahas consultation, are

shall within 30 days notify the Board at its said office of any and all checked below. In canagng presenption pnces it is unputant to
changes of residence address, giving both the old and new address. consider the senices panrided.

O Personal Medication Records
| 1701 No66co# ors d San &ripty, feceeversfip or !*; '' ^ O Ilealth Services Information
j Any pharmacy, wholesaler, or manufacturer who makes any assign- O Compounded Prescription Service

ment for the benefM f:-9nrs or entersinto any creditor compromise O Emergency Presenption Service
| arrangement, or who files a petitem. 5 bankruptcy, or who has a re- O Prescription Delivery 1

| ceiver arpointed, or who enters into any liquidation or other arrange- O Credit Service
| merit which may result in the sale or transfer of drugs, poisons, devices O

or appliances which are required to be sold by a registered pharmacist IF YOU llAVE ANY QUESDONS REGARDING MEDICA ~ MONS,4

| or other licensee, shall notify the Board immediately in writing of such PLEASE ASK TO SPEAK WTITI A PIIARMACIST. '

fact, and shall set forth the following informatson,if known-4

(a) Date of sale or transfer of such possons, drugs, dkvices or appli. IN" E''*"*""""" # I"""'"
ances, Any pharmacy permit holder must contact the board prior to discon-

(b) Name and address of purchaser; G auing business or conducting bankruptcy proceedings or transfernngt

! (c) Inventory of dangerous drugs and devices showing their disposi. or selling the prescription inventory to receive an officini instructsons
{ tion; sheet applicable to the transaction.
j (d) Iecation of records of manufacture, sale, purchase, and disposi-
i tion hpu drugs and devices

, m , ,,,g;,,,,,,, g ;

A radioactive dngr is any =#=an=re defined as a drug in Section
! 17Di Words d Sasavar hporf 201(g)(I) of the Federal Food, Drug and G_ $- Act or a radeonctive

,

"Ihe words " Prescription", "Presenption Service", " Medication",
'

IMological product as defined in 21 CFR 600.3(ce) which enhalnts spon-i

| " Prescribed f.fedication", and "Medr..l." are words cf similar or like taneous disintegration of unstable n selei with the emisman of nuclear.
'

i import to those enumerated in Section 4391, Business and Professions particles w photons and meludes any such dmg w Inoloppeal product i
Code.

%D8 which is intended to be made radioactive.'Ihis defimtion includes non-
radioactive reagent kits and miclide generators whsch are intended to
be used in the preparation of any such substance but does not include |
drugs such as a carbon-contaming compounds, potassium-cantaining
compounds or potassium-contairung salts which contain trace quanti-
ties of naturally occurring radionuclides.

-

- -_ . _ _
_ ,, , ,
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176KL annedst Handhne R~E~ 6 Dmps
gng. Sammyy $nnedsudu tar Manmodes-

A ph ...aia handling radsosctive drugs must be competent in the
; preparation, handhng, storage, receiving, E -~ =-g. disposition and AP pharmacies, and fixtures and equipment therein, shaR be main--

pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear taiwd in a clean and orderly condition. Pharmacws shall be dry, we5-'

.,ventdated, from rodents and insects, and adequately lighted. !pharmacy course and/or acquired expenence in programs approved bY<

i- the Board. Education and espcas in non. approved programs may - Plumbeg be in good repair. !

be granted partial or equivalent credit,if, in the opinion of the Board, in2. seswas hd-ds - , ;

! such programs provide the level of competence as approved programs
Any new pharmacy, or any enstag pharmacy wluch is being remod- -) or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency Statement adopted by the eled, must comply with the following provissons.Board.
(a) Approval of Plans. 11:e pharmacy - ' "- ; area, wasting

.
-

1708.5. Mannecy Fwnesbny todoormfue Drugs area, storeroom, restroom, and eB partitions, doors, windows and Ex- ',

!
A pharmacy furnishing radioactwe drugs is any area, place or prem- tures shall be indicated on floor plans, showmg appropnate elevetsons

!

ises described in a permit issued by the Board by reference to plans submitted to the Board at the tiene the apphcation for a new g' -- 7 '
1 -

approved by the Board where radioactwe drugs are' stored, processed, is filed, or prior to r-:------_^ '' g. Such plans shall be submetted to the
Board prior to proceedag with new construction.compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. i

A detailed diagram of the demennons, construction and operational Before a pharmacy permit is issued, the plans submitted must meet
) design of the premises and a list of all equepment required for the assay, the approval of the Board.
| ide..nGcatior,, storage,processmg,---- - ;. repackaging,dispens- (b) Ph....uy Area. The nununurn area of the pharmacy, exclud-"'

ing and analysis of the pharmKenGca quabty of radnoactive drugs shall ing enclosed store coms, shsH be not less tlian 240 square feet. Each
be submitted to and approved by the Board before a pharmacy permit pharmacy shall be of adequate size to pernut effective and non-hazard-! '

I is issued by the Board.
!

aus pharmacy practice of the type engaged in by the permit lioider.
A pharmacy exclusively furnishing radioactive drugs shall be exempt . (c) Prescription Ca= w=adsag and Dispensing Counter. 'Ilieret

I from the building standards of Title 16 Cal. Admin. Code Section 1712 i shall provide unobstructed working space commensurate with the com-
shal' be a prescription compoundmg and dispensing counter whichi

! unless the Board finds taat the public heakh and safety require their "

oppiscation. pounding and di=*==g work load requirements of the pharmacy and
,

A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioactive | which shall be used Ibr no other purpose.
drugs shall be in the pharmacy whenever tlie furnishing of radioactive A clear and unobstructed floor ares shall extend the fulllength of thei ~

drugs occurs. All personnel involved in the furnishing of radioactive prescription coms-; '' , and despensing counter.
drugs shall be under the immediate and direct supervision of such a A minimum of 16 squese feet of counter space shall be provided for i
quahfied pharmacist one pharmacist. Enough addetsonal counter space shall be provided for

, each additional pharmacsst to pernut effective and non-hazardous
17D7. Menes d On viers and Mannocest he % * P armacy practice of the type, engaged in by the permit holder.h

;

Each permit to operate a pharmacy shall show the name and address (d) Factors to be cc..-- -in determining the adequacy of phar-
of the pha....acy, and the fonn ofownership (individual, partnership or macy size under subsection (b) and the adequacy of the prescription

_ _ _ _ , .

corporation). Each pharmacy shah, in its initial application and on the _ _ ng an 1 ''-' counter space innder subsection (c) shah
annual renewal form, report the name of the pharmacist-in charge, the inchide, but are not limited to, the foBowing: the number and type of

,

'

names of an owners and the names of the corporate officers (if a corpo- 13he -t and type de and stock in the pharma-
ration). Any changes in corporate officers shall be reported to the cy- the layout d the ? ~ and prescription volume.n
Board within thirty (30) days. A permit to operate a hospital pharmacy, (,) 3,p,,,,;,, og jt.- z
or a permit issued to a hospital under provisions of Sectbn 4052.1 of the be separated from the n * y and Access. (1) 'llie pharmacy sliaH^ ~ ~

~ reainf a barrier with a minimum~a
Busmess and Professions Code, must show the name of the current height of five feet and of susicient width which will render the narcot-
pharmacsst-in charge. m drugw ' ~ devices, as defined in ikunness and

P,ofessions Code Section 4035, within the i = ._ :y inaccessible to the
reach of any innauthorized person. 'llie Board may permit alternate
types of separations if, in its openson, they provide equivalent security.
The only access to the pharmacy shah be by doors or gates which can
be locked. (2) A permanent barner or partition extending from floor ,

i

$ to ceiling shall be provided to separate the pharmacy, or the pharmacy .
and adjoining merchandising area, from the rest of the building or thet

!

.- . . _. - - .- - - - --. .- ,. -,
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., R ADIOACTIVE M ATERI AL AUTHORIZ ATION
:

1. Individual User P.. Authorisation Not
William H. Briner MC-176 ,

1

.,; - 3. Locatior 4 Expiration Dates

Radt i{rmacy. Laboratory Septembhr 1, 1900
,

-

.' ' 5. Radioactive Material,L ~ .- .5- 6 Possession Limit
;

A. Any radioactive material between A. Amount to be approved by Radiation
Atomic Numbers 1 & 83, inclusive Safety Office

B. 400 millicuries (B. 1-125 (2 sealed sources) __ .

C. Americium-241 (2 sealed sources). C. 2 mil 11 Curies
,

D .* Strontium-82 D. 150 millicuries

E. Rubidium-82 E. 150 mill 1 Curies
'

' F. Strontium 85 (contaminant of SD) F. 500 mill 1 Curies
G.- Osmium-191 G. 1 Curie-
H. Iridium- 191m H. 1 Curie

,

|

5

.

7. Conditions

A. Radioactive material shall be used by or under the direct supervision

of William H. Briner. ;

B. Radioactive material shall be possessed and used in accordance with
statements, representations and procedures described in application
dated September 13, 1988 and manual entitled " radiation Safety Manual -

Duke Medical Center."

C. Human use of radioactive material shall be by a physician specifically
authorised by the Duke Medical Center Radiation Control and Radiosctive
Drug Research Committee. ~'

.

4

0
., .

e

oo -,7. gm.,or . .AD m 1 Co _ A.d .AD -

- Data September 21, 1988 Conrad M. Kn1 RSO
.

,

4

+,er , .,a--_, ,e c.- , , - ,--,,w,.- .,..w,, ,..,,,._g,..._._-....---m. . . , . . . . - - - - - - - . , _ . . = _ . . - , , _ + =-
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f. 4. RETURN TO: RSO, BOX 3155, DUMC
*

( - ~
,

o )
"

ALUKRI"ATION FC.,

! l
i RENDAL APPLICATION - RADIOISOIOPE AUIBORIZATICN I

l

I

1. Applicant: William H. Briner, Associate Prof essor of Radiology and
Director,' Radiopharmacy and Nuclear Medicine Laboratory

2. Radionuclides and quantities to be possessed:

Any radioactive materials between Atomic Numbers 1 and 83 inclusive, in amounts as
! required, but within the conditions of DUMC North Carolina Radioactive Materials License

Number 32-085-3 and as approved by the Duke Radiological Safety Officer. Also 1. Iodine
125 (2 sealed sources, 200 mci each); 2. Americium 241 (2 mci sealed source); 3 Strontium '

82, 150 mci (Parent of Rb 82, q.v.); 4 Rubidium 82, 150 mci (Generator); (Continued
u mi... e. y ca... 113no

3. Builddag(s) and room (s) in which radicactive materials are used or stored: !

Section of Radiopharmacy Space (Bell Building Rooms 144, 146, 147, 149, 151, 152 and
154) Division of Imaging Space in Duke Hospital North and South, including the PET
Imaging Center in Duke Hospital South.

4. Brief description of purpose for which radioactive material is used (to in-
clude activity per experiment and nurter of experiments per month):

, A. The formulation and dispensing of radiopharmaceuticals intended for administration
to patients of Duke Medical Center Section of Nuclear Medicine, as well as other
Duke Hospital patients when appropriate arrangements by authorized physicians
have been made with the Director, Section of Radiopharmacy. This is, in part,
made'possible by the issuance of a Pharmacy Permit (license, No. 3051) to the
Duke University Medical Center Radiopharmacy by the North Carolina Board of Pharmacy.

!
B. Similarly, under appropriate contractual arrangements, the function carried out I

of A above is performed for the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Durham,
N.C...with the transfer of radioactive material from the DUMC Radioactive Material
License (N.C. 32-085-3) to the VAMC Byproduct Material License (NRC 32-01134-01),

,

being duly recorded. i

t
a

j C. The quality control testing of all radiopharmaceuticals formulated and dispensed 1

| in A and B above, in accordance with regulations of the N.C. Radiation Protection
| Program, USNRC, USFDA, USP, N.C. Board of Pharmacy, and the prof essional judgment
| of the Director, Section on Radiopharmacy.
I

D. The development of new radiopharmaceutical dosage forms as required at DUMC and
the Durham VAMC, ,in accordance with Federal and State statutes and regulations i

relating to the practice of pharmacy and medicine.
i

I E. Participation in basic research carried out independently and in collaborati*on
I with other DUMC, Durham VAMC faculty and staff members.

(Continued on Supplementary Sheet 1A)

|

|
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RIKEWAL APPLICATION - 1ADI0 ISOTOPE AUTHORIZATION. 12 SEPTE.6 ER 1968
3

: App 11cantt. William F. Briner1
>

p;'- ,

SUPP.I.EKENTARY SHEET 1A

Mication Ites 2 (Con't)

'5.,$trontiusB$(contaminartof4)te,beusedinanimalsonlyinconjucti" on withPET Imagink Center, Duke Hospital t'outh. Osmium 191, 1 Ci and Iridium 191.1 C1 in a Geherator Systaa.

ApplicationItem4'ConM
F. As required in A through E above, the use of laboratory anirAlt, such as

monkeys, swine, mice, ra s, rabbits,. dogs, cats, etc., may ',e involved.
G. Performance ed a wide variety nf radiebioasrays for patier.ts.

|

|

|

|

l

l

|
|

|

|

|

1

1

_. _ .L
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P,.,*,.,

y |

. r. . 5
Mrtable radiation detection instruments taintained in your laboratory
(manufacturer and nodel)

1 ea Eberline R0-3 ionisation chamber survey instrument
1 ea Eberline RM-14 GM survey instrument
1 ed Eberline E-520 GM survey instrument ,

|

l
4

.

I
|
|
J

I6.
Describe the radiological safety measures enployed to minimize the possibility i
of contamination of personnel and facilities, including method of determining |N. offectiveness of such measures

jA. All personnel assigned to the Section of Radiopharmacy wear TLD whole body badgas.
|
1B. Selected personnel (i.eu those working in the Rad,iopharmacy g ,g , but not the

l
E clear Medicine Lcboratory) wear finger TLD's. ,

a

!C. All personnel who work with radioactive material wear protective gloves and lab-
oratory coats. 1

j
iD. No smoking, eat!.ng, drinking, or application of cosmetice is permitted An reas j

>

,

| where radioactive materials are stored or handled.,

>
! E. . All incoming packages of radioactive material are visually inspected upon receipt

||- to check for loss of containment or obvious damage.
' '

F. Packing materials are surveyed with GM meter prior to disposal.
,

!

G. Outside containers of shipments containing more than 100 aci of nuclides with
half-lives greater than 7 davs are wipe tested upon receipt to detect external !

!' -ontamination in excess of limits prescribed by NRC and DOT; if obvious in-transit j
damage to any package has occ.urred, regardless of activity level or half-life, ;the package is wipe tested.a '

!

H. Lab area is ch*cked for contamination, using wipe tests and survey instruments {at intervals deemed necessary by Lab Director and Radiological Safety Officer. |

1.. Receipt and dispokal of all radioactive material is recorded in accordance with
Duke Universit.y Radiological Safety Policies and Procedures. '

;

J. All radioactive materials are shielded appropriately as required by their nature. [

K. All other pt*cedures mandated by ths Duke University Radiological Safety Policies !

and Procedures sre followed. '

:
t i

|

.

'

.

_ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .-. . . . . - . - - - - , . , . . . - . .,-- -.- - - - - -
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e.e,
.

* ,7. (c) Do you provide instructions to laboratory personnel concerning the's'
potential hazards of ionizing radiation and safe handli:q procedures?
Yes x No

!

(b) Are special precautions or instructions provided potentially pregnant
female enployees? Yes x No

!

)
;

'

(c) If answer to a or b above is Yes, how are instructicns given? !Oral x Written '

!
-

. l
8. Do you use Bydrogen 3 in such a way that internal deposition is possible and i

periodic urine analysis is warranted? Yes No X !
)
1

I
9. Do you use radioactive ;odine in such a way that internal deposition is l

possible and periodic Moid ec.unt ng is warr Yes No xi

Periodre urTne assays are done when deenefnecessary. anted?If positiv D yroid counting
would be done..

,

,

10. Do you have any of the following devices or materials under your supervision? j
Analytical X-Ray equipment; e.g. electron microscope, X-Ray diffraction:a.
Yes No x

1b. Iasers or masars: Yes _ No r l

c. Microwave equipamnt; e.g. oven: Yes No v,
-

d. sealed radioactive w. trees e.g. check sources for instruments, static !

,

eliminator, etc.: Yes x No d

11. Name of individual responsible for radiation safety matters during absences
o.! the Authorized User:

Name Nelsen Niehaus Thone 684- % 36

1

i12. Signature of Authorized Usert

i

le h / . / l Sh dy
signatun

-

' dati

. .,____ -.- _ - , . . . _ - - _ _ _ - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - -



RADIATICN PROTECTION SECTION Pcg3 1 of 7 Pcg3s
DIVISION OF FACILITT SERVICES |

g N.C. DEPARDIENT OF NUMAN RESOURCES i

RADIDACTIVE MATERIAL ?.ICENSE !
.

,

' 1

I tc.at to North Carolina Regulations for Protection Assinet Radiation and in reliance on ;

st:tTaents and representations beretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued |auth rising the licensee to receive, acquire, own, possess, transfer and inmort radioactive !

meterials listed below; and use such radioactive material for the purpose (s) and at the [plac3(s) designated below. This License is subject to all applicable rules and regulations
|cf the North Carolina Department of Numan Resources now or bereaf ter in effect and to any i

c:nditions specified below.
|
'

Licensee i l

,

13. License No. 032-0085-3 ;

1. Name Duke Univensity Medical Center 1 j
i

'

14. Empiration Date March 31, 1994 *

2. Address P.O. Box 3155 | t

Durham, N.C. 27710 | AMENDS IN ITg ENTIRETY f
15. Amendment No. 63

*

:
I '

6. Ra-licactive Material | 7. Chemical and/or | 8. Maximus Amount of Radioactivity
,

(clement ami mass no.) | Physical Foru I and/or Quantity of Radioactive '

| | Material which Licensee may i
l | Possess at any one time. {l I

I (See Pages 2, 3 & 4) | (See Pages 2, 3 & 4) | (See Pages 2, 3 & 4)
l | | '

;

9. Authorised Use

A BB To be used for Medical Researe.h Diagnosis and Therapy.

CC - HHf To be used for Calibration, Research and 1sevelopment.

II - JJ: To be used as static eliminators.

KK - To be used in AECL Camma Cell 40 Irradiator for the study of radiation effects.

| LL - To be used in AECL Camma Cell 1000 Irradiator for the irradiation of blood and blood
I components.

MM - To be used in J. L. Shepherd Mark I Irradiator for non-human radiation studies.
1

NN - UU - To be used in Electron Capture Detectors as a part of Manufacturer Cas Chromatograph
Systems.

CONDITIONS
i 10. Onless otherwise specified, the authorized place of use is the licensee's address stated in

.Iten 2 above. ',

11. The licensee shall comply with the provisions of 10 NCAC 3G .2500, " Standards for Protection
Assi.nst Radiation," and 10 NCAC 3G .3100, " Notices, Instructions, Reports and Inspections."
(The North Carolina Regulations for Protectior. Against Radiation are centained in 10 NCAC
30).

12. Radioactive material shall be used by, or under the supervision of individuals authorized
by the Radiation Safety Committee and Radioactive Drug Resesrch Committee.

~

- L
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RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION 7033 2 cf 7 P;g:s.
DIVISION OF FACILITY SERVICES

g
N.C. DEPARTMENT OF NUMAN RESOURCES

-

RADIO &CTIVE MATERIAL LICEBst License No. 032-0085-3..g

p Supplenestery Sheet
Regioactive Wateriale

'
:

6A. Any rsdioactive material 7A. Any Form 8A. 100 millicuries eachbetween Atomic Nos. 3 4 (Total possession83, ine'.esive, except 25 curies. |
,

B. Carbon-14 B. Any Form B. 2 curies
- C. Phosphorus-32- C. Any Form C. 500 millicuries ;

D. Iedine-131 D. Any Form D. 500 mil 11 curies, '

E. Iridium-192 E. Any Form E. I curie
,

F. Xenon-133 F. Any Torm F. 10 curies

C. Iodine 125 C. Any Form C. 750 millicuries
H. Hydrogen-3- H. Any Ferm H. 10 curies !

i

I. Molybdenum-99 I. Any Form 1. 10 curies
.

:
J. Technetium-99m J. Any Form J. 10 curies [

.F Radon-222 K. Any Form K. 50 millicuries ;

L .' Krypton-85 L. Any Form L. 2 curies ;

M. Gold-198 M. Seeds M. I curie I

N. . Strontium-90 N. Medical App 1(cator N. 100 mil 1(curies iYttrium-90 (Tracertab Model 1

RA-2A) -

~0. Cecium-137 0. Sealed Sources 0. 2.2 curies ,

(3M Co. Model 6D6C.
medical radiation i
sources)

'

P. Tungsten-178/Tantalue-178 P. Generator P. 400 millicuries
j

Q. Sulfur-35 Q. Any Form Q. 300 millicuries

.R. Iodine-125 R. Sealed Source R. 2 sources 400, |

', (Amersham Mocel millicuries total. i-

'

IMC-129)

S. Iodine-125 S. Seeds 5. 2 curies |
J

T. Strontium-82 T. Generator T. 150 millicurtes !
'

l

.U. Strontium-85 U. Any Form U. 500 millicuries

V. Rubidium-82 V. Any Form V. 150 millicuries ;

i~

,

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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RADIATICW PROTECTION SECTION
DIVISIDE OF FACILITY SERVICES

Page 3 cf 7 PCS:s.
s[<{f N.C. DEPARTMENT OF RUMAN RESOURCES

RADIDACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE License No. 032-0085-3
.

,

p Supplementary Sheee
; .'kadioactive Materials (costimmed):
|-

6W. Osmium-1.91 7W. Generator BW. I curie
X. Iridium-191m X. Any Form X. I curie

!
f Y. Fluorine-18 Y. Any Fort Y. 1 curie

2. OxySen-15 L. Any For.$ %. I curie
AA. Nitrogen-13 , AA . Any Form AA. 1 curie,

(
58. Carbon-11 BB. Any Form BB. I curie

I CC. Americium-241 CC. Sealed Sout<e CC. 600 millicuries
(NEN Model NER-
478)

DD. Radium-226 DD. Any Form DD. 2 millicuries
EE. Americium-241 EE. 3ealed Source EE. 10 millicuries '{(Amersham /Searle

Model 2084)

F*' Americium-241 FF. Sealed Source FF. 2 millicuries
(Amersham Model
AMC-21)

' CG. Ame ricium-241 GG. Sealed Source CG. 100 millicuries
(Amersham /Searle
Model AMCL type
X-131)

HH. Cesiuma137 HH. Sealed Source RM. 3 curies
(J.L. Shepherd
and Associates
Model 25-65)

II. Polonium-210 II. Static Eliminator II. 1 millicurie
(Nuclear Products
Model 2 U-1000)

JJ. Americium-241 JJ. Custos sources JJ. 40 microcuries
(D1'MC Mod-A1011) (2 sources -,', 20 microcuries-

each)

KK. Cesium-137 KK. Sealed Sources KK. 3600 curies
(AECL Model C-616, (2 sources 1800
type 8) curies each)

LL. - Cesium-137 LL. Sealed Source LL. 2160 curies
(IS0-1000)

_

i.
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RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION Pcg3 4 Cf 7 P g;s.'
'

DIVISION OF. FACILITY SERVICES
-

N.C. DEPARTMENT OF IBUMAN RESOURCES%'

RADICACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE License No. 032-0085-3
.

R..aoect(va Materials (continued)

MM. Cesium-137 MM. Sealed Sources MM. 10,000 curies
(Shepherd Model
6810)

NN. Nickel-63 NN. Custom P1sted NN. 15 mil 1(curies ;
Source ( Amersham / i

Searle or NEN) '

00. Nickel-63 00. Custom Plated 00. 8 millicuries*

Source (Varian
Model 02-001972-00)

-

PP. Nickel-63 PP. Custom Plattd PP. 8 millicuries fSource (Varian ,

Model 02-001972-00) |

QQ. Nickel-63 QQ. Custom Placed QQ. 8 millicuries f
Source (Varian *

Model 02-001972-00) '

i

RR. Nickel-63 RR. Custom Plated RR. 8 millicuries '

Source (Varian
Model 01-1028-01)

6

S S .- Nickel-63 SS. Custom Platr.d SS. 8 millicuries e

Source (Variac i
Model 01-1026-01) ~

-TT. Nickel-63 TT. Custom Placed IT . 8 millicuries i
'

Source (Varian ,

Model 02-001972-00) '

,

UU. Nickel-63 UU. Custom Placed UU. 15 millicuries
Source (Hewlett -

Packard Model 5890)

Conditions (contioned):

13A. Each sealed seurce containing radioactive material, othe.r than Hydrogen 3, with a
hclf-life greater than thirty days and in any form other than gas shall be tested for
leakage and/or contamination at intervals not to exceed six months. In the absence of
a certificate from a transferor indicating that a test ses been made within six months
prior to the transfer, the sealed source shall not be put into use until tested.

*

B. Notwithstanding the periodic leak cast required by this condition, any licensed sealed
source is exempt from such leak tests when the source contains 100 microcuries or less of
beta and/or gamma-emitting material or 10 microcuries or less of alpha-emitting material.

.The periodic leak test rege. ired by this condition does not apply to sealed sources that are
stored and not being used. The sources excepted from th'is test shall be tested for leakage
et intervals not to exc9ed three (3) years and prior to any use or transfer to another
p3rson unless they hevv been leak tested within six months prior to the date of use or
transfer.

_
- :

__ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ __- .. _ .
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RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION Pet 3 5 of 7 Peg.s.
DIVISION OF FACILITY SERVICES ;

e'
N.C. DEPARTMENT OF NUMAN RESOURCES

j

RADICACTIVE MATERIAL LICYNSE License No. 032-0085-3

Supplenestary Sheet

Conditions (continued):
'

I

13D. Notwithstanding Condition No. 13A the Cesium 137 listed in item 0 of 6, 7, 8 & 9 shall be
tested for leakage and/or contamination et intervals not to exceed three years. In the
cbsence of a certificate from a transferor indicating that a test has been made within !

-

months prior to the transfer, the sealed source shall not be put into use untila

!.

E. The test sball be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005 microcurie of radioactsve $
caterial on the test sample. ,The test sample shall be taken from the sealed source or ;
from the surfaces of the device in which the sealed source is permanently mounted or

istored on which one might expect contamination to accumulate. Records of leak test
results s1all be kept in units of microcuries and maintained for ' u pection by the
Agency.

F. If the test revealt the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more of removable contamination,
the licensee shall immediately withdraw the sealed source from use and shall cause it to
be decontaminated and repaired or to be disposed of in accordance with Agency regulations.
A report shall be filed within five (5) days of the test wie.h the Redistion Protection,

Section, Division of Facility Services, Department of Human Resources, 701 Barbour Dr., i

Raleigh, North Catolina 27603, describing the equipment involved, the test results, and
the corrective action taken.

I,

Tests for leakage and/or contamination sha?,1 be performed by licensee, or by other
persons specifically authorized by the Agency to perforts such services. ;

14 In lieu of using the conventional radi.ation caution colors (magenta or purple on yellow
background) as provided in 10 NCAC 3G .2$11(a)(1), the licensee is hereby authorized to
label detector ells and cell baths, containing radioactive material and used in gas *

chromatography devices, with conspicuously etchec' or stamped radiation caution symbols *

without a color requirement.
'

15. Experimental animals administered radioactive materials or their products shall not be .

used "or human consumption.

16A. Individuals involved in operations which utilize, at any one time, more than 100
nillicuries of Hydrogen 3 in a non-contained forts, other than metaliic foil, shall have
bioassays performed within one week following a single operation and at weekly intervals
for continuous operation. The urine specimen shall be collected on the same day of the
w ek inswfar as possible.

B. Notwithstanding the bioassay at weekly intervals for continuous operations required by the
preceding paragraph, bicassay may be performed at mont51y intervals on any individual for ;

the following calendar quarter, if the average concentration of Hydrogen 3 in the urine of
the individual juring a calendar quarter was less than 10 microcuries per liter., Bioassay
m:y continue at monthly intervals so long as the average concentration remains below 10
aicrocuries per liter.

O Hydrogen 3 shail not be used in such a manner as to cause any individual to receive a
radiation A*posure such that the urinary excretion rates exceed 28 microcuries of
Hydrogen a per liter when averaged over a calendar quarter.

-

Y A

_ _ . . _ _ __ _ _ _ L
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A RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION Pcg3 6 cf 7 Pcg:s. !
DIVISION OF FACILITT SERVICES '

N.C. DEPARTl8ENT OF RUMAN RESOURCES
I RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE License No. 032-0085-3 !

|

V Supplementary Sheet ].

'Conditions (continued):
s

ICD. A report of an average concentration in excess of the limit specified in the preceding '

paragraph for any individual shall be filed, in writing, within thirty (30) days of the j
end of the calendar quarter with the Radiation Protection Section, Division of Facility

,

Services, Department of Human Resources, 701 Barbevr Dr., Raleigh, North Carolina 27603. {
The report shall contain the results of all urinalysis for the individual during the |calendar quarter, the cause of the excessive cencontrations and the corrective steps j

taken or planned to assure against a recurrence.
.

17. The foil may be removed from.the electron capture cell for cleaning only, in accordance I

with procedures con.ained in the manufacturar's operating manual.

18. The Nickel 63 Electron Capture Detector designated in items NN through UU of 6, 7, 8 & 9
shall be used in conjunction with a properly operating temperature limiting device as '

specified by the manufacturer.
,

19. Technetium 99m penetste as an aerosol for lung function studies must be administered
with a closed, shielded system that either is vented to the outside atmosphere through
an air exhaust oc provides for collection and disposal of the aerosol.

20. Radioactive material shall not be used in humans until its pharmaceutical quality and
,

assay have been established.

7 Radioactive gases as free gas or in solution, to be administered to humans, shall be
procured from a supplier who distributes the product indicated for human use in '

'

accordance with the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

22. Notwithstanding 10 NCAC 3G .2504 and .2507 of " North Carolina Regulations for
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for Xenon

Protection Against Radiatiog,"icrocurie per milliliter for a restricted area and ,

127 in gir shall be 9 X 10 m ,

2 X 10 microcurie per milliliter for an unrestricted area. '

23. The licensee shall comply with the provisions of 10 KCAC 3G .2800, "Use of Sealed
8tedioactive Sources in the Healing Arts."

'

24 Pstients containing Iodine 131 for the treatment of thyroid carcinoma, or patients
l cor. M iing therapeutic quantities of Gold 198,.shall remain hospitalized until the

resis al activity is 30 millicuries or less. >

j

t

| 25. Patinnes containing Radon 222 implants shall remain hospitalized until the residual *

| activity is 30 millicuries or less.

l- 26. Patinats containing Cobalt 60, Cesium 137, Radium 226, or Iridium 192, implants shall i

| remain hospitalized until surveys made with an appropriate radiation detection
|.

it.strument indicate that all implants have been removed.

27. Patients containing implants shall remain hospitalized until the implants are removed,
except that patients containing Iodine 125 seeds may be released from the hospitsl,
provided the attending physician has determined the seeds are secured and are not likely
to be lost by the patient.

:;peu <.s
.

.. . _ . -_. -- .-- .-. . ___ _
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RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION P 33 7 6f 7 Pcg3s.*

DIVISION OF FACIIITY SERVICESi, j_ H.C. DEPARTNENT OF 11IRIAN RESOURCESe

RADICACTIVE MATEdIAL LICENSE License No. 032-0085-3
,

| Supplementary Sheet

Conditioss (contiowed)I

26. The licensee shall condcct a physical inventory every six (6) months to account for all
sealed sources received and possessed under the license. The records of the inventories
shall be maintained for two (2) years from the date of the inventory for inspection by
the Agercy and sna11 include the quantities and kinds of radioactive material, location
of sealed sources, and the date of the inventory.

29. Except as specifically provided otherwise by this license, the licensee shall possess and
use radioactive material described in Items 6, 7 and 8 of this license in accordance with
statements, representations and procedures contained in:

A,- Application with attachments dated March 28, l'989 and signed by Kenneth W. Lyles, M.D.,Chairman, Radiation Control Congittee.

$

l'

M CMN
D N cf Issuance March 7, 1989 For - Dayne B. Broe

Chief, Radiation Protection Section

Ftru Noa'DFS-5211
(Rev. 3/88)

, p... ,,
,

. _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ . _ -. . _-.
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PART I. THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 19548 !"

AS AMENDED !

Public hw 8M03 |

i- <

(68 Stat. 919)
.' ,

AN ACT
4

To amend the Atomic g Act of 1946, as amended, and for ;!
c

.

n
. Br it enacted by the Senew and House of esente. i

1 tives the United Stests America in o ress '
,

I assem d, That the Atomic nergy Act of 19 , es !amended,is amended to read as follows:
1

* ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1954
*Q4artt t 1. Dettatatsome FehDitCS ahD P4 0 Post

*Sec. 1. Declaret.on s2 U.S C. esc. )
jois*$ec. 2 Findings ,

3 13 -

*Sec. 3 Purpos
3 13 ;

I*Cuante 2 Dorisitio=s i

*Sec.11. Drrininons 3 14

*Cuanta ) Oscanization
*Sec. 23. Ofreer. 3 33 i
*Sec. 24. General Manager, Dep y and Assoient General humagers. EM
*$ec. 23. Dmesons. Ofrces. and ossuons. 33$ t

i

*Sec. 27. Mihiary Liamon Comminise. Elf I
*$ec. 28. Appointment of Army, Navy, or Air Force Officers. Ele ;*Sec. 29 Advisory Communise on Recier Safeguards. EM '

*Cuania 4. Restaaru ,
I

*Sec. 31. Reeserch Assistanse. 3 51*Sec. 32. Reneerch by the Commisaeon. 2 52 !! *Sec. 33. Reesech for Others. 3 53

*Cuante S. Peoptosom or Speciat Noctssa battai4L
t

*Sec. 41. Oume' ship and Operonen of Production Facilites. Neli

*Sec. 42. Irvadetion of Meierals. 3 62l
' *Sec. 43. Acquis uon of Produsuon Foeiliusa. 3 63

'Sec. ed. Duposanon of Energy. 3 64
i

*Cuanta 6. Spectat Noctuaa MatassaL
"Sec. St. Syscal Nwiser Mosenal 3 18
*See. $3. Domesue Dutnbuuen af Special Nuriser Maienst E11
"Sec. M. Fomen Dmnbunen of Specal Nwiser Metenal. 3 14

,

*Sec $$ Acquassoon. 31$. .
1

* Sac. M. Omrenwed Purchase Pnoss. 3076
,

* Soc. 37. Prohabeuen. E71 *

*Sec. St Review. Ett t

'For aussa se womesuw h sory. est appradis 3. min

m >
,

t

S

e

|
1

1

1

|

|
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i: %ms 7 506oct M*'esias
42 U.S C. ses,

t|
apel % (1. Seveen Mounst. i<

3092 * Sat. 62 Lisener for Trensfeci Sequired/ / .

300) % 6) Domeshe Detnbuten of Sovree Meienal '

|[r
1 alte % M. Feegn Disintution of Sourse Malenal.

3099 % 63. Reponing. |
2006 * Sat. 46. Aequeesten. 3''
2007 1

; |i
% 67. Opersions en lande brienging to the United $ nates (

.

30e8 % 44 Puble sad Acquired Lande.:

3 99 % et. Prohibitoa. i
i t

.I f -
.

i

*Cuams 4. Streocuc1 Matteint
{2ill %. St. Domests Distnbution. 'p 1812 *Sec. 82. pomen Dietnbutoa of Byproduct Meienal. -

a

D ., e,s Mk '*
,*

2113 % 81 owwrshe and Custody of Censin typtedvei Meienst sad

'( f8 Dispeesi lates*. .

*
j 2114 *Sec. Bd. Authente of Commisseen Arspecting Censin Dyproduct Maienal,,

;

.j Nb
"CuAnte 9. Mittiast Arctication os Atomic theactMM$I 2121 *See. 91. Aviheney.

2122 "Sec. 92. Prshebetoa. I
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so n:tify the Commissitn. Violation of the condition
prescribed by this subsection may,in the Commissiem's

.
discretion. constitute grounds for license revocation. In
accordance with section i27 of this Act,the Commission *:osc 2.n

.I
<

shall promptly amend each license for a utilisation faciinty
issued under this section or section 104 b. which is in !

.effect on the date of enactment of this subsection to |

include the previsions :tquired under this subsection.'58 |
.

t "Sec.104. Mipic4L THamarv Aho Restanen amo Dav Lor. ww.i )
-~

*Ls at- |*:||,T.'$
"s. The Commission is authorized to issue licenses to g

persons applying for use in medical therapy. In issuing =gys==M
such licenses the Cwomission is directed to permit the
widest amount of 'iftMve medical therapy possible with
the amount of spoJ ouclear material available for such
purposes and to impone the minimum smount of regula.'

tion consistent with its obligations under this Act to
promote the commois defense and security and ta protect
the health and safety of the public.

"b. As provided for in subsection 102b., or 102c.. or
wheie specifically authorized by law, the Commission is

Iauthorized to issue licenses under this subsection to pet.
sons applying therefor for utilization and production l

facilities for mdustrial and commercial purposes, in issu. l

ing licenses under this subsection the Commission shall i

impose the minimum amount el such regulations and
terms of license as will permit the Comrdssion to fulfill,

i jits oblisations under this Act,es'

'c. The Commission is authorized to issue ti<=nses to i'

persons applying therefor for utilisation and production :
e

I - facilities usefulin the conduct of research and develop. I
;

ment activitics of the t nes specified in section 31 and
which are not facilities o>f the type specified in subsection

-

i

';
104b. The Commission is directed to impose only such

|
minimum amount of regulation of the licenses as the i

Commission finds will permit the Commission to fulfill .

its obligations under this Act to pror.iote the common
defense and secunty and to protect the health and safety i

of the public and will permit the conduct of widespread
and diverse research and development. .

'd. No license under this section may be given to any .
t

prson for activities which are not under or within the
jurisdiction of the United States.except for the export of !

production or utilization facilities under terins of an :

agreement for cooper. tion arranged pursuant to section ,

t

I
.e*w . was ne sm. mi nosoi . mi. 44m .= m .=m.m on.
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42 |
11,23 or except

license may be,under the provisigns cf secticn 109. Noissued 13 any corporation or other entity if
|
t

the Commission knows or has reason to bc:. eve it ie
,

-

owned, controlled or dominated by an alien, a inteign !

corporation, or a foreign governtaent. .n any event, nr4i '
-

license may be issued to any p6rson t.sthin the United I
States if, in the opinion of the Comminion, the issuance |of a license to such person would be inimical to the com-

i

mon defense and security or to the health and safety of !the public.
1

*See 105. Awmaest Paovisions.- 6
wawF
fi' CIT 'a Nothing coritained in 13 Actes hell relieve any

*

s := 8 05-,

person from the operation of the following Acts, as<>
amended, An Act to protect trade and commerce against ;

,

unlawful restraints and monopolies, approved July -

second, eighteen hundred and ninety; sections seventy.
three to seventy sevan inclusiw, of an Act entit'eu 'An ,

tgay,* Act to reduce taastion, to provide revenue for the .

Government, and for other purposes approved August i

twenty seven, eighteen hundred and ninety-four;'An Act !
to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints !
and monopolies, and for other purooses, approved ;

October fifteen, nineteen hundred and founeen; and 'An '

m "- Act to create a Federal Trade Commission to define its |
| Sf powers and duties,,x,nd for other purpose,s, approvednineteen huwred and fourteen. In

i

a
;

.

i

September twenty si
i M

N E the event e licermee is found by a court of competent'

( \ c.
jurisdiction, ei,hv in an original action la that court or in .

i'

a proceeding to enforce or review the findings or orders
| of'any Governmei,a agency having jurisdiction under the ',

laws cited abo"e to have violates any of tha pronsions of
.

L
tuch laws in .h,e conduct of the Ticensed activity, her

>

the
Comersission may suspend revoke or take such ot ,

| action as it may deem ne,cessary ,with respect to any :
1

i

license issued by the Commission under the provisions of -

this Act. !
"b The Commission shall repon promptly to the !'. Attorney General any infoernation it may have witht !

I espect to any utilisation of special nucler material or i
r,tomic energy which appears to violate or to tend toward
the violation of any of the foregoi.ng Acts, or to restrict
free competition in private enterprtse.

"c, (1) The Commissica shall promptly transmit to the |

,

! Attorney General a copy of any license application pro- :
vided for in paragraph (2) of this subsection, ar.d a co '

of any written request provided for in paragraph,(3)py
|

of
this subsection; and the Attorney General shall, within a

,

reasonable time, but in no ewat to exosed 100 days after ;!

receiving a copy of such agplication or written request,l
y

render such advice to the tommission as he determines ;

to be appropriate in regard to the findina to _be made by
;

the Commission pursuant to paragraph (5 on this subesc
tion. Such advies shall include an explana) tory statementI

:; as to the .vasons or basis therefor,
L 9: '

!
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i1. Marcus (3, Kuperus JH, Butler JA et al.: Phagocytic
labeling of leukocytes with Tc 99.n albumin colloid for
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508(c)

'e
section (except that such amendment or aepeal may be initiated either by f recommended is useful, he shall designate that name as the off cial name -
a proposal of the Sec -ta y or by a petition of any interested person)and of such drug or drugs or devbe. Such designation shall be made as a
(2) the Secretary finds, on the basis of new information with respect to reguistis's spen public notice and in accordance with the procedure set -
such drug evaluated together with the information before hirn when the forth in section 4 of the AM:ic_r-&- Procedure Act (5 U.S.C.1003).
appiintion mder section 505 became effective or was approved, that (d) After each such review, and at such other dsm as the Secretary

there is a lack of substantia' evidence (as defmed in section 505(d)) that may determine to be acces,ary or desirable, the Secretary shall cause to
the drug has the effect it purports or is representedio have under such be compiled. publish'ed, and pubi%ly djstributed a hst which shalt list all
conditions of use. revised official nanres of dogs or deuces dceignated under this sect,oni

and shall contain such descrip* ve and explanatory statter as the
AUTHORITY TO DESIG 4 ATE OFFICI AL NAMES Secretary may determine :o be required ror the errective use of those

names.

SEC. 508.** [358) (a) ne Secretar y may designate an official name'for
any, rug or device if he determines that such action is necessary or di r ha e uthot t an u ce

desirable m, the interest of usefulness and simplicity. Any official rane gm 506(4 he shall upon public notice and in accordance with the pro-.

designated under this sectic t for any drug or device shall be tb only of- cedure set forth in section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act (5

ficial name of that drug or device used in any official compendium U.S.C.1003) designate the official name of the drug or device for which

published after such name has been prescribed or for any other purpose
the request is made.

of this Act. In no event, however,ihall the Secretarv establish an official
NONAPPLICABILtTY TO COSMETICSname so as to infringe a valid trademark.

(b) Within a reasonable time after the effective date of this section. SEC. 5G9. [359] This chapter, as amended by the Drug Ameni*ments of
and at such other times as he may deem necessary, the Secretary shall 1%2 shall not apply to any cosmetic unless such cosmetic is also a drug
cause a review to be made of the offkial names by which drugs are iden. or device or component thereof.
tified -n the officia! Ur:ited States Pharmacopeia, the official
llomeopathic Pharmacopeia of the Uniter * States, and the official Na. REGISTRATION OF PRODtiCEttS OF DRUGS" AND DEVnCESE

tional Formulary, and all supplements th reto and at such times as he '

q may deem necessary shall cause a review to be made of the official names St C. 510. [3601 't " "(a) As used m. this section-i
by which devices are identified in any official comoendiusc (and all sup. (1) the term " mas. . ccture, preparation, propagation. compound.
plements thereto), to determine whether revision et any of th9se names is ing, or processing" sha!! include repackaging or otherwise changing
necessary or desirable in the interest of usefulness and simplicity. the container, wrapper, or labeling of any dsus package or device

(c) Whenever he determin s after any such review that'(I) any such er
_

r ''m ceae = h=6, r=* =a sus-n = =*e = ==6e ac iaeasa d ==earm e*="""" *'
fici's: name is imduly complex or is not useful for any other reason, (5) ' j d "/'e % ", $ "e"'*'""* "#[" I*,'*"I [ h =
two or more official names have been applied to a single drug or device e= =6hshaiews = hheb * *== *e d ==eh a' ""*"e a"""" "d d""* *""' "'"'
or to two er more drugs which are identical in chemical structure and g"*j." M e,7,,",E" M 7 s#"'."e."c=# '~ ~

pharmacc|ogical action and which are substantially identical in strength as=im sad *rae= = era me - ia =* ***' "8 'd*""'F **** '*""' *"* *""' "'
., s i *=s *=

quality, and purity or to two or more devices which are substantially ""."C'7,7,, .,^,D,7$7.7 ',7,,1;. .c. sio d i. .si er sec. sis. secs. io
equivalent in der 7n and purpose, or (3) no official name has been ap. =d si n P.L s9-74 woeide ea-
plied to a medically usefut drug or device, he shall transmit in writing to M*"'jM,'' ** ",,,',",,,* ". 7,,*"',,T =""N,**C J.e=== LE
t e compiler of each official ccmpendium m which that drug or drugs or =w sme.
d vice are identifica and recognized his request for the recommendation
o a smrie official name for such drug or drugs or oevice which will have ,,,"*,,Q[ """|,*",$ " O *,*,"j , N ~ * * ~ ~ " ., , ,, .cn =

ae cum .r , s.=e i on ese == wbran ===. =^= *"e i' * *"" "d 8**"e "'"-
nsefulness and simplicity. Whenever such a single official name he.s not

"'" .*""""*"8"""* " . e.a.e= =a mm same n.- = *= *e =r c=== *e ma'aded
been recommended within one hundred and eigh'y days after such re- . 4e t,rYhis Aci d=a be c =d w rw = *c atawa'ea ia *e a'"" *'* "" A"" *" '

n
quest. or the Secretary determines that aay name so recommended is not "75'"d""?"""d""**"""'***"''"""'''"'''''"""''""**'
useful for any reason, he shall designate a single official name for such j c",e're""'"uS*e"pe.nea . a -mu n A.u : = =*Na 67 = * d PL "4't 5"*"-:-
drug or drugs or device. Whenever he determines that the nace so

t' *Lic8.td>==e=ded67 'ec- -

"sec. Sio .,ne.ded by sec.'8' '' PL ''4'84 of PL 94 295.

"sec. 50s amended by sec. 5(b) or P194295.
73
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510(l) $10(g)(2)

package in furtherance of the distribution of the drug or device from (2) practitiot.<rs licensed by law to preanbe or administer drugs
the or gm, al place of manufacture to the pe' son who makes final or devices and who manufacture, prepare, propagate, compound, u
delivery or sale to the ultimate consumer er user; and - or process drugs or devices solely for use in the course of their pro-

(2) the term "na te" thall include in the case of a partnership the fessional practice;
_

name of each partner and, hi the case of a entporation, the name of (3) petsons who manufacture, prepare, propagate, compound, or
each corporate offic;r and director, and the State of incorporation. process drugs or devices solely for use in research, teaching, or

(b) On or before December 31 of each year every rerson who owns or chemical analysis and not for sale;
operates any establishment in any State engaged in the manufacture, (4) such other classes of persons as the Secretary may by regula-
preparation, propagation, er t, or processing of a drog or tion exempt from the applicatio..of this section upon a finding that
urugs or a desice or devices shall register Mth the Secretary his name, registration by such classes of persons in accordance with this sec-

,-

places of business, &nd a!! such establishments- tion is not necessary for the protection of the public heahh.
(c) Every person upon first engaging (h) Every establishment in any State registered with the Secretary pur-

prof %ation, compc;mdms, or process,in the manufacture, preparation, suant to this section shall be subject to inspection pursuant to section 704ing of a drug or drugs or a device
or devices m any establishment whi h he owns or operates in any State and every such establishment engaged in the manufacture, propagation,
shalt immediately segister with the Secretary his name, place of business, compounding, or processing of a drug or drugs or of a device or devices
and such establishment. classified in class II or 111 shall be so inspected by one or more offices or

(d) Every person doly registered in accordance with the foregoing employees duly designated by the Secretary at least once in the two-year
subsections of tms sectw2 snallimmediate!y register with the Secretary period beginning with the date of registration of such establishment pur-
any additional establishn ent which he owns or operates in any State and suant to this section and at least once in every successive two-year period
m which he begins the manasfacture, preparation, propagation, com- thereafter.
pounding, or processing of a drug or drugs or a device or devices. (i) Any establishment within any foreign country engaged in the

(c) The Secretary may assign a registration number to any person or manufacture, preparation propagation. compeunding, or processing of
any establishment registered in accordance with this section. The a drug or drugs 0: a device or desices shalf be permitted to register under

! Secretary may also assign a listing nurcher to each drug or class of drugs this section pursuant to regulations promulgated by the Secretary. Such
. listed under subsection (j). Any number assigned pursisant to the regulations shall require such establishment to provide the information

preceding sentence shall be the same as that assigned per Suant to the Na- required by subsection (j) and shall require such establishment to provide'

tional Drug Code. The Secmary may by regulatica prescribe a uniform the information required by subsettion (j) in the case of a device or
system for the identification of devices intended for human tue and may devices and shall include provisions for registration of any such
require that persons who are required h list such devices pursuant to establishment upon condition that adequate and effective means are
subsection (j) shall list %ch devices in accordance with such system. available, by arrangeme it with the government of such foreign coumry

(f) T he Secretary shau make avail 0Me for inspection. to any person so os otherwise, to enable the Secretary to determine from time to time
reonesting, any registration filed ptarsuant to this section, except that any whether drugs or devices manufactured, prepared, propagated, com- >

hst submitted pursuant to paragraph (3) of subsection (j) and the infor- pounded or processed in such estabinhment, if imported or offered for
mation accompanymg any tist or notice filed under paragraph (1) or (2) import into the United States, shall be refused admission on any of the
f that subsection shall be exempt from such inspection unless the grounds set forth in section 80lta) of this Act.'

ar nds th t s an exemptiori would be inconsistent with pro- (i)(1) Every person who registers with the Sec*etary under, subsection
; g ,

~

(b),(c), or (d) shall, at the time of regisiration under anbrich shrbsection.(g) The foregoing subsections of this section shall not apply Io- f file with the Secretary a list of all drugs and a list of all .ces and a hricf

j statement r f the basis for tyclieving that each device included in the list is" '" * "I "3"C'
wi ay I bl I .

a device rather than a drug (with each drug and device in each list listedfI YP
$and med c ne and which are y d

-

prescription drugs or devices, upon prescript ons of p j by its established riame as defined in section 502(e) and by any pro-
,

bcensed to admir.ister such drugs or devices to patients under the I E' ''*'I "* **) " " E "" * *** *'

compotanded, or processed by him for commercial distribution andcare of such practitioners in the course of their professional prac- .i

tece, and which do not manufacture, prepare, propagate, com- | which he has not inchsded in any list of drugs or devices filed by him with

pound, or process drugs or devices for sale other than in the regular the Secretary under this para *,raph or paragraph (2) before such time of

course of their busiruss of dispensing or selling drugs or devices at re*;istration. Such list shall be prepared in such form and manner as the
retah Secretary may prescribe and shall be accompanied by-

,

6
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excep'.that such a drug not so recogr zed shr.il not be deemed to be a (4) any substance used in accordance with a sanction or approv.d
"new drug"if at any time prior tn the ent.etment of this Act it was granted prior to the enactment of this paragraph putsuant to this

. subject to the Food and Drugs Act of Jane 30,1906, as amended, Act, the Poul*ry Products Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 451 and the
and if at such time its labeling contai sed the same representations following) or the Meat Inspection Act of March 4,1907 04 Stat.'

concerning t!.e conditions of its use: or 1260), as amended and extended (21 U.S.C. 71 and the following);
(2) Any drug (except a new anims.i drug or an animal feed bearing or

,

or containing a new animal drug) the composition cf ahich is such (5) a new animal drug.
that such drug, as a result of iravestigations to determine its safety (t)(1) The term " color additive" means a material which-
and effectiveness for use unoer such conditions, has become so (A) is a dye, pigment, or other substance made by a process of,

recognized, but which has r.not, otherwise than in such investiga. synthesis or similar artifice, or extracted, isolated, or otherwise -
tions, been used to a mate. rial extent of for a material time under derived, with or without intermediate or final thange of identity,-*

such conditions. from a vegetable, animal, mineral, or other source, and
(q) The term " pesticide chemical" means any substance which, alone. (B) when added or applied to a food, drug, or cosmetic, or to the

in chemical combination -or in formulation with one or more other human body or any part thereof, is capable (alone or through reac.
substance. is "a pesticide"within the meaning of the Federal Insecticide, tion with other substance) of ;mparting color thereto:
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C., sec.136(u)) as now in force or except that st ch term does not include any material which the Secretary,
as hereafter amended, and which is used in the production, storage, or b regulation, determines is used (ce intended to be used) solely for a
transportation of ran agricultural commodities. purpose or purposes other than coloring.

(r) The term "ra a agricultural commodity" means any Ie d in its raw (2) The term " color" includes black, white, and intermediate grays.
or natural state, including all fruits that are washed, colored, or ether. (3) bothing in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph shall be construed to
wise treated in their unpeeled natural form prior to marketing. apply to any pesticide chemical, soil or plant nutrient, or other

(s) SThe ter'1" food additive" means any substance the intended use of agricultur J chemical solely because of its etfect in aiding, retarding, or
which resul'.s or may reasonably be expected to result, ditrctly or in. otherwise affecting, directly or indirectly, the growth or other natural
directly, in its becoming a component or otherwise a(fecting the physiological processes of produce of the soil and thereby affecting its
characteristics of any food (including any substance intended for use in color, whether before or after harvest.
produang, mamifacturing, packing, processing, preparing, treating, (u) * The term " safe " as used in paragraph (s) of this section an I in
packaging, transporting, or holding food; and including any source of sections 409,512, and 706, has reference to the heahh of man or anist al.
radiation intended for any such use), if such substance is not generally (v) ' * * *
rr. cognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and expefier-- (w) * The term "new animal drug" means rny drug intended for use for
to evaluate its safety, as having been adequately shown through scienticac animals other than man, including any drug intended for use in animal
procedures (or, in the case of a substance used ir; food prior to Janetary feed but not incivding such animal feed-
1,1958, through either scientific procedures or experience based on com. (1) the composition of which is such that such drug is not general.
mon use in food) to be safe under the conditions of its intended use; ex. ly recognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and ex.
cept that such term does not include- perience to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of animal drugs, as

(1) a pesticide chemical in or on a raw agricultural commodity; or safe arvJ effec:ive for use under the conditions prescribed, recom.
(2) a pesticide chemical to the extent that it is intended for use or is mended, or suggested in the labeling thereof; except that such a . rug

used in the production, storage, or transportation of any raw not so recogniz-d shall not be deemed to be a "new animal drt g"if '
,

agricultural commodity; or at any time prior to June 25,1938, it was subject to the Food and
(3) a color additive; or Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, and if at such time its

labeling contained the same representations concerning the condi-
tims of its use; or

E E E N i UAc[[ Y D wY $,.*."."*",7,.Y.*s. T.,%" *'*" (2) the composition of which is such that such drug, as .e result of"
.

investigations to determine its safety and erfectiveness for use under* "***''**'d=****"~m.'m"'*= .r =,'*w -h.cs. = r's d., - :, ,,s . ee . 3.e. _w
or said in the Unmed Saana.pt was nos a are ess . defamed by necesse 201$y)of she test Act es sheein go,e., and qQ
*es een commed by en effaense appbcades undw secesse 95 of shes Acsjur es spessee 20*(plsneer by chas

* * I*' * *"8" 9m"88*. -.es saggreed. g4 g, , p ,g 9
^

s- w-. d -. =, - - -
.s.h w c, d m ,e,,t , ,,,
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g FEDERAL FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMEH'. ~ CTv ~

AS AMENDED-

<

CHAPTER I-SHORT TITLE

SEC 1. This Act may be cited as the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act.

CHAPTER II-DEFINITIONS

SEc 201. [3211 For the purposes of this Act-
(a) (1) The term " State"e except as used in the last sentence of ser. tion

702(a), means any State or Territory of the United States, the District of
'

Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto 3tico.
(2) ' The term " Territory" means any Te:ritory or possession of the

United States, including the District of Columbia, and excheding the
Commonweakh of Puerto Rico and the Canti Zone.

- (b) The term " interstate commerce" means (1) commerce between any
State or Territory and any place outside therruf, and (2) commerce
within the District of Columbia o- within eny other Territory not
organized with a legi:lative body.,

! (c) The term " Department" means the U.S. Department of Heakh and
Human Se vices.

(d) The term " Secretary" means the Secretary of Health and Human
Services.

! (e) The term " person" includes individual, partnership, corporation,
and association.,

: (f) * 'The term " food" means (1) articees used for food or drink for man -'

or other animals. (2) chewing gum, and (3) articles used for components
of any other such article.

! (g) (1) The term " drug" means (A) articles recognized in the of-
t ficial United States Pharmacopeia, official Homeopathic Pharma.
; copeia of the United States, or official National Formularyo or any sup-

piement to any of them; and (B) articles intended for use in the

* Sutese. h23 meneemd by en etop of P L es est and to be 1st of P L 98-183
] Pe0TE.Rosseeere a trertese f | are to emer 21 U $ Code
d

'The $ssemeeg edemissed drEmeneas ser Good ese pse=ded fee se erhee aren-
Sec 3ete ft2tet Smase The Ane of hearch d. s923 se2 Seer titri. def=nes tunnee es" Fee ete popews of she compen

heese" shs3 he endsveeed to meme ehr $ sed peeded samm3, hoose es teueer, and ehere a made rottussete fuese sudt
er essee. es tush, est er eatems emie, and een se eastem addsseenst .eeereeg merose, and . _ mas tree
then 89 pre essere by megle of am fee, se esiresures he=eng teve esseed for *

5sc 3Det (32tti Partese The Ace of sedy 24. 89t9 tes 1em 2?ts, dudases"The mend Wlagr* eteur e ereurs en etse.

stepsue ebes eartner and eksE te semesarmed es'anduer evergurd ascem earteerd se pegwee er sphee ~ s peopped bee
she ..ehuyeef for esse *

Sec 3 Die 1325cl Sessde Dry tedh The mee of fety 2. 09% ele sem ask e4 sere eseree 6, men es senese == * * fee
ete perpaare of stie Fedstad Food. Drug, see Coomseur Ace of Seer 26 em 1998 Get 471.em 9.12 $ket 09eBL esafe8 69
edk e ehr predsat ovesdreng Ibese seer _ of fa and essee Ceese edk. and : shr Imresur. one preneems, and

^
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. diagne ~' cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in man or 2 - . ,~ .

- ~other sals; and (C) articles (other than food) intended tuffect the appears on the outside container or wrapper,if any there t : ' ' the retsu

structure or cny function cf the body cf man'or other animals; and (D) package of such article, or is easily legible through the out ; contaener

articles intended for use as a component of any articles specified in clause or wrapper.

(A), (B), or (C); but does not include devices or their components, parts, (:} The term "immediate i.ontainer" does not include package liners.
or accessories.~ (m) De term " labeling" means all labels and other. written, printed, or

(2) %e term " counterfeit drug" means a drug which, or the container graphic matter (1) upon any article or any of its containers or wrappers, ,

or labeling of which, without authorization', bears the trademark, trade or (2) accompanying such article. ~

name, or other identifying mark, imprint, or device, or any likeness (n) > If an article is alleged to be misbranded because the labeling or

thereof, of a drug manufactu er, processor, packer, or distributor other advertising is misleading, then in determining whether the labehag or

than the person or persons who in fact manufactured,' processed, advertising is mis *eading there shall be taken into accoum (among der

packed, or distrituted such drug and which thereby falsely purports or is things) not only representations made or suggested by sesement, uo'd, -
,

represcuted to be the product of, or to have been packed or distributed design, icvice, or any combination thereof, but she the extent to which

by, suc5'other drug manufacturer, processer, packer, or distributor- the labeling or advertising fails to reve11 facts materialin thelight of such -

(h) 2 The term " device"(except when used in paragraph (n) of this sec- representations or material with resped to consequences which sney
,

tion and in sections 301 (i),403 (f),502 (c), and 602 (c)) means an instra- result from the use of the article to which the labehag or advertisms

ment, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, in vitro relates under the conditions of use prescribed in tie labeling or advertas-

reagent, or other similar or related article, including any componem. ing thereof or under such conditions of use as are customary or usual.
part, or accessory, which is- (o) The representation of a drug, in its labelinr. as an antiseptic shall

(1) recognized in the official N.stional Formulary, or the United be considered to be a representation that it is a germicide, encept in the

States Pharraacopeia, or any sui @,,a .; to them, case of a drug purporting to be, or represented as, an antiseptic for s,n-

(2) intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other condi- hibitory use as a wet dressing, ointment, dusting powder, or such other

tions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease, use as involves prolonged contact with the body.
in man or other animals, or (p) * The term "new drug" means-

(3) intended to affect the structure or any functiot' of the body of (1) Any drug (except a new animal drug or an animal iced bearing
man or other animals, and or containing a new anic_al drug) the composition of which is such

which does not achieve any of its pdncipal intended purposes throengh
that such drug is not generally recognized, among experts qualified

che nical action within or on the body of man or other animals am: which by sciaitific training and experience to evaluate the safety and effec- -

is not 'ependent upon being metabolized for the achievement of any of tiveness of drugs, as safe and effective for use under the conditions

its principal intended purposes. prescribed, recommend"d, or s,iggested in the labeling thereof,

(i) The term " cosmetic" means (I) articles intended to t;e trbbed,
. s. wn .- w w - wn. win e .' P i 'a-2''

poured, sprinkled, or sprayed on, introduced into, or otherwise . applied ~5"""'*""""*'""'"*'*"*""**
to the human body or any part thereof for cleansing, beautifying, pro- '"^*"*** " """ " ~ "
moting a tractiveness, or altering the appearance, and (2) articles in- '"*#"""

tended for use as a component of any such articles; except that such term
shall not include soap. _",,'** ".8^* ;' 7,,T,,C,',"",',CO' ~~" * * # """""5

,,

o. a. w rw - . . = www d * == aa ** -~ *"a=* * """* d *"(j) The term " official compendium" means the official United States
Pharmacopeia, offical Homecpathic Pharmacopeia ci the United States,

.g', , ,. ,, 3,,,,,,,;,O"."."".". "".*,*".0"i7$.# * ". ~aa'~~^ * ' * * * ' " ""~~ _
..

cei.==*,*s-*-==**==*=""'**"*""**""''''d***"'"''*""*"
official National Formulary, or any supplement to any of them. **** C ." ".,." ",, 7 % [ ~ ~,. ~~.' 'I. Y . Yd U as e*J_a= * d* *""

'" *
(k) The term " label" means a display of written, pri ited, or graphic ,;a =d g== *='".a "'_'" ",* T,y,7,Z*,",,i" "'.".".,~.w*.I,U.#.=*a * '

matter upon the immediate container of any article; and a requirement , , , ,,

made by or under authority of this Act that any word, statement, or 2 -aar-*=i=*me- "**=* C'.""g"s,. ,.. "*
i

other information appear on the label shall not be considered to be com- ** *'* ", * " "T,*,";,",,,, ,,,,,,, ,# ''C"*'{* _._ " "."w coma n-
*

,,,, , ,.

r .n = ,-,,- em .-*
plied with unless such word, statement, or other information also

_

' ,,,, ""j" **,,["C ,,l"'"* ''""'#M " " *~**, M = ha"* # ~'
- ~ * *

. s., w. - , _ x n., , , s . .m "* '"'*** T '""'"7"",7 *".f . .d *"=' ".~ONA- -w
c, , - . .-.m * * -> ~ d ~ ' ~;;
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"lNSTMPTIONAla REVIEW ROARDS,* ETHICS CUiOANCE NOCRAM

"SEc. 491. (a) The S.cretary shall by regulation require that each
\entity which lies for a grunt, contruct, or cooperative agreement '

under this Act any prcject or program which involves the con-
duct of biomed I or behavioral rusearch involving human subjects
submit in or with its application for such grant, contract, or cooper-:
alive agreement assu:ances satisfactory to the Secretary that it has;

established (in acco% with regulations which the Secretaryi

shall p.escribe) a board (to be known as an ' Institutional Review
Bourd' to rwview bio <nedical and behavioral research innvolving)
human subjects conducted at or s eted by such sntity in order to. protect the rights of the human su ts ofsuch research.

'YbX1) The Secretary shall estabt h a program within the Depart. 1

ment of Health and Humar Services under which requests for clari.
ification and guidance with respect to ethical issues ruised in cen.

,

;

nettien with; biomedical or behavioral research involving human
>

\
i

subj(1) The Secretary shatt establish a process for the prompt and apects are responded to promptly and appropriately.
i . 1

'

)G
' .propriate twponse to information provided to the Director of NIH

- .

respecting incidences of violations of the rights of human subjects of
-

research for which funds have been made available under this Act.
The process shall include procedurus for the receiving of reports of
such information from recipients of funds under thss Act and
taking appropriate action with rupect to such violations. \
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g gg so W Generellimnenons. Protection of Human Rewarch ,

44 207 Acuritws directed toward pressen 3, , <

.eews .sehpeu, soorm as FA susJeevery 26, lost 4e ri
Sebps t A-Basic NHS s'elicy for d* A eu v"*' 4"""d ''* ** 8 '* "' 'a '''''"**''"'i

;-

Prot . den of Homen Research
gy",e,. ,u,"isdie, seempie tmw , u[,",,",'|,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

"
l. Subjoets

v. 9 46.19I To what do these|- ,

wbpcu. regulations apply? -
|4

44.110 Acuvviwiinvwvses the due fetus, (a) Encept as provided in ia u,e To wha de new novianan oppig (mi mmnel, w the plwenie
e og Derneu6 . 44 211 Meditwenee er emet olipuitic paragraph (b) of this section, this <

44.104 seepesreserved..
regv6mments. subpart applies to all resesich44.103 Auwemn. '

involving human subjects conduce de 144.105 Saum ww'*d-
L 44.les suike rewrwd. Sebpart C- Additiemal Prt,teetless the Department of Health and

44.107 las emmtennip. p ,gg,g,,g g gg Human Services or funded in v. hole ,
! 44 los In't tem:ees and e,wmione, Beheelered Reseatch levolvlag or in part by a Depenment grant,
L

44.loe las weiew et towerch. Prisomere as Subjects ., g ,.
fe.Ilo sapee wd w ,6ew peen dw n tw fellowship'sa.

ansie tieds et roweret involvins ' w.3cl Appaieshuio, s .) This includes researcham mee maines tuk and to ar+ -

conducteo by Department employees,g.3o pw ,ew.
shoesa is approved we=mek. '

44.303 Densuces,
44.111 Cr6mne for itB approww of except each principal OperatingM.304 Composi.sen of hatustiesel Review

Component head may adopt suchmeserth.
44.112 Review by testieweise. seerds where prisoners are levolved,

44.30$ Addit 6onaldeties of the leoneet6enal possubstantive. Procedural
43.113 swepeeene er weniention of IRB a.m. temos whm priwem m modWations as may be appropname, pre,w et wwmh.

is,g,w, from an administrative stendpoint.44.114 Ceepermin weemh.
44.:1s las reemdel u.3os pe,anud wis,6an avevies (2) It also includes researchpneesen,44.114 coastet regeinewme tw inienced cos. ducted or funded by the

g.1[I emmemm6es si nntened Department of Health and Humar.

Services outside the t'nited States. ;
Sebpart D-Additteeni Proteetiens but in appropriate circumetances, the

. eum,
'

44.||s Appliese6ees and prosesele leekias
for Gildrea Iseelved a Beh@eets is $8cretary may, undst paragraph (e) ofj donese piene ter involvemens et he""
Reneereh this section waive the applicability ofL "h>" -

p 44.119 Reseant modersehoe wisheel the some or all of the requirements of
(~ inesesses et involv6.s heases subpets. Igg g gggi

44.420 twelveuse and dispossuem et see.

| e,pewswee med ;wepowls. gj# de ene agobemeappadE T gypg,
j

| 44.121 levnsisawasa == *me w devke (b) Research activitiet in which the {4 403 Its dense, only involvement of human subjectsI' g [ y' ,","g C,' 440s Raseeret ses levolvbg grenser les will be in one or more of the ]
F

l
;u 123 swly wemiamies et meewh nielmee rnk. following categories are esempt frova|: foemes; eulemise et =6=gws: ""5 **""" b*i'i"8 8''*' 'h's these result.; ions unless the research
'

,

e,pihawn and propeaa. "''h'd 'hk h* 8"" emes e p"P"'m'

44.I24 Ceatswee. *' *** h***'* ** *****'d ** bum is covered by other subparts of this
440s Raseersh invetvias arcosar then Pen. |

,

'

i Sehpart B- 4aaaea . Progetticas minimal ett and as paspen et meses .

heraai winsvedeelusikem tw awy n (1) Research conducted in i,
Permanlag h Research, yhis eneseemsels beewhese sham me established or commonily accepted
Developosete and Related sehseet's deerder er eseddsa, educational settings, involving'
Activities levelving Feteses. 4 407 kmsweb est asherwho approvable normal erfucational practices, such asi- *hi'h "8** ** *PP'""87 "Pregaaet Women, and Hemaa 8

i) research on regular and special
,",,,",,"",'',",','"',",,7 "'*," (ducation instructional strategies, or

dg, yg,, y ,gggeseg , ,8 , e !

anddren. (ii) research on the effectiveness of or iam, 440s = - hepensiemen by the comparison among instructional44.301 Applienbelity,
pareau er sverdens and for essent by techniques, curricula, or classroom44.303 purpose ehGdren.

'

44.203 Denrishes. 440s Werde. management methods.
44.36s Behenol Advisory Beerde. (2) Research invo8ving the use of
44.30$ Addit 6esel dveise of the leetisatismal Asteerity: 5 U.S C. 301; see. 4144 1, se educational ests (cognitive,

Review semd,e la esi etwo ..e sun. 332 se2 U.S.C. 28st 3(eH. diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), if.

f

___I__________b________------------------- "- ~ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ~ ~_ '
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laformation take: from these sources s:bjects cannot be identified, directJy (h) Each subpart cf thIse ,

is recorded in such a manner that
or through identifiers 'inied to the regulations contains a septrete i*

Section describing to what the subpart i
subjects ca .not be identifled. directly subjects.

; or through identifkrs linked to the (6) Unless spec 6Acally required by applies. Research whkh is covered

subjects, statute (and oncept to the entcat by more than one subpart shall

. (3) Research involvlag survey or specined la paragraph (i)), research comp!y with a'l applicable subparts.

interview procedures encept where and demonstration projects u hich (1) If, following review of

all of ths 8 losing conditions esist:' are co Aucted by or subject to the
Proposed research methisies that areu

L (i) responus are recorded in such a approval of tic Copertment of esempt from these regulations under

manner that the human subjects car' Health and Hw.an Services, and Paragraph (b)(6), the Secretary
i

determines ther r research orbe identified, directly or through which are designed to study,
identifiers linked to the subjects,01) evaluate. or otherwise enamine: (i) demonstration i;rv.iect presents a

the subject's responses,if they prcgrams under the Social Security danger to the physical, mental, or

became known on side the research. Act, or other public benefit or emotional well.being of a participant

coul:1 resonably 91 ace the su6 ject at service programs; (ii) procedures for or subject of the research or
risk of cri:niaal or ci rit liability or be obtaining benefits or services under demonstration project. tasa federal

damaging to the subject's financial those programs;(iii) possible chaeges bds may ax be empended for auch
standing or employability, and (iii) la or alternatives to those programs a project without the written.

the research deals with sensitive or procedures; or (iv) possible infonned consent of each participant

aspects of the subject's own behavior, changes in methods or levels of or subject.

such as illegal conduct, drug ves. payement t'or benefits or services
I usual behavior, or use of alcohol. under those programs. 9 d6.102 Definitione.
j All research involving survey or (c) The Secretary has final (a) " Secretary" means the

interview peceedures is esempt. authority to determine whether a Secretary of Health and Humas.

I without exception, when the particular advity is covered by these Services and any other officer or
,

! *espondsatt are , elected or appointed regulations. employee of the Department of

public officials or candidates for (d) The Secretary may require that Health and Human Services to whom

public office. specific research activitics or classes authority has been delegated.

(4) Research involving the of research activities conducted or (b) " Department" or "HHS"
observation (including observation by funded by the Departnwns, but not means the Depenment of Healt;i and

'

participants) of public behavior, otherwise covered by these Human Services. .

encept where all of the following regulations, comply with some or all (r) " Institution' means any public

conditions es.4t: (i) observations are of these regulations. or private entity or agency (including ,

I

recorded it; such a manner that the (e) The Secretary may also waive federal, state, and other agencies).

human subjects can be identified. applicability of these agulations to (d) "f.egally authorised .

directly of through identifiers linked specific research activities or classes representative" means sa individual

to the subjects (ii) the observations of tonearch activities, otherwise or judicial or other body authorised
recorded about the individual, if they covered by thees regulations. Noticas under applicaele law to consent on
became kncwn outside the research. of these actions will he published la behalf of : prospeedys subject to the '

could reasonably place the subject at the Fderal Regisser as they occur, subject's panicipation la the
<sk of crimiaal or civil liability or be (f) No individual may receive procee.are(s) involved in the research.;

damaging to th6 subject's financial Depanawat fuskling for research (e) "Research" means a
stanoing or employability, and (iii) covered by these regulations unless systematic investigation desigaod to

; the research deals with sensitive the individual is aHiliated with or develop or contribute to generalisable
' - aspects of the subject's own behavior sponsored by an institution wtich knowledge. Activities which meet

such as illegal come'uct drug use. assueca responsibility for the this definition constitute "research"
seaval behavior, or see of alcohol. research isader an assurance : stisfying for purposes of these regulations.

($) Research involving the the requirements of this part ret the whether or not they are supported or

etlicction or study of salsting data, individual makes other arter 9.v.*u4 funded under a program which is

documents, records, pathological with the Department, considered research for other

specimens. or diagnostic specimens, (g) Compliance with the r. purposes. For example, some

if these sources are publicly available regulations will in no way n.nder " demonstration" and " service"
or if the information is recorded by inapplicable peninent fede ral, state, programs enay include research

the investigator in such a manner that c: local laws or regulations. activities.

.
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(f) " Human subject'' raeans r, Id6.143 Awearances, unpaid consultant. Changes in IR 3 ,

livlag ladividual about whom an (al Each institution engaged it. membership shal' be reporteil t, a ;

," investigator (whether professional or research covered oy these regulations Secretary 8

student) conducting research obtains shall provide written assurance (4) Written procedures which the ;!
"

(1) data through intervention or satisfactory to the Secretary that it IRB will follow (i) for conducting its
~

iraeraction withjhe individual, or (2) will comply with the requirements set initia: and continuing review of
iden'ifiable pri<a4 information, forth in these rtgulations, research and for reporting its findings .

'

" Intervention" includes both (b) The Department will conduct or an1 actions to the investigator ane the
physical procedures by which data are fund research ', overed by then institution:(ii) for determining which ,

gathered (for example, venipuncture) regulations only if the institution has projects require review more oftu ,

and manipulations of the subjcet or an asrurance approved as provided in than annually and which projects !

the sub_iect's environment that are this section, and only if the institution reed verification froan sourras other
performed for research pur ones, has certified to the Secretary that the :han the investigators that no materialr
" Interaction" includes research has been reviewed and changes have occurred since previous
communication or interpersonal approved by an IRB provided for in IRB revie~;(iii) for insuries prompt
contact between is vestigator and the assurance, and will be subject to reporting to the IRB of proposed
subject. " Private it 'ormation" continuing review by the IRB. This changes in a research activity, and for
inclutes information about behavior assurance shall at a minimum include: insuring that changes in approved +

that occurs in a cor. tent in which an (1) A statement of principles research, during ti,e period foi which
'

i dividual can reasonably espect that governing the institution in the IRB approval has already been giver.
i.o observation or recording is taking discharge of its respontibilities for may not be initiated without IRB

'

place., and information which has protecting the rights and welfare of review and approval sacept there
been provided for specific purposes humar. subjects of research conducted necessary to eliminate apparent

'

by an individual and which the at or sponsored by the lastitution, immediate hasards to the subject; and
individual can reasonabiy espect will regardless of source of fending. This (iv) for insuring prompt reporting to
not be made public (for example a may include an appropriate existing the IRB and to the Secretary 8 of
medical record). Private inferristion code, declaration, or states-t t of unanticipated problems lavo.ving
must be individually identifiable ethical principles, er a staisinent risks to subjects or others.
(i.e., the identity of the subject is or formulated by the insthution itself. (c) The assurance shall be executed.

may readily be ascertained by the This requirement does not preempt by an individust authorized to oct for ,

investigator or associated with the provisions of these regulations the institution ard to asume on
information) in order for obacining applicable to Departmert. funded behalf of the lastitution the
the information en constitute research research and is not applicable to any obligations imposed by these
involving human subjects. research !n an eatmpt category listed regulations, and shall be filed la such

( (3) " Minimal risk" means that the in 6 46.101. form and manner as the Secretary

risks of harm anticipated in the. (2) 1.'esignation of or;s or more .tiay prescribe.

poposed research are nos greater, IF.Bs established in accordance with (d) The Secretary will evaluase all

considering probability and the requirements of this subpart, and assurances submitted in accordance
magnitude, than those ordinarily for which provisions are made foe with these regulations through such ;

m.eting space ' nd sufficient staff to officers and employees of theencountered la daily life or during the a

performanca of routiae physical or support the IRB's review and Department and such esports or
,

L psychological examinations or esses. recordkeeping dutf es. consultants engaged for this purpose

(h) "Certinension" means the (3) A list of the IRB raembers as the Secretary determines to be"

official modnession by the institution identified by name; earned degrees; appropriate. The Secretary's
to the Deparument la accordance with representative capacity; indications of evaluation.will take into
the requiremense of this part that a experience such as board consideration the adequacy of the

research project or activity involvird certincations, licenses, etc.. Proposed IRB in light of the
human subjects has been reviewed ;ufficient to describe each member's anticipated scope of the institution's
and approved by the lastitutional chief anticipated contributions to IRB research activities and the types of
Review Board (IRB) in accordance deliberations; and any employment or subject popt lations likely to be
with the approved assurance on file at other relationship betwun each
HHS. (Certification is required when member and the institution; for ,j M ," ", N U n'

enen
the research is funded by the example: full. time empicyee, part* Ieuimess of Heels. Dgensent of Heele
Department and not otherwise exempt time employee, member of governing see Minen Setwee. Bethesda, Merylene
la accordance with i 46.10l(b)). panel or board, stockholder, paid or 2020s.

l'
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- invol$. me appropnateness of the possessing the professional
(b) tincept when an expedited

' '
'sNposed initial.and continuing competence necessary to review review procedure is used (see

i

review procedures in light of the. specific research activities, the IRB
l 46.110). review proposed research

j
probable. risks, and the size and

shall be able to ascertain the |at convened mee%gs at which a. etmplenity of the institution. acceptability of proposed *esearch in majority of the members of the IRB
l

!
(e) On the basis of t.51s evaluation. terms of institutional cor...nitments are present. including at least onethe Secretary may approve or - .nd regulations, applicable law, and member whose primary concerns are

g |disapprove the assuranc. . or enter
standards of professional conduct and in nonscientific areas. In order for the , |

inte negotiations to develop an practice. The IRB shall therefore
research to be approved. it shall| approvable one. The Secretary may, include persons knowledgeable in
receivt the approval of a majority of

;

p limit the period during which any these areas. If an IRR regularly those members present at theL - particular approved assurance or class
reviews research that involves a meeting.i cf approved sseuraves shall remain
vulnerable category of subjects. (c) Be responsible fer reporting to

,

'

| effective or otherwise cot.dition or including but not limited to subjects the appropriate institutional officials ,
,

rsstrict approval.
covered by other tubparts of this part. and the Secretary 5 any serious or ,

(f) Within 60 days after the date of the IRB shall include one or more
continuing noncomplistice by

*

submission to HMS of an application individuals who are primarily investigators with the requirements
,

or proposal. an institution with an
concerned with the welfare of these and determinations of t,he IRB.

,

approved assurance covering the subjects. ,

proposed research shall certify that (b) No IRB may consist entirely of idd.199 IRB :eview of research.the application or proposal has been men or entirely of women, or entirely
f a) An IRB shall review and havereviewed and approved ty the IRB. of members of one profession. audority to approvs. requireOther institutions shall cevify that the

(c) Each IRB shall include at leastapplication or prooosal has been modifications in (to secuce approsall,
t.no member whose p6 mary concerns or disapprove all researcle activitiesapproved by the IRB withir 30 days are in nonscientific areas; for

after receipt of a request fo~ such a covered by these regulations.
esemple. lawyers, ethicist *, mensbers (b) An IRB shall require thac. certification from the Depathient. If of the ciergy.

the c:rtification is not submitter. information given to subjects as part
(d) Each IRB shall include at least of informed consent is in accordancehhin these time limits, the

nne member who is not otherwise with 5 46.116. The IRB may requireapplication or proposal may be
a filiated with the institution and tyho that information, in addition to that

*

returned to the institution.
is noe part of the immediate family of specifically mentioned in 6 46.116

9 do. led (Reneved) a peran who is affiliated with the be given to the subjects when in the
instituwn.i d6.198 (Asserved) IRB*s judgment the information ;

(c) No IRB may have a member would meaningfully add to thei d6.It6 [ Reserved) panicipning in the IRB's initial or
protection of the rights and welfare of

continu'ng review of any project in subjects.'l d6. M IRB membenWp. .

v 'iich :he meet.cr has a confl. sing (c) An IRB shall require
,_

,

! (a) Each IRB shall have at least laterest except to provida
documentation of informed consent orfive members, with varying information requested by the IRB. may waive documentation in .

1,ackgrounds to promete complete and (f) An IRB may, in its discretion. =ccorder.ce with ! 46.!!7.adequate review of research activities invita individuals with competence in (d) An IRB si'all notify

_

. commonly conducted by the
special areas to assist in the review of investigators and the bstitution in- lastitution. The IRB shall be comples issues which re' uire writing of its decision to approve orq

sIfficiently qualified through the
emportise beyond or in addition to that disapprove the proposed researchemperience and empertise ofits available on die IRB, These

act'vity, or of modifications requiredmembers, and the diversity of the individuals may not vote with the to sec~e IRB spprova! of themembers' backgrounds including IRS.
. consideration of the racial and . . .;a.u activity. If the IRB decides
c11tural backgrounds of members and to disappieve a research aciivity, it>

id6.148 IRB finnellens and shal' include in its. written notificationse:sitivity to such issues as operations.
c:mmunity attitudes. to promote in order to fulfill the requirements , 'P'",*[[ [,* O1'.respect for its advice and rounsel in

of these regulations each IRB sha!!:
safeguarding the rights and welfare of
bman subjects. In addition to (a) Follow written procedures as

g,,,,,, ,, g. ,,n, p.,,,,,,,, og n,,ie

and Amen serween, senhoode, neeryleed
provided in i 46.103(b)(4). 20205. '
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a statement of the reasons for ho proposals which have been approved (5) Informed etnsent will be.

decision and give the investigator an under the procedure.- appropriately <Nunwnted, in
opportunity to respond la person or in (d) The Secretary may restrict, accordance we . and to the entent
writing, suspend, or terminate an institution's required by i 46.117.

(e) An IRB shall conduct or IRB's use of the expedited review (6) Where appropriate, the research

continuing review of research covered procedure when necessary to protect plan makes adequate povision for i

by theno regulations at lettervals the rights or welfare of subjects. monitoring the data collected to
appropriate to the degreiof risk, but insure the safety of subjects.
not less than once per year, and shall "* *'# ' "*

6d6.111 Criterte for IRBhave autori:y to cheerve or have a adequate provisions to protect the* *' Privacy of subjects and to t.sintainthird party observe the consent gn pp .c research
* " * * ""'I '"'process and the research, covmd by theme regulations the IRB

" **" " "U # I
shall determine ont all of the

Od8'II' '*d "I** u m Hkely a be ulnmWe 2
following requirements em satisfied:prendem tw cwWe kans of * *"* * '" * * * ' " * * * '

(Is Risks to sobjects are08'' I"8 ** **" *** minimised: (i) By using procedures #8""' *'* ***" " *" NI'. I'*Ior antal illness, or persons whc aremialmal risk, and for miser
* '' *

**** * **ii *' *d*** ' ***IlIchanges in approved research. Ide 8 s disadvanteged, appropriate additional(a) The Secretary has established. unnecessar y espose s bjects to risk, uf we hw h iWW M h-d pWishd la du Fded -d a ~~~ ~~'* 67
,,,.,. a Hst , c gories , r .o ,rotect 2. sghts and -nare

* "" * *" 8rasearch that nuy be reviewed by the of thene subjects.,gp
.

$ d6.112 Review by lastit:2tica.
M through an expedited review dI88***''' '' "'''" *'P*'P*****~u dure. Tbs list will to arasaded,

(2) Risks to subjects ass reasocable-

#" #" N *"v .,propriate, through periodk in relation to anticipated benefits. If regulations that has been approved byrepuWicauon la b. FederW any, to subjects, and the importance an IRB may be subject to furtherg,g,, -

W me knowledge est may r===tily appropelaw review and apnovel or
'

(b) As IRB may review some or all
"P" 8'III" ""*mh appearing on the list h'" *g*g * disapproval by officials of the

** *emph an upedited miew consider only those risks and benefhs
*

"I "" #" " **
procedure, if the resserd involves no that may result from the research (as "" *""" I"more than minisaal risk. The IRB may distinguished from risks and bene *lts i

also use the sapedied miew of therapies subjects would receive I "procedue to review minor changes in *

' ting in the *paviously approved research during h The IR should not

.: rag |i ;"|'n";"f.efa",|'s U adi h- -**> -1"i%.'"" deans,"eff' " ' ' " ' ' -

" " ** *#
j review procedm. the misw may be research (for example, the possible

*camed out by the IRB cha;rpersoe d' effectt of the research on public|

, ggg
by oss or more saperienced mieeers policy) as among those research risks

~ """ ** .*designated by.the chairpuson from that fall within the purview of its associand wit uneapwed seriousamong members of the IRB. la ibili " * ^*I * "rev8 swing the research, she reviews's se of subjects is '-i-~ d >=-a ad"-'**-, sami- i < .s -.m4.es <
[inwe. i. m.ag his assessment * Y.fthe IRB except that the reviewers may '

IRB should take lato accouct IN p og gg
set disapprove the research. A purposes W es research and du

f I"i ti off$ials, andla which the resserch will be nte i
* * * 'the soa4apedied procedure sSt fort (4) Informed consent will be

la 6 46.10g(b). sought from each prospective subject
'"'''"***'d**'**d**""0""(c) Bach IRB which uses an or me subject's legally authorised

expedit ul review procedure shall representative ;n accordance with. ( ** $"*" Ig
adopt a metod for keeping all and to the extent required by see Hmen Sermes. Sedweds sierysees
members advised of research i46.116. 2020s.

. . . . . -. . . - . _ . . - . __.- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __-
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9d6. lid Casperative research, (4) Copies of all correspondence. suking infornied canuat the.

Cooperative research projects are betwocn the IRB.and the following information shall be
those projects, normally suppor,ed investigators, provided to each subject: '

through gran:e , contracts, or similar (5) A list of IRB members as (I) A statemers that the study 1

arrangements, which involve required by 9 46.103(b)(3). involves mesarch, an explanction of
institutions in addition to 'he grantee (6) Written procedures fo, the IRB the purposes of the research and the
or prirne contractor (such as a as mquired by 6 46.103(bM4), espected durstion of the subject's
contractor with the gesntes, or a (7) Statements of signif; cant new participation, a description of the

~

subcontractor with the prime fladings provided to subjects, as procedures to be followed, and
contractor). In such instances, the required by 6 46.ll6(b)(3). identification of any procedures
grantee or prime contractor remains (b) The records required by this which are experimenta';
responni.ble to the Department for regulation shall be 'etained for at (2) A description of a sy reasonably
safeguarding the rights and welfare of least 3 years afur completion of the foreseeable risks or discomfurts to the;

human subjects. Also, when research, and the records shall be subject;
cooperating institution. conduct some accessible for inspection and copying (3) A description of any benefits to !
or all of the research involving some by authorized representatives of the the subject or to others which may
or all of these subjects, each Department at reasonabie times and reasonably be expected ' rom the

p cooperating institution shall comp:y in a reasonable manner. research;

with these regulations as though it (4) A disclosure of appropriate
l receiveis funds for its participation in 6 4.116 General regelrements alternative procedures or cournen of

the project directly from the for latermed consent. treatment, if any, that might be
Department, oncept that in complying Encept t~ provided elsewhere in advantageous to the subject;
with these regulations lastiations this or other subparts, no investigator ($) A statement describing the
may use joint review reliance upon may involve a human being as a sat,at, if any, to which
the review of another qualified IRB. subject in research covered by these confidentiality of records identifying
or similar arrangements aimed et regulations unless the investigator has the subject will be maintained;
avoidance of duplication oieffort, obtained the legally effective (6) For research involving niore

informed cosaent of the subject or the than minimal risk, an esplanation as
subject's legally authorised to whether any coenpensation and am

9d6.111 IRB reeerds. representative. An investigator shall emplanation as to whether any
(a) An institution, or where seek such consent only under medical treatawats are svallable if

approprism an IRB. shall papan and circumstances that provide the injury occurs and, il so, what they
maintal. adequate documentation of prospective subject or the consist of, or where further
IRS activities, including the representative sufficient opportunity information asay be obtained; *

.

I*II'*I*C to consider whether or not to (7) An emplanation of whom to
| (1) Copies of all research propusals participate and that minimise the contact for answers to pertinent
| reviewed, scientific evaluations, if poss bility of coercios or undue questions about the reasarch and

'

any, that accompany the proposals. - influenes. The information that is research subjects' rights, and whom
approved sample consent documents, given to the subject or the to contact in the event of a research.
pmgmst spons submited by representative shall be la language related injury to the subject;.aad

i investigators, and sports of injuries understandable to the subject or the (g) A statement that participation la
As subjwis. representative. No leformed enasent, vo! tatary, afusal to participate will.

(2) Minutes ofIRB meetings which whether oral or written, may lach.de involve no penalty or loss of benefles
shall be,la sufficient detail to show any emeulpowy languw throug* to which du subject is odurwise
anendance at theMgs; actions which the subject or the entitled, and the subject smy
taken by the IRB; the voes on these representative is awe to waive or discontinue participation at any time
aedoes including the number of appear to waive any of the subject's without penalty or loss of benefits to

'

reembers vodas for, against, and legal rights, or releases or appears to which the subject is otherwise
abstalalag; the basis for requiring release the investigator, the sponsor, entitled,
changes la or disapproving research; the institution or its agents from (b) Additbas.1 elements of
and a wrinen summary of the liability for negligence. Informed cart sent. When appropriate,
discussion of controverted issue and (a) Basic elements of informed one at meer of the, following eterrents
deir mooludon, consent. Escept as providcd in of litformation shall also be provided

(3) Records of continuing review paragraph (c) or (d) of this section, in to each subject: ,

sedviths.
,

- - _ ...-. _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _________ ______ _ _______ _______ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(1) A statement that the penirt!ar which altre, some or all af the adequate opportunity to read it before -*'

treatment or procedure may involve elements 'of informed coasset set it is signed; or

' risks to the subject (or to the embryo forth above, or wai.e the (2) A "short form" wntten
t

or fetus, if the subject is or may requirements to obtain informed consent document stating that the
elements of info med consent

locome pregnant) whic s are currently . consent provided the IRB finds and
,

a

documents that: required by i 46.116 have been
unforeseeable;

(1) The research involves no more presented orally to the subject of the
(2) Anticipated cireumstances

under which the subjecfi than minimal risk to the subjects; rubject's legally authorised

(2) The waiver or alteration will representative. When this method is ,

participation may be terminated h
the investigator without regard to the not adversely affect the rights and

used, there shall be s witness to the

welfare of the sutejects; oral presentation. Also, the IRB shall
subject's consent;

(3) Any additional costs to the (3) The research could not approve a written summary of what is

subject that eney result from practicably be carried out without the to be said to the subject or the
waiver or elleration; and representative. Only the short form

participation in the research;
(4) The consequences of a (4) Whenever appropriate, the itself is to bJ signed by the subject or

subject's decision to withdrhw from subjects will be provided with the representative. However, the ,

the ressarch and procedures for additional pertinent information aftst wisness shall sign both the short form ;

orderly termination of participation Participation, and a copy of the mmmaty, and the ,

(s) The infoimed consent person actually ootaming consen-
by the subject;

| (5) A statement that significant requirements in these regulations are shall sign a copy of the summary. A

new findings developed during the not intended to preempt any copy of the summary shall be given to

course of the research which may applicable federal, state, or local laws the subject or the represertative, in

re' ate to the subject's willingness to which require additional information addition to a copy of the "short

continue participation will be to be disclosed in order for informed form. "
(c) An IRB may waive the

| penvidad to the su@ct; and cot.sent to be legally effective.

(6) ine appromitante number of if) Nothing in these regulations is
regi W .nont for the investigsm to
obtain a signed consent form not some1

f subjects involved in the study, intended to limit the authority of a or all stabjects if it finds either:
1 (c) An IRB may approve a consent physician to provide emergency (1) That the only reord linking the

procedure which does r,ot include, or medical care, so the eatent the subject and the research would be the
'

which alters, some or all of the phys!cisa is permind to do so under 8884 d####t W the pdocipal
elements of informed consent wt applicable. federal, state, ne local law. C?"k would be potentia 8 harm resulting>

ris
forth above, or waive the requirenaent @ d6.117 Documentation of from a breach of confidentiality. Each
to obtain informed consent provided Leformed ceasest, subject will be asked whether the
the IRB finds and documents that: (a) Eacept as provided in subject wants documentation linking

;
(g) nw research or demoestrasson paragraph (c) of this section, the subject with the research, and the

project is to be coeducted by or informed consent shall be subject's wishes will govern; or
subject to the approval o(state or documented by the use of a writtee (2) That the research presents no

3 ,,3 - To study, evaluate, or consent fann approved by ti.e IRB yMagn "*b *Eu a
- og,g,3, ,,g g, io'

M n

and signed by the subject or the for which written consene is normally
otherwise esamine:(i) progreens

suteject's legally authreized required outside of the research
under the Social Security Act, or

representative. A copy shall be given Cof,# bes where the d Ut$'maytion
other public benent or servios to the person signing the form. requirement is waived, t
programs;(ii) procedures for (bj l.acept as provided in require the mvestigator to provide
obtaining benents or services under subjects w a wntien statement
&oes programs;(IM)poseMe chasse prograph (c) of this section, theres ing researc .

consent form may be either of the,

f la or alternatives to em omgtmas
I8II'*I"8:or procedures; or (h) poseMe

(1) A written consent document
9 46.118 Appilcelleen and

changes in methods or levels or that embodies the elemets of r gr' locklag deftraite plans for
payment fet benents or services under informed consent required by lavolvement of hussen subjects.
those programa; ad i 46.116. This form may be read to Certain types of applications for

(2) The research could not the subject or the subject's legally grants, cooperat!ve agreements, or
'

practicably be carried out without $e authorized representative, but in anycontr: cts are submitted to the
waiver or alteration.

(d) As. lRB may approve a consent event, the investigator shall give Department with the knowledge that

procedure whi(.h does not include, or either the subject or the represer;tative su'ojects may be involved within the

,
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| pened of funding, but definite plans the subjects and odwrs, and the ,egulations, including all subparts of
*

!- would not normally be set fonk in the ' importance of the knowledge to be these regulations, have toen satisfied.

| application or proposal. These gained.
i I y W alaados W

' include activities such as lastitutional (b) On the basis of this evaluation nasare had% palueden et
type grants (including bloc grants) the Secretary may approve or " '"PP * *N'" **d

. where selection of specific projects is disapprove the application or
'

the institution's responsibilityt proposal, or enter into negotiations to
(a) The Secremry mr aquire met

resecech training grants whcre the develop an approvable one.
activities involving subjects remain t, Department funding for any project

be selected; and projects in which I d' 121 Investigational new drug be terminated or suspended in the
human subjects' involvement will er device 36 da) decay , a_" - - . manner prescribed in applicable

depend upon completion cf When an institution is required to program mquimments, when the,.
'

instruments, prior animal studies, or Prepare or to submit a conification Secretary finds an institution has

L purificaties of compounds. These with an application or proposal under .netenelly failed to comply wim the

| applications need not be reviewed by these regulations, and the application terms of these regulations.
an IRB before an award may be of proposalinvolves sin (b) in making decisions about'

f"adi"8 *pP icatic.ns or proposalsl
made. However, except fer research investigational new drug (within the
t'sscribed in 6 46.101(b), no human meaning of 21 U.S.C. 355(i) or coveted by these regulaticas the

| '' subjects may be involved in any 357(d)) or a significant risk device (as Secretary may take into accouni, in

project supported by them awards defined in 21 CFR Sl2.3(m)), the addition to all other el! ibility3

until the project has been reviewed institution shall identify the drug or requirementa and program criteria.|

| and approved by the IRB, as provided device in the certification. The factors such as whether tes applicant

I
in these regulations, and conification institution shall also state whether du has been subject to a termination or

j submitted to the Depanment, 30-day interval required for suspension under paragraph (a) of this

investigational new orugs by 21 CPR section and whether the applicent or

|
6 d6,119 Research undertaked 312.l(s) and for significaat t:sk the person who would direct the

witheat the latestion of levolvlag devices by 21 CPR 812.3C has scientific and technical aspects of as
i

I hamna sebjects. elapsed, os,whether the Food and methity lies in the judgment of the

-In the event research (conducacd or Dtag Administratios has waived that Sectuary materially feiled to

i funded by the Department) is requirement. If the 30 day interval discharge responsibility for the

undertaken without the intention of has empired, the ist,titution shall state protection of the rights and welfare ofl

| involving human subjects, but it is whether the Fcad and Drug hurnen subjects (whether or not

! later p.g:d to use human subjacts Adminisitation has requested that the C : funds were involved).

In the research, the research shall first sponsor continue to withhold or 6 46.12d Ceeditlene.
be reviewed and approved by an IRB, restrict the use of the drug or device Wie respect to any research|

as provided in itese regulations, a in human subjects. If the 30 day project o* any class of research
interval has not capired, and a waiver projects me Secretary may imposecenification submitted to the ,

has not been received, the institution tuiditional corditions prior to or at es: I
i

Department, and final approval given
to the proposed change by the shall send a statement to the 'ime of funding when la the
Department. Cf nt upon empiration of die Secretary's judgment additional

insenal h DepenmeM wm not medidone am necemary for the
6 d6.129 Evaluation and cons a conWados acceptaWe protection of human subjects.
dispeelties of applications and until the lastitution h6s nubmitted a
pr*Pesais, statement that the 36.diy interval has Subpart B-Additiesel Protectiear,

(a) The Secretary will evaluate all elspud, and du Food and Drug Pertalaims to Research
applications and psoposals in~olving Administra: ion has not requested it to Develepassat, and Reisted
human subjects substitied to the limit the um of h drug or device, or Activities Involvlag Fetuses,

Department through such officers and that the Fcod and Drug %nant Ween, and Human la
Vltre Feetilisatiesemployees of the Department and Administ stion has waived the 30 day

socam a Fa 3352s. us. s. ms. 43 FRsuch espects and et,asultants as the g ,,,,,,3 , tiss. Jonesty a t. t97s. 43 rmSecretary deterra;nes to be
8188' N'"*6'' 3. me

sporopriate. This evaluation will take i d6.122 Use of Federal ftsads.
into consideration the risks to the Federal funds administered by the i d6.241 App!icability,
subjects, the adequacy of protection Department may not be expended for (a) The rel,ulations in this subpart
against these risks, the potential research involving human subjects are applicable to all Department of
benefits of the proposed research to unless the requirement of these Health. Education, and Welfare

L
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grants and contract supportiIg be t sad respiration. The Sicretary (1) Must be sut>mittId to the Board.*

- research, development, and related may from time to time, taking into or (2) need not be submitted to the
activities involving:(t) The fetus (2) account medical advances, publish in Board. Where the Board so

Pr*Snant women, and (3) human is the Fspanni.Rsoisina guidelines establishes a class of applications or

vitro fertilization. to assist in determining whether e proposals which must be submitted.
(b) Nothing in this subpart shall be fetus is viable for purposes of this no application of proposal within the

construed as indicating that subpart. If a fetus is viable sfter class may be funded by the
_

compliance with the pr6' edures set delivery, it is a pretrature infant. Department or any component thereofc'
forth herein will in any way render (e) " Nonviable fetus" means a until the applicati4rr or proposal has 1

inapplicable pertinent State or local fetus er ustro which, although living, been reviewed by the Board and ties 1
,

laws bearing upon activitie; covered is not viable. Board has rendered advice as to its ]

by tini; fubpart. (f) " Dead fetus" means a fetus es acceptability from an ethical
(c) The requirements of this stere which exhibits neither standloint,

subpart are la addition se $ose heartbeat, spontaneous respiratory (d) No application or g<wosal
imposed under the other subparts of activity, spontaneous movement of involving human in virre fertdbation ),

this part. voluntary muscles, nor pulsation of may be funded by the Department w
the umbilbl aard (if still attached). any component thereof until the

6d6,2% Purpose. (g) "In vitro fertiiimion" means application or proposal has been
it is the purpose of this subpart to any fertilization of human ove wh6ch reviewsd by the Ethical Advisory

provide additional safeguards in occurs outside the body of a female, Board and the Board has rendered
reviewing activities to which this either through admixture of donor advice as to its acceptability from ra:

,

'

,

; subpart is applicable to assure that human sperm an vva or by any other ethical standpt,iat. .

they conform to appropriate ethical mesns.
standards and relate to important ' l 46.283 Additional detles of tin

,

soc 4ml needs, id6.2bd Elbical Advisory lastlestleast Review Boards tr:
Beerde. esseecties with activities

i d6,263 Deflo4tless, (a) One or more Ethical Advisory levelvlag feteese, progenet
As used la this su5part: Boards shall be established by the weesse, er beman is vitest
(a) " Secretary" msans the Secretary. Memboa of these board (s) fort |Ilsetles,

Secretary of Health, Education, and shall be so selected that the board (s) (a) la addition to the
Welfare and any other officer er will be competert so deal with responsibilities prescribed for
employee of the Department of medical, legal, social, ediisal, and lastitutional Review Bontds under !

Health,6ducatise, sad Welfare to related issues and may loclude, for Subps,1 A of this pan, the applicant's '

| whom authority has been delegated. example, tesearch scientists, or offeror's Board shan, with respect
(b) " pregnancy" etumpasses the physicians, psychologists, to activities covered by this subpart,

, '
! ' period of time tros confirmation of sociologists, educators, lawyers, and carry out the following additional

implantation Ithrough any of :he ethicists, as well as repressstatives of duties:
presumptive signs of pregasacy, such the general public. No board member (i) Determine that all aspects of
as missed messes, or by a medically may be a regular, full time employee the activity mort the requirements of
acceptable pregnancy test), until of the C;1Wat of Health, this subpart: .

;

| espulsion or estraction of the fetus. Educatics, and Welfare. (2) Determine that adequate
. b) At the request of the Secretary, consideterion has been given to the(c) " Fetus" means the product of (!.

conception froen the time of the Ethical Advisory Board shall mannr:la which potential subjects

! implantation (as evidenced by any of render advice consistent wth the will be selected, and adequate

i the presumptive siges of pregnancy, policies and requirements of this part provision has been made by the
'

such as missed meesse, or a as to ethical issues, involving applicant or offeror for monitoring
medically acceptable psegnancy test), activities covered t>y this subpart, tite actual informed consent peccess

(e.g., t rough such mechanisms,- until a deservri .ation is made, raised by individual applications et h

|
following emplusion or entraction of p eposals. In addition, upon request when sporopriate, as participation by
the fetur, that it is viable. by the Secretary, the Brard shall the Institutional Review Board or

7

(d) " Viable" as it pertains to the render advice as :c classes of subject advocates in: (1) Overseeing
fetus means being able, after either applications or proposals and genent the actual process by which

spontaneous or induced delivery, to policies, guidelines, and procodrares. individual consents required by thiso

! survive (givsa the benefit of available (c) A Board may establish, with subpart are secured either by

| medical therapy) to the point of the approval of the Secretary, classes approving induction of each
independently maintaining heart of applications or proposals which: Individual into the activity or'

i
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verifying, perhaps through sampling, for terminating the pregnancy solely father are legally competest and have

-

that approved procedures for in the interest of the activity. given their informed consent, saceptinduction c,f individuals into the (b) No inducements, monetary or that the father's consent need not be !

activity are being followed, and (ii) otherwise, may be offered to secured if: (1) His Watity or I
monitoring the progssa of the terminate pregnancy for purposes of whereabouts cannot renonably be i

activity and ineprvenias as necessary the activity. ascwtained. (2) he is not reasonably I

through such steps as visits to the (e ra 23sts. Ans. s. IMs. as unenes a available, or (3) the pregnancy
activity site and continuTag evaluation e en sisse. Np. 6. If75) resulted from rape. |

d ** * *
[,g,* S46.207 Activities directed 6 d6.209 Activirtes directed 'd

; ,, , c,,,, ,,, ,, ,.e, iswe,d , reg at we.es a toward fet. ass en .te, ,
responsibilities as may be assigned by objww. le&4 seaviam fmees, as r

se Samury. (a) No pregnaait woman may be esbjects.
!

a

(b) No award may be !ssued catil invoM as a subjwt la en activin (a) UnW it has bwa escweained

du $ ant w Mfww has wrdfbd covered by this subpart unless: (1) whether or not a fetus sa utero is ;

to the Secretary that the lastitutional The mpwe d dw medvin is to mat WaW a fees en utero may not be '

hvh hadbemdeto the neelsh need: of the mother and the levolved as a subject la en activity

dummiwdow wind udw lotus will be placed at risk only to the covered by this subpart unless:,

pwagraph (a) d his sudos and du nualmum entent accessary to meet (I) There will be no added risk to
Secutary has approved thsee such needs, sr (2) the risk to the fetus the fetus resulting from the activity,

h minimal. and to purpou d es acdWey 8s hedeserminadoes, as provided la
i d6.120 of Subpart A of this part. (b) As acdvin pwmined undw dmlopment odeponent bandical

(c) Applicants or offerers seeking Pangsph (a) W Ws sudos may be knowWge which caanM k obtained
support for activities covered by this conducted only if te mo6er and by oder means, or

,

subpart mest provide for the father are legally competent and have (2) The purpose of the activity is to
designation of ac lasdeutional Review given their informed consent after enhance the possibility of survival of
hud, Mjut u @ val by es having been fully informed regarding the particular feens to the point of
Samury, when no sah W hs Possible impact on the fetus, encept viability.
been established under Subpart A of mat se faeer s infwmed masent (b) No nonviam fans may hI >

l g, P". need not be secured if: (1) The involved as a subject la en activity"

punoes of the activity is to meet the covered by this subpart unless:

9 d6.206 Geawat limlimione. health seds of the mother; (2) his (1) Vital functions of the fetus will
(a) No activity to which this idendy or winemabouts cannot not tw anificially malataiad,

g ,,,gga g ,,y g reasonably be ascentsiaed; (3) he is (2) Emperimental activities which
not reasonably available; or (4) the of themselves would terminate the,

1- (1) Appropnate studies on animals Pmanency resulted from rape. heartbeat or respiration of the fetus
1. and nonpregnant individuals have 946.300 Activities directed

* "# ** *
' *

been completed;' toward fetuem la euro w (3) The Purpose of the activity is
(2) Facept where the purpose of subjects, the development of important

the activity is to meet the health (a) No fetus la stero may be "* "' " 8' * """
needs of the mother or the particular involved as a subject in any activity * """ D ' " ****** "

| fetus, the risk to the fetus is sr.inimal
covered by this subpart unless: (1) (c) la se est he faus a arm

'

' and, in all cases, is the least possible The purpose of the activity is to rnest " "" " b * **I **'

|' risk for achieving the objectives of me hals sweds of dw pwdalw fems included as a subject la the activity
| the acdvity. and the fetus will be placed at risk only to the entent permitted by and la

(3) Individuals engaged in *e
only to the minimum entent necessary o er subpans d W pan, ""*'' #

'""d**" *I #" '"I"I"
activity will have no part in:(i) Aay to meet such needs, or (2) the risk to
decisions as to the timing, notbod, the fetus imposed by the research is (di An acti ity Permitted under
and procedures used to terminate die minimal and the purpose of the Paragraph (a) or (b) of this section
pregnancy, and (11) determining the activity is the development of may be conducted only U tlw modwr
viability of the fetus at the

imponant biomedical knowledge and father are legally competent and
termination of the pregnancy; and which canst be obtained by other have given their informed corsent,

(4) No procedural changes whien m ans. except that the father's informed
may cause greater than minin.al risk : An activity permitted under consent need not be secured if: (1) his
to the fetus or the pregnant woman paragraph (a) of this section may bo identity or whereabouts cannot
will be introduced into the procedure conducted only if the mother and reasonably be ascen.nned. (2) he is

_ _ _____ ___ _ _ _ ___ _________._..________-._____._____.._n__._-
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'a not reasonably available, or (3) the barred by applicable State or local requirements in i 46.107 of this part.
pregnancy resulted from rape. law. an Institutionel Review Bosed.

(c) The requirements of this carrying out responsibilities und' r ie '

i d6.210 Activit;es levolvlag the subpart are in addition to those this part with respect to research
deed fetus, fosal meterial, er the imposed under the other subparts of cr vered by this subpart, shall also i

placents. this part. meet the following specific
Activiies involvingthe dead fetus. requirements:

'

mascerated fetal material, or cells, l d6.303 Purpose.
(a) A majority of the Board

tissue, or organs escised from a dead inasmuch as priscners may be
(exclus ve of prisoner members) shall

fetus shall be conducted only in under constraints because of their . .

accordance with any applicable State incarceration which could effect their have no association with the prison (s)
nvo ved, apart from their

or local laws regarding such ability to make a truly voluntary and ,

membership on the Board,
activities. uncoerced decision whether or not to

participate as subjects in research, it (b) At least one member of the
id6.2tl Modifleatlea er waiver is tne purpose of this subpart to Board shall be a prisoner, or s

of 8PeelSc regelnments. provide additional safeguarda for the , prisoner representative with

Upon the request of an applicant or prowetion of prisoners involved in appropriate background and
~ offeror (with the approval of its activities to which this subpart is emperience to serve in that capacity.
Institutional Review Board), the applicable, except that where a particular
Secretary may modify or w.nive research project is reviewed by more ,

specific requirements of this subpart, id6.303 Deflattleas, than one Board only one Board need
with the approval of the Ethical As used in this subpart: satisfy this requirement. 7

Advisory Board after such (a) " Secretary" means the
opponvaity for public comment as Secretary of Health, Education, and I d6.308 Additlesal duties of the
the Ethical Advisory Board considers Welfare and any other officer or lastitutional Review Boarde

I tippr*Priate in the particular instance. employee of the Departamat of when prisoners an inveived.
la r.iaking such decisions, the Health, Educatios., and V'elfare to (a) la addition to all other
Secretary will consider whether the whom authority has been delegated. responsibilities prescribed for i

risks to the subject are so outweighed (b) "DHEW" means ime Institutiocal Review Soards under ,

by the som of the benefit to the Department of Health, Education, this part, the Board shall review '

subject and the importance of the and Welfare. mesarch covered by this subpart and
knowledge to be gained as to warrant (c) " prisoner" means any approve such research only if it finds

L such modification or waiver and that individual involuntarily confined or that:
| such benefits cannot be gained except detained in a penal institution. The (1) The research untier review

| through a modification or waiver, term is intended to encompass represents one of the categories of

|' Any such modifications or waivers indivir8uals sentenced to such an research permissible under
; will be pubhshed as notices in the institution under a criminal or civil I 46.306(a)(2);
I FsosaAL, R sOlsTan, ggggggg, ggg|yjdggjg detained in other (2) Any possible advantages

Subpart C-Additional Protections facilities Dy virtue of statutes or accruing to the prisoner through his
Pertsiming to Blessedical and commitment procedures'which or her participation in the research,
Behav6eral Research involving provide alternatives to criminal when compared to the general living
Friesmors as Subjects' prosecution or incarceration in a conditions, medical care, quality of

seem: 43 FR 33655, psee 16.1978 penal institution, and individuals food, amenities and opportunity for
i d6.301 AppilceWitty. detained pending arraignment, trial, earnings in the prison, are not of such

(a) The regulations la this subpart or sentencing, a magnitude that his or her ability to
are applicable to all biomedical and (d) " Minimal risk" is the weigh the risks of tne naearch against
behavioral research conducted or probability and magnitude of physical the value of such advantages in the

|
supported by the Department of or psychological harm that is limited choice environment of the

. Health, Education, and Welfare normally encoumered in the daily prison is impaired;
involving prisoners as subjects. lives, or in the routine medical. .

| (b) Nothing in this subpart shall be dental, or psychological enemination (3) The risks involved in the
8 Penons. msend am commemn @ h

construed as indicating that that would be accepted by
compliance Wth the procedures set id6.304 Compeattles of
forth herein will authorize research lastits;tional Review B.>seds nonPriscner volunteers:

i involving prisoners as subjects, to the where prisoners are involved. (4) Procedures for the selection of
| entent such research is limited or in addition to satisfying the subjects within the prison are fair to

|

, ;

|^

|
1
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iau prisomes and imm ine from Secretary the proposed research Sebpart D Medideaal Protecdees
.

wbittwy inwrvention by prison involves solely the following: for Children involved as Subjecss is ;authorities or prisoners. Unless the (A) Study of the possible causes. Research.
principal investigsfor provides to the effects, and processes of
Board justification in writing for incarceration, and of crim%el

somes: es F4 tals. March s.1983 )following some other procedures, behavior, provided that the study
control subjects must be selected presents no more than minimal risk 04401 To what de these
randomly from the group of availabl* and no more than inconvenime to r9amaa== applyt

-

prisoners who meet the characteristics the subjects- (a) This subpari applies to allneeded for t'ist particular research
proj*ct: (B) Study of prisons as institutional research involving children as

structures or of prisoners as subjects, conducted or supported by 3

(5) The information is presented la incarcwated persons, provided that the Department of Health and
language which is understandable so .

the study presents no more than Hwaan Swvien
the subject population;

minimal risk and no more than (1)This incuades mesarch
(6) Adequate :ssurance esists that inconvenience to the subjects; oc y

parole boards will not take into
(C) Research on conditions

account a prisoner's participation in particulwly affecting prisoners as a as Opwadng Division of ee '

the research in making decisions class (for example. vac ine triale and
F- t may adopt.such

g g ,gregard 5g parole, and each prisoner is other research on hepatitis which is ;

clearly informed in advance that much more prevalent is prisons than dons a my be appmpute '

participation in the research wiin hsv' dsewhere; and research on social and fmm as adamistradw swMpoint.
no effect on his or her parole; and psychological Prot,lems such as @ h de include reewch '

|7) Where the Board finds there alcoholism, drug addiction and seaual ocedwed M upporwd by es
E- t of Health and Humanmay be a need for follow up assaults) pmvided that to study my
Sebloes outside the United States,enemination or case of participcnts proceed only afwr the Secretary has +

7 afwr the end of thsir participation, consutud wie appropnaw aapens but in appopiam i - 5 du
Sacretary inay, under paragraph (e):adequate provision has been mad? for ine udi pe p y

such esamination or care, taking into " of $4101 of Subpart A, walve the
'

applicability of some or all of theaccount the varying lengths of ,'[ .;_ r of these regulations fort individual prisoners sentences, and .

for informing participants of this fact. '' research of this typs.
(b) Esemptions (I),(2),(S) and (6)

(b) The Board shall carry oct such (D) Research on practices, both as listed la Sulppert A at 1410l(b) :other duties as may be assigned b''s innovative and accepted, which have are ;;"TS to this subpart.
the Secretary. se intent and namnaW pmbabHky Esemption (4), research involving

. of improving the health or well* the observation of public behavior.(c) The instituuv., a,.all certify t* being of the subject. In cases in
the Secretary, in such form and listed at f ul01(b), is applicable to

which those studies require th* this subpart where the investigator (s)manner as the 3;cretary may require, assiganwet of prisoners in a manner
does not puticipate in tlw activisiesthat the duties of the Board under this

section have been fulfilled. consisunt with protocols approved by heing observed. Eemption (3),
the IRB to control groups which may research involving survey or
not benefit from the research, th*

$ 46.306 Permitted research lateryww procedures, listed at
study may proceed only efwr the ggi? 1(b)does not apply to researchinvolvlag prisneers.
Secretary has consulted with

(a) Biomedical or behavioral covered by this subpart.
appropriate emperts, including experts (c) The eaceptions, additions, andresearch conducted er espported by in penology medicine and ethics, and

'

DHEW may involve prisoners as provtsions for waiver as they appearpublished nodce, in the FscanAt-
subjects only if: in paragraphs (c) through (i) of

R sotstas, of his intent to approve such 94101 of Subpart A are applicable(1) The institution responsible for research,
to this subpart.

the. conduct of the research has (b) Except ts provided in
. certified to the Secretary that the paragraph (a) of this section. 8 4 402 Densitione.|

Institutional Review Board has
biorr.adical or behavioral research The definitions in $4102 of

approved the research under i 46.305 conducted or supported by DHEW Subpart A shall be applicable to thisof this subpart: and
shall not involve prisoners as abpart as well. In addition, as used

(2)In the judgment o the subjects. in this subpart:r

,

____-________m_____ _ _____ __-______,..m _._ _-,--. _w. --wm.m.,,,m_.y...~..w..m. . ,-.,e-.--
.
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Page16 45 CFR 44
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(a) " Children" are persons who monitonas procedure that is likeh to I neg7 Research ece other,tes
have not attamed the legal age for contribute to the subject's well being appemble wbleb pressem as
consent to trustments or procedures only if the IRB finds that: oppratuelty to moderstand, prm'st, er
involved in the research, under the to) The risk is justified by the alleviate a serious problem affeetles

|- applicable law c' the jurudiction 5 ..Mipted benefit to the subjecta; the health er welfare of childres.
HHS will conduct or fund.wkh me maarch W k (b) The relation of the enticipated-

rear.. arch that the IRB dosa notopducted. , benefit to the risk is at least as believe meets the requirements of(b) " Assent" means a child's favorable to the subjects a.s that. || 4401 46.40$, or 46.406 only if:,

afRrmative agreement to participate g ,% ,;
in research. More failure to object (s) The IRB finds that the research

approaches; andshould not, absent afRrmative p , ,

agreement, be construed as assent. (c) Adequate proviairas are made further the understanding, 2

(c) "peruussion" means the .'or soliciting the assent of the prevention, or alleviation of a serious )
agreement of parent (s) or guardian to childm and permusion of their problems affecting the health or
the participation of their child or Pmmu or guardians, as set fonk in welfare of children; and
werd la reassrch. I"4" (b) The Secretary, aner

(d) " Parent" means a child's consultation with a panel of expens
biological or adoptive parent. 946.406 Research levolving yester in pertinent discip;ines (for example:

(e) "Quardian" means as than mielmal reek and me prospect of science, medicine, education, ethics,
I. individual who is authorised under direet benent to ledividual subjects, law) and following opportunity for

applicable state or loc:t law to but likely to yield generaliasb8- Public review and comment, has
consent on behalf of a child to knowledge obset the sehjeet's disorder determined either:(1) That the
general == leal care, er esedities. research in fact sationes the'

HMS will condect or fund conditions of || 4404,4405, or
94403 IRB duties- rensarch in whic!: the IRB Ands that 410), as applicable, or (2) the-

la addition to othe ,g '9 ties more than minimal risk to children is follodng:
assigned to IRBs undx this part, presented by an notervention or (i)''he research presents a

oesh IRB shall revkw research procedure that does not hold out t;ee ""h'* oPPertunity to further the

covered by this sub mrt and approve prospect of direct benefit for the understanding, prevention, ori
oeily research which sationes the individual subject, or by a alleviation of a serious problem

affecting t e health or welfare ofh^ of all applicable sections snonitoring procedure which is not
of this subpa t. likely to contribute to the well being children:

of the subject, only if the IRB finds (ii)The research will be coeducted
OMete Baseereh set intelving that: la accordance with sound edlical i

Principles;F'"" 8" 'I'b' (a) The risk represents a h (iii) Adequate provisions are madeHMS will conduct or head g,,,,,,, ,,,, ,;,;,,3 ,g,g.

resserch la which the IRB finds that for soliciting the assant of children'

no greater than minimal risk to (b) The latervendon or procedm and the permission of their parents or
chudron is presented,only if the IRB pmenu esponsaces to subjects that guardians, as set forth in 5 40 I

| finds that adequate provisions are a moonably commeasurate with
,

those inherent in their actual or I 46.40s 88480'"**" f*r
; smie for souc dag et assent of the pennemion by pmeu er suardians
L ohudrum and es permission of their espected medical, dental,

| ' parents or guanunne, as set fonk is gychological, social, or educedmal"d y,"**,8 p,)
'

I "4" determinations required under other
SM400 Rosesseh invetving yester (c) The intervendon or procedure applicable sections of this subpart,

them minimal risk but presseeles the is likely to yield geomlisable the IRB shall determine that
prospeet of direst basest to the knowledge about the subjects' adequate provisions are made for

disonier or condidon which is of soliciting the assent of the children.ladividen1subdeste,

| HHS will conduct or Asad vital imponance for the when in the judgment of the IRB the
research in which the IRB Reds that undetetandag or amelioration of the children are capable of providing
more than =lai=al risk to children is subjects' disorder or condition; and assent. In determining whether

presented by an intervention or (d) Adequate provisions are made children are capable of assenting, the

procedure that holds out the for soliciting assent of the children IRB shall take into account the ages,

prospect of direct benefit for the and pernusJos of their parents or maturity, and psychological state of

individual subject, or by a guardians, as est forth in i 4408. the children involved. This judgment

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _____ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ L
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E' unoy be enade for au childson to be parents, both parent must give their determine wlmher and how assent
involved la resserch under a perminaion unless one parent is must be documented.
perdouler presosol, or for each child, deceased, unknown, incompetent, or
as the IR3 deems approprints. !(the not reasonably avedsble, or when
IR3 deteradass that the espebility of only one parent has legal | M4st Words,
some or all of the children is so responsibility for the sere and

(a) Children who are aards of the r

theked that they camept reasonably custody of the, child. state or any other agency, institution,
be comenhed or that the laterventies (c)la addition to the provisions for or entity can be included in resentch
or procedure lavolved la the waiver contenaed la | 4116 of approved under || M406 or 4407
resserch holds out a prospect of Subpart A,if theIRB determines that only if sects research is:
direct benent that is important to the a research protocol is designed (c'
health or well.being of the children conditions or for a subject population (1)Related to their status as werde;

a,
and is avallable only la the oossest of for winch parental or guardian ,

the resserch, the assent of the paraussico is not a m.ha. G) Coeducted la schools, camps,
chodren is not a moosemary condition requirement to protect the subjects hospitals, institutions, or similar .

i
ihr proceeding with the research (for eaanspie, neglected or abused eenmes in which the mWority of
Even where the IRB determdnes that chudren), it may waive the comman, chudron involved as subjects are not

; the subjects are cepeWe of assenting, requirereenes in Subpart A of this werde.
the IRS may still waive the assent part and paragraph @) of this section, (b)If the russarch is approvedrequironient under circumstanaces la provided an appropriate mechanism under peregraph (a) of this section,

t which coasset may be waived la - fot protecting the chudren who wHl the IRB shall require appointment ofassord with i Ell 6 of Subpart A. past.cipate as subjects in the research an advooste for each child who is a
i (b)le addidos to the is substituted, and provided ihrther word, in addition to my otherdeter ='=a+'a-a required under other that the waiver is not inoossisteet individual acting on behalf of the

|.
appilombie secdoes of this subpart, with federal. state or local law. The chud as guardian or la loco parentis.the IRB shall deteradas, la choses of an appropriate mechaniani One individus! enay serve u

{ escordemoe with and to the eatent would depend upon the naturg and advocate for snore than one chud.
that ooneemt is required byl Mt16 of purpoos of the actRities described in The advocate shall be sa individual
Subpart A, that adequate provisions the protocol, the risk acd anticipa:M who ho the background and '

are made for soliciting the permission benent to the research subjects, and esperianow to act in, and agrees to act
of eesh chud's parents or guardian. their age, maturity, eastus, and in, the best interests of the child for
Whsre parental permi sion is to be condition. the duration of the chud'sobtained, the IR3 may And that the (d) Permission 4 parents or i"'" - in the resserch and who-

paredesion of one parent is seNicient guardians shall be ecunesated la
is not associated la any way (escept

-

for reserch to be conducted under aimordamos with sad to the estant in the role as advocate or siember ofIl 4406 or 4405. Where research required by $ Mil 7 of Subpart A. die IRB) with the research, theis covered by ll M406 and 4407 . (e) When the IRB determints that lavestigator(s), or tic guardian
and perudselos is to be obtained fWoes assent is required, it shau siso orpamieneiam

.
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NOTICES''

.-

HUMAN SUBJECTS Elsewhere in this issue of the seidelines so noisiin seiermiaias whether e
Mlaimum Criterle Identifylag the FtotmAL R Ectsita, the Secretary fe''' '8 "able fw p'rposes of ihin inteen.

Vlable Fettes is amending 45 CFR Part 46 by. This notice is published in

among other things, adding a new accordance with I 46.203(d). For
On March 13,197h7egulations Subpan B to provide additional Purposes of Subpart 8, the guidelines

were published in the FtotaAL protections pertaining to research, indicating that a fetus other than a

R scisTan(40 FR 11854) relating to the development, and related activities dead fetus within the meaning of
protection of human subjects in nvolving fetuses, pregnant women, 4 46.203(f) is viable include the
research, development, and related and in vitro fertilization. following:
activities supported by Department of Section 46.203(d) of Subpart B *a n'aiad saimoaal ese of 20 mse w

**'' ''d * **87 "'shi ef s# srm wHealth, Education, and Welfare provides inter alia as follows:-

* * * -grants and contracts. These w g, ,, ,, ,,, , ,,, ,
regulations are codified at 45 CFR i.gi., we . . u , .e, FeesAAL Aseistem, vot as,

I Part 46, pothsh ,a ihe F esesat R sonsten AUGUST S.1978 ;

I
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY BE REVIEWED ]
'

THROUGH EXPEDITED REVIEW PROCEDURES'-

Research actfvities involving no more than minimal risk and in which the
/!- only involvement of human subjects will be in one or more of the -I

following categories (carried out through standard methods) may be
reviewed by the Institutional Review Board through the expedited review
procedure authorized in 46.110 of 45 CFR Part 46.

(1) Collection of: hair and milliliters in an eight-week

nail clippings, in a period and no more often than i

nondisfiguring manner; two times per week, from
>

deciduous teeth; and permanent subjects 18 years of age or
teeth if patient care indicates older and who are in good

a need for extraction. health and not pregnant.
'
c

(2) Collection of excreta (5) Collection of both
and external secretions supra- and subgingival dental
including sweat, uncannulated plaque and calculus, provided
saliva, placenta removed at the procedure is not more
delivery, and amniotic fluid at invasive than routine
the time of rupture of the prophylactic scaling of the

L membr.ane prior to or during teeth and the process isi

labor. accomplished in accordance with
| (3) Recording of data from accepted prophylactic

subjects 18 years of age or techniques. ,

older using noninvasive (6) Voice recordings made

procedures routinely employed for research purposes such as
in clinical practice. This investigations of speech
includes the use of physical defects.
sensors that-are applied either (7) Moderate exercise by

to the surface of the body or healthy volunteers.

at e distance and do not (8) The study of existing

involve input of. matt 6r or data, documents, records,
significant, amounts of energy pathological specimens, or
into the subject er an invasion diagnostic specimens.
of the subject's privacy. It (9) Research on individual

-

also includes,such procedures or group behavior or

as weighing, testing sensory characteristics.of individuals,

| acuity, electrocardiography, such as studies of perception,

electroen~cephalography, cognition, game theory, or test
thermography, detection of development, where the
naturally occurring investigator does not

radioactivity, diagnostic manipulate subjects' behavior
echography, and and the research will not
electroretinography. It does involve stress to subjects.

not include exposure to (10) Research on drugs or

electromagnetic radiation devices for which an
outside the visible range (for investigational new drug

example, x-rays, microwaves). exemption or an investigational
(4) Collection of blood device exemption is not

samples by venipuncture, in required.
amounts not exceeding 450

source: 46 FR 8392
1/26/81

.u. . cm.m., .. i.r i.c o< r ice m.. m .m ..i m

_ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ . . . ._ . _ _ _ _ __.
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188 Editbn) Food cnd Drug Administratien, HMS g M 1.1

sil: Indtestion. "For visualisation of (1) The pharmacological dose isb used during
gallbladder biliary ducts during cholecystogra- within the limits set forth in para-

phy." graph (bH2) of this section.
t (ii) The radiation dose is within the
*** lasv4 PART MWPRESCRIPTION OkUG5 timita set forth in paragraph (bx3) of

FOR NUMAN USE GENERALLY this secuon:
.

et the product RECOGNIZED A$ $AFE AND WF. (lla The radjauon exposure is jusu.
fled by the Quality of the study beingemision of PECTIVE AND NOT MISSRANDED: undertaken and the trnportance of the

DRUO$ USED IH RESEARCN information it seeks to obtain:
# " * (iv) The study meets the other re-

Arruoa:Tv Socs. 505, tolta). 82 Stat. Quirements set forth in paragraph (d)1053-1o53. ma amended,1o58 (21 US C. 366. of this secuon regarding Qualifications
4 The label- ST)(aR the Publ'c Health Serv 6ce Act (sec.

the estab- 351, 68 Stat.102, as amende d (42 U.S C. of the invesugator, proper licensure ,

. if any, swnd 282n for handling radioactive materials, se. '

lection and consent of research sub-s a "gallblad.
8 341.1 Radioactive drugs for certain re- jects. Quality of radioactive drugs

hbeling of 'the esarch uses. used, research protocol dealen, report- I

beading "In- (a) Radioactive drugs (as defined in ing of adverse reactions, and approval
by an appropriate Insutuuonal"For the i 310.3(n) of this chapter) a.re generaj, Review Committee; anddder during ly recognized as safe and effective
(v) The use of the radioacuve drugaudies." Other hen administered, under the condi. ,

esding stat * tions set forth in paragraph (b) of this in human subjects has the approval of >

the Radioscuve Drug Research Com- iiM indications secuon. to human research subjects '

"IIL***s'.ablished and during the course of a research project
(2) Umit on pharmacolopscal dose. |% may also intended to obtain basic irtformation The amount of acuve ingredient ora 1330.1(cx2)' regarding the metabolism (including combination of active ingredients to beof secuon H2 kinetics. distribution, and localization)

asbrandW and administered shall be ILnown not to Iof a radioscuvely labeled drug or re-
cause any clinically detectable phar- I

garding human physiology, pathophy- macological effect in human beings. If' |or deliv- siology. or biochemistry, but not in- the same active ingredients (exclusive
'

j mto interstate tended for immediate therapeuuc. di- of the radionuclide) are to be adrninis fnew drugs in
agnostic, or similar purposes or to de. tered simultaneously, e.g.. under a |p og the get,
termine the safety and effectiveneas of " Notice of Claimed Investigauonal Ex-) llabeling of the the drug in humans for such purposes emption for a New Drug" or for a

'

following state- (i.e., to carry out a clinical trial). Cer- therapeutic use in accordance with la-
" Directions" tain basic research studies, e.g., studies beting for a drug approved under Part

instructed by a to determine whether a drug localizes 314 of this chapter, the total amount I

in a particular organ or fluid space of active ingredients including the ra-
and to desertbe the kinetics of that 10' dionuclide shall be knoam not toI using/ a

| u unlliliters 20 calization. may have eventual thera- exceed the dose limitations applicable
gallbladder peutic or diagnostic implicauons. but to the separate administration of the

i the initial studies are considered to be active ingredients excluding the radio-'

sdoctor.
can" may be basic research withtn the meaning of nuclide.

sord " doctor" in - this section. (3) I.,tmtt on radiation dose. The

ents in this (b) The conditions under which use amount of radioactive material to be
of radioscuve drugs for research are administered shall be such that the

considered safe and effective are: subject receives the smallest radiation
sea as amended at (1) Approval by Radioactive Drug dose with which it is practical to per.

i2 FR 1830. Mar.
I

Researcl. Commtflee. A Radioactive form the study without jeopardizing
Drug Research Committee, composed the benefits to be obtained from the

maehag. sad approved by the Food and Drug study.
to health pro. Administration in accordance with (1) Under no circumstances may the

m following in.
'

paragraph (c) of this section. has de- radiation dose to an adult researchto the general ,

termined, in accordance with the subject from a single study or cumula-
ru containing a standards set forth in paragraph (d> of uvely from a number of studies con-
mulsion of corn this section, that: ducted within 1 year be generally rec- |

|201

\

. '

I
/

1

>4.f,
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I 341.1 21 CFR Ch.1 (4188 Edition) Food
j

ognized as safe if such dose exceeds pertinent to the field of nuclear medi. Lee, s '

the following: cine (e.g.. radiology. Internal medicme, durtna
Whole body, active blood forming clinical pathology, hematology, endo. of trtf
organs lens of the eye, and gonads: crinology, radiation therapy radiation lowins

physics, radiation biophysics. health
|% physics, and radiopharmacy). Member. D0

ship shall be sufficiently diverse to
sage sons.._.. _ j s permit expert review of the technica) 1. Tit |

and scientific aspects of proposals sub. 2.BriAme ww now some on- ! s
or=r ersans I mitted to the committee. The addition '*searcZQgg gg 8

t

, J of consultants in other pertinent medj. 3. Na;
cd disciplines is encouraged. A Radio. 4.Pn.'

I

active Drug Research Committee shall E Act
| (11) For a research subject under 18 be either a.ssociated with a medical in. b. u
|

years of age at his last birthday, the stitution operated for care of patients subject,

radiation dose shall not exceed 10 per. and with sufficient scientific expertise 6. Na
cent of that set forth in paragraph to allow for selection of committee Ciudans
(bX3X1) of this sect!on. members from its faculty, or with a ^ ^ " ' ' ',

(iii) All radioactive material included committee established by a State au, N',

.
|

in the drug either as essential material thority to provide advice on radiation $*o)$
.

, or as a significant contaminant or tm. health matters. Joint committees in.| 361.itb>purity shall be included when deter. volving more than one medical institu-
! mining the total radiation doses and tion which have been established .n sentatn
i i dose commitroents. Radiation doses order to achieve a high level and diver. erences

maximufrom x ray procedures that are part of sity of experience will be acceptable. shall in,
the research study (i.e., would not The Director of the Center for Drugs the adm
have occurred but for the study) shall and Biologica may mcdify any of the ray proc

, also be included. The possibility of fol. foregoing requirements in a particular the stuc
| lowup studies shall be considered for situation where alternative factors cretion .
i inclusion in the dose calculations. provide substantially the same compo- the esterI

(iv) Numerical definitions of dose sition and association. the mes
shall be based on an absorbed fraction (2f funchon. Each Radioactive Drug ***h '" D

1 method of radiation absorbed dose cal. Research Committee shall select a '"'^8'
( culation, such as the system set forth chairman, who shall sign all applica.

by the Medical Internal Radia tion tions. minutes, and reporta of the com- m ter

the stucDose Committee of the Society of Nu. mittee. Each committee shall meet at used in eclear Medicine, or the system set forth least once each quarter in which re.
<c 3 gr g,by the International Commission on search activity has 1,een authorized or radioactiRadiological Protection. conducted. A quorum consisting of name of(c) A Radioactive Drug Research more than 50 percent of the member. other stiCommittee, in order to comply with ship must be present with appropriate and the

paragraph (bXI) of this section, shall representation of the required fields admtmsp
be composed, shall function, and shall of specialization. Minutes shall be kept used. ide
obtain and maintain approval of the and shall include the numerical results include e
Food and Drug Administration in ecn. of votes on protocols involving use in &Llon dos.
formity with the following: human subjects. No member shall vote (d) If r

(1) Membership. A Radioactive Drug on a protocol in which he Ls an investa. mau'*on
'*4 **t"

Research Committee shall consist of gator. c

at least five individuals. Each commit. (3) Reports. Each Radioactive Drug *'
orssLee shall include the following three Reacarch Committee shall submit an
organ do.individuals: (1) A physician recognized annual report on or before January 31 caldes.as a specialist in nuclear medictne. (ii) of each year to the Food and Drug Ad- 7. A claaa person qualified by training and ex. ministration. Center for Drugs and

perience to formulate radioactive Biologics. HFN-150, 5600 Fishers Nott C.
drugs, and (111) a person with special Lane. Rockville. MD 20857. The for pubtre
competence in radiation safety and ra. e.nnual report shall include the names [y","'*y'',$diation dosimetry. The remainder of and qualifications of the members of,

report conthe committee shall constst of individ. and of any consultants used by the
uals quallfled in various discipDnes Radioactive Drug Research Commit.
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food end Drug Administretten, HMS $ 361.1

tee, and, for each study conducted denual commercial informauon as defined
during the preceding year, a summary in 31 cm so.s1.
of informadon presented in the fol-

.

I''l"8 I'F"St Invesusator
'

RaPoet op RassARCH Uns or RAesoAcvivs
-Davo

Chairman. Radioactive Drug
1. Title of the research project. Research Committee

Smf
r{puon of the purpose rif the ,

a Name of the invesusator responsible. which involves exposure either of
( Aharmacological dose: more than 30 research subjects, or of
a Acuve insredients, any research subject under 18 years of
t. Maalmura amount administered per age, the committee shall immediately

entseet. submit to the Food and. Drug Adminta-
h Mame of the radionuclide(s) used, nn- tration a special summary of informa-

i dallas any present, as significant contarn'. tion in the format shown in this para-
nants or impurtues. graph. Contents of these reports are
4. Radlauon absorbed dose. Provide the available for public disclosure, unless

asalsaum dose commitement to the whole confident 1& lit /18 requested by the in.
: todr and each organ spectfled in 31 CPR vestigator and it is adequately shown

881.itbx3xD that was received by a non- by the investigator that the report
. ,; asalauwe subject and the enleviations or rei- constitutes a trade secret or confiden.

man that een used to asumste these tial commercial informadon as defined""**"*"******"'"I'"'"'' D ""''
shallinclude the dose contribu'uon of both in i 20.61 of this chapter *

,0 the aduaintetand radionuclide(s) and any X- (4) Approval Each Radioactive Drug
d rar procedures associated olth the study. If Research Committee shall be specift.
# the study elicits data on the uptake or en. cally approved by the Center for

i)
weuen of the radioective drus pertinent to Drugs and Biologics of the Food and
the estimadon of dose commitment, report Drug Administration. Applications
the mean value and ranse of values. For shall be submitted to the Food anda

'g each subjoet previde: Drug Administration. Center for
b ta) Age. ses. and approntmate weight. Drugs and Biologies. HFN-160. 6600
? th) Total activity of each radionuclide ad- Fishers Lane. Rockville MD 20867
9 alnistered for each radioacuve drug used in and shall contain the names and quall-
o the study. Report each X ray procedure fications of 4he members of the com-
i used in conjuncuon with the study. mittee. and a statement that the com-
.! (c)!! the subject has participated in other mittee agrees to comply with the re-
. redleecuve drug research studies, report the quirements set forth in this section.

nasse of the radioacuve drug used in these Approval eMll be based upon an as-
other studies the date of adminletration,
and the total activity of each radionuclide sessment al -he qualifications of the

d administered. If any K. ray precedures were members v me committee, and the as-
3

used identify the X.rny prosedure(s) and surance that all necessary fields of ex.
i include an asumate of the shoorted esel, pertise are covered. Approval of a com-

suon deses. mittee may be withdrawn at any time
,

(d)If more than one administrauen of a for failure of the committee to comply

3 radioacuve drus per subject, cumunauve re. with any of the requirements of this'

9 esuon dose and dose commitment, ex- section. t pproval of a committee shall
srissed as whole body, active blood.formins remain effective unless and until the

' ersans. lens of the eye, sonada. and other FDA withdraws such approval.
organ doses from the admmistered radionu. Changes in membership and applica-
eindes. tions for new members shall be sub-

J 1. A claim of confidentia!!ty,if any. mitted to the Food and Drug Admints-

4 Non Contents of this report are ava!!able tration as soon as, or before, vacancies
] for pubite disclosure unless confidentiality is occur on the committee.

requested by the investisator and it is ade. (6) Montfortna. The Food and Drug4

.d quately shown by the invesusator that the Administration shall conduct periodic
report consututes a trade secret or confl. reviews of approved committees. Mon!.

toring of the activities of the commit-

I.np.
|
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| 361.1 21 CPR Ch.1 (41-88 Editisn) Fesd and Drug

Lee shall be conducted through review ston or Agretment State to possess parmitted unie
of its annual report, through review of and use the specific radionuclides for Research Com
minutes and full protocols for certain research use or be a listed investigator j udgment, tha
studies, and through on-site inspec- under a broad license, or in the case of and benefit la

I tions, non reactor produced isotopes. be 11 that study. 'I

| (d) In making the determination re- censed b) other appropriate State or shall be ' based
quired in paragraph (b)(1) of this sec- local authorities, when required by derived from a
tion, a Radioactive Drug Research State or local law, to possess and use les or pubitshe
Committee shall consider the follow- the specific radionuclides for research of sound desis,
ing requirements and assure that each use. of scientific vs
is met: (5) Human research subsect.s. Each diation dose.s
(1) Radiction dose to sub>ects. To investigator shall select appropnate and no great

assure that the radiation dose to rei human subjects and shall obtain the obtain valid r
search subjects is as low as practicable review and approval of an institutional jected nurnbet

to perform the study and mret the en- renew committee that conforms to the f acient but no'
terta of 6 361.l(b)(3), the Radioactive requirements of Part 56 of this chap. for the purpc
Drug Research Committee shall re- ter, and shall obtain the consent of number of sul
quire that: the subjects or their legal representa. the f act that t

(i) The investigator provide absorbed tives in accordance with Part 60 of this obtata basic r
dose calculations based on biologic dis- chapter. The research subjects shall ferred to in pa
tribution data available from pub- be at least 18 years of age and legally tion and not i
lished literature or from other valid competent. Exceptions are permit:4d therapeutic, di

studies, only in those special situations when it poses or to dei

(11) The investigator provide for an can be demonstrated to the committee effectiveness o
acceptaole method of radiosasay of that the study presents a unique op. for such purpo

| the radioactive drug prior to its use to portunity to gain information not cut. clinical traal),

easure that the dose calculations actu- rently available, requires the use of re- (8) Adverse ri
ally reflect the administered dose. search subjects less than 18 years of tot shall immi

(111) The radioactive drug chosen for age, and is without signincant risk to Radioactive D
the study has that combination of the subject. Studies involving minors tee all adverse
half life, types of radiations, radiation shall be supported with review by the use of the
energy, snetabolism chemical proper- que.lified pediatric consultants to the research study
ties, etc., which results in the lowest Radioactive Drug Research Commit. probably attribi

dose to the whole body or specific tee. Each female research subject of radioactive drui
organs with which it is possible to childbearing potential shall state in shall be immed

|
obtain the necessary information. writing that she is not pregnant, or. on Radioactive Dr

(iv) The investigator utilize adequate the basis of a pregnancy test be con. tee to the Food
and appropriate instrumentation for firmed as not pregnant, before she tion. Center to
the detection and measurement of the may participate in any study. HFN-150. 5600
specific radionuellde. (8) Qualsty cif radioactive drup. The ville. MD 20857.

(2) Pharmacological dosape. To de- radioactive drug used in the research (9) Appmval

tern.ine that the amount of active in- study shall meet appropriate chemical, revteto boartf.
gredients to be administered does not pharmaceutical, radiochemical, and ts- obtain the revi.
axceed the limitations set forth in dionuclidic standards of identity, institutional re i

paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the strength, quality, and purity as needed forms to the re (of this chapter. ,committee shall require that the inves- for safety and be of such uniform and
- (e) The result jtigator provide pharmacological dose reproducible quality as to give signifi.

j calculations based on data available cance to the research study conducted, ducted pursuani ;

' frotn published literature or from The Radioactive Drug Research Com. of the evaluatit
other valid human studies. mittee shall determine that radioac. to 1312.1 of th ,

(3) Qualtfications c/ investigators. tive materials for parenteral use are cluded in the
Each investigator shall be qualified by prepared in sterile and pyrogen free under i 312.1 of

|
training and experience to conduct the form. (f) A radica

,

proposed research studies. (7) Research protocol No matter packaged, distr.
i

1 (4) License to handle radtoactive how small the amount of rad).sacuvaty. Lntended for us
| matericIs. The responsible investiga. no study involving administr: tion of a the requirement

| tor or institutions shall. in the case of radioactive drug, as det ned in be exempt froc
reactor produced isotopes, be licensed i 310 3(n) of this chapter, to research the act and 16 2(

j by the Nuclear Regulatory Commts- subjects under this sectior., shall be chapter if the pi

1
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Hon) Food and Deug Administration, NHS } 361.1
- -

permitted unless the Radioactive Drug beting are in compliance with Federal,goens
s fit Research Committee concludes, in its State, and local law regarding radioac- :

rittr
judgment that scientific knowledge tive materials and if the label of the

_

Ce Cf and benefit is likely to result from immediate container and shielded con. -

,e 13 that study. Therefore, the pretocol tainer, if any, either separate from or : -

shall be based upon a sound rationale as part of any label and labeling re-'te er
d by derived from appropriate animal stud- quired for radioactive materials by the
d use les or published literature and shall be Nuclear Regulatory Commission or by

.ecrch of sound design such that information State or local radiological health au- _

of scientific value may result. The ra- thorities bear the following:
Each dlauon does shall be both sufficient (1) The statement " Caution: Federal =
>riste and no greater than necessary to law prohlblus dispensing without pro-
i ghg obtain valid measurement. The pro- scription". -

isnal jacted number of subjects shall be suf- (2) The statement "To be admir.is- i
-

3the ficient but no greater than necessary tered in compliance with the require. | _

:hgy. for the purpose of the study. The menta of Federal regulations regard-
|

M
st gg number of subjects shall also reflect ing radioactive drugs for research use
ento, the fact that the study is intended to (21 CFR 361.1)",

;

:

; thja obtain basic research information re- (3) The established name of the
shall ferred to in paragraph (a) of this sec- drug,if any;
gg13p tion and not intended for immediate (4) The established name and quan-

itted therapeutic, diagnostic or similar pur- tity of each active ingredient; 8 i

gr. et poses or to determine the safety and (5) The name and half life of the ra- i

J effectiveness of the drug in humans dionuclide, total quantity of radioac. --

,y,. for such purposes (i.e., to carry out a uvity in the drug p*oduct's immediate
--clinical trial). container, and amount of radioactivity

_cur,

if re. (a) Adverse reactions The investiga- per unit volume or unit mass at a des- -

rs af ter shall immediately report to the ignated referenced time; i
-

sk to Radioactive Drug Research Commit- f 6) The route of administration, if it

inors tee all adverse effects associated with is for the other than oral use;
-

# by the use of the radioactive drug in the ('f) The net quantity of contents; -

,the research study. All adverse reactions (8) An identifying lot or control -

unit. probably attributable to the use of the number from which it is possible to de- -

et gg radioactive drug in the research study termine the complete manufacturing
-

;e in shall be immediately reported by the history of the package of'the drug;
ir. on Radioactive Drug Research Commit- (9) The name and address of the
con. tee to the Food and Drug Administra- manufacturer, packer, or distributor;
shp tion. Center for Drugs and Biologica. (10) The expiration date. lf any;

RFN-150, 5600 Pishers IAne, Rock- (11) If the drug is intended for par.
Th3 ellle. MD 2085'l.

'

enteral use, a statement as to whether

tarch (9) APProost by sa instiftstional the contents are sterile;

nical, retteto board. The investigator shall (12) If the drug is for other than
~

id rg, obtain the review and approval of an oral use, the names of all inactive in-

ntity, institutional review board that con- gredients, except that:

seded forms to the requirements of Part 56 (i) Trace amounts of harmless sub-
n and of this chapter. stances added solely for individual

.gnift. (e) The resulta of any research con- product identification need not be

.seted. ducted pursuant to this section as part named.

Cim. of the evaluation of a drug pursuant (11) If the drug is intended for paren-
dicac, to i 312.1 of this chapter shall be in- teral use, the quantity or proportion

se are cluded in the submissions required of all inactive ingredients, except that

n free under i 312.1 of th!s chapter. Ingrredienta added to adjust pH or to
-

(f) A rndinnctive drug prennred. mnke the drug isotonic mny be de- =

n2tter "peckaged, distributed, and primarily cinred by name and a statement of
'

:tivity. intended for use in accordance with their effect: if the vehicle is water for
m cf G the requirements of this section shall injection, it need not be named. Pro-

,

?d in be exempt from section 502(f)(1) of vided, however, That in the case of

sr h the act and ll 201.5 and 201.100 of this containers too small or otherwise
e e chapter if the packaging, label, and la- unable to accommodate a label with -

-

.
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21 CFR Ch.1 (4188 Editian)
Food end Drug

$ 369.1 the drugs name

"suffielent space to bear all such infor- Subpert A-Dofinitions and eftp r (arossa
rnation, the information required by Interpretations o this part) are

paragraph (f) (1) and (12) of this sec,
tion may be placed on the ahtelded 8 369.1 Purpose of issuance, u in 3

way affects the2ntainer only. The warning and caution statements
(to y'R 31308 July 25.1975, as amended at suggested in Subparts B and C of this

pliance with | 3

40 PR 44543. Sept. 29,1975. 42 F'R 15814. part, f or inclusion in the label or label. % . or the pro

Mar. 22. ap7t 43 FR 14646. Apr. 7.1978. 46 ing of drugs and devices subject to seC-
applicMion pur

FR 6955. Jan. 27,1981; 49 FR 44460. Nov 7. tion 502(d) and (f x2) and other tele. of the act.
3964; 50 P'R 8996. Mar. 6,19451 vant provisions of the Federal Feod. 83491 Warning-Drug. and Cosmrtic Act are lasued for formal or
PART 369-INTERPRET ATIVE ST ATE. the pu p ae of assisting industry in policy.

MENT $ RE WARNINGS ON preparirsc croper !abeling for these ar-
ticles for ovet the .aunter sale and in The warning .

DRUGS AND DEVICES FOR meeting the legal requirements of the included in Sut
OVER.TME. COUNTER SALE act that the label or labeling of drugs no way affect a

and devices bear adequate warnings. in suggested for si
Subpert A -Defwe eas ead laterpretcheas such manner and form as are neces' any statement e

stry for the protection of users. On!F tion in Subchap
g,,, section 50hd> of the act requires use 139 FR 21745. Ms369.1 Purpose of tasuance. of the specific language included in 40 PR 13496. Mar369.2 Dettnitions. these suggested warning and caution
369.3 Warnings required on drugs exempt. statements. These suggested warning 8 369.5 %.arningsed from prescription dispenstna require. or caution statements are illustrative tended for ov,menu of secuon 503(bx1xC).
349.4 Warnings suggested for drugs by of those that may be necessary or de.

formal or mformal staternents of policy- strable. It is the responsibility of the Warning and

3693 warnings recutted on insulin tntend. manufacturer, packers shipper, or dis. insulin product!

ed for over.the counter sale. tributor in interstate commerce to see must comply wa

389.6 Warnings required on certifiable that such statements are adequate for provisions of tl

antibiotics esempted from prescription. compliance with the provisions of the this chapter.

dispensms mqutrements. law. Omission of any article from this 8 369.6 Warningi
349, ings required by offletal com- suggested list does not relieve drugs antibiotics es>and devices subject to provtstons of dispensing ret360.8 Warning statements in relatton to the act from bearing adequate warn.

conditions for use. ing or caution statements where such Certain certif
368.9 General warnings re accidental inges. statements see necessary or desirable are exempted

uon by children,
36s.10 Conspicuousness of warning state- for the protection of the user. pensing require

507 of the act
specific labelin'smenta. 8 349.2 Definitions. ''

ing warning or .
Subpere 6-Werneas end Covhea Statements (a) As used in this part, the term I

b 0*S* "act" means the Federal Food. Drug. the applicable as

and Cosmetic Act. regulations,

349.20 Drues. rwommended warning and (b) The terms " drugs" and " devices, -

,,, 3,,, 8 Y 8 ,caution statements. are defined in section 201(g) and (k) of ,,
3s9.21 Drugs, warntng and caution state.

menta required by regulations (c) Of ficial compendia are defined in
- fecun Mmber 1the act.

369.22 Druss; warning and caution state. section 201(j) of the act. 8 348.7 Wamsags
n.snts spectitcally required by law.

#'
Secs.502,503.506.507.701.52 8 349.3 Warnings requlted on drugs es.AUTHORITY: Any drug inc)'

Stat. 1050-1052 as amended. 1055-1056 as empted from prescription dispensang Ottapen ad
requirements of section 5034bM1NC).'

e de (21 0 352 353,358 357. 71
Drugs exempted from prescription- as y be

) 21 CFR 5.10 and 8.11. dispensing requirements under sectico
A

Souace 39 FR 11745 Mar. 29.1974. unless 503(bX1XC) of the act are subject to WM CM
ottserwtse noted. the labeling requirements prescribed gg

| in i 310.201(a) of this chapter. Al. h I
though. for convenience warning and compend!

caution statements for a number of
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% Food and Drug Administration I
-

Rockvdle MD 2o8 57,

.

t

Dear Radioactive Drug Research Chairperson

Since the initiation of research with radioactive drugs in lo7F under ?1 CFP
361.1, we have observed with satisfaction the acceptance and growth of the
concept within the Nuclear Medicine comunity. Inevitably, as decisions by*

your' comittees have been made under the provisions of 710FR 361.1 end +

reviewed by FDA staff, some ouestions have arisen as to what the regulations
would pemit. In particular, there has been a tendency to try to utilize
'361.1 to carry out early clinical trials of a radiopharmaceutical drug that
properly are conducted under an IND. We would like to provide our views on ,

these questions,
t

Part 361.1 designates certain research uses of radioactive drugs as "cererally ,recognized as safe and effective". When a drug is generally recognized as
safe and effective it is not a "new drug", as defined by the Food, Drug, end
Cosmetic Act which states that a "new drug" is one "not generally
recognized.....as safe and effective for use under the conditions prescribed, '

recomended, or suggested in the labeling..." When a "new drug" is used in <

humans and the drug is not yet approved'for riarketing an IND is required. No
'

IND, however, is needed to study a drug that is not a new drug. The RDRr
cannot provide an exemption from the. act for new drugs, but can detemira,
under the specific requirements set forth in 361.1 that the drug to be used
is, under the conditions specified by the investigator's protocol and approved
by;the committee, not a new drug.

.

The provisions of the RDRC regulations specifying hnw a comrdttee can '

detemine that a drug is " generally recognized as sa'e and effective" and,
therefore, not a new drug, are detailed in ?61.1 l.et c'e addrass + base
briefly.

The type of research that may he undertaken with the drug rust be intender' to '

i obtain basic information and not to carry out a clinical trial. The types of
L basic research pemitted are specified in the regulation, and include studies
( of metabolism, human ohysiology, pathophysiology, or hinchemistry. Types of
L research studies not permitted under this regulation are also soecified, and

include those " intended for (the) immediate therapeutic, diagnostic, or
similar purposes or to detemine the safety and effectiveness of the druo in-

humans for such purposes (i.e., to carry out a clinical trial)." The notice
of proposed rule making for this regulation stated "the evaluation of the drua
as a clinical tool, including comparison with other acents, should ha
considered as part of a clinical trial and sub,iect to the reovirererts of
312.1.", i.e. require an IND, (Federal Recister, tionday, July Po,1c74).
Although the distinction is clearly statec, t.nere can ha areas of overlenc

between "research" and " clinical trial" studies. It is recognized, for

.
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example, that the earliest studies showing locali:atien of a drug in a
particular organ or fluid space will have obvious relevance to the later !trials; nonetheless, these early localization studies are considered basic '

'' resea rc h.. We have reviewed RORr.-approved protocols, however, in which the
evaluation of the drug as a clinical tool for particular organs or sosces was
clearly the research chjective. While, the distinction is not alwevs
clearcut, where doubt exists as to whether the research proposal is basic

.

research, as defined in the reculation, the drug should be ennsidered a new '

drug for which an IllD is required.
,

The limitation on rediation dose is clearly stated and some have felt that-

these limits mean that FDA has determined these radiation doses to he safe.
The FDA does not feel that any dose of radiation is eksolutely safe, or that
higher doses than those proposed are necessarily unsafe. There was a need for

'

the purposes of this regulation to fird some reasonable level below which the
radiation doses would present minimal risk. Based on the radiation dose
limitations established by llRC for basic eccupational radietion orntaction (10
CFR 20.101 and 20.102), we prooosed these as levels below which a drug enuld
be corsidered as not a new druo, so long as all other cortions of the i

regulations were met.

Although met 5cdology is specified in the regulation hy which radiat. inn dose
estimates are to be derived and reported, with special attention tn whole
body, active blood fonning organs,1 ens nf tb* eye, and conads, takino into

,

account the contrihution of radiocontaminants and other radiation exDotura
procedures associated with the study, the reportiro 'as 'regeentiy been I

incomplete. Tha total calculated radiation dose exposure per study nust
include all aspects of exposure, including Y-Ray exeminations and other
isotope procedures related to the study. This should else include the 1

radiation dose from nossible radiocontaminants. The utbed of ceiculatino the '

*

diation exposure should he one that estimates a " worst case" situation as we !ra
would like to have adeouate evidence that the radiation dose 'evels will nnt
be exceeded. ' With radiophamaceuticals in early investigation, adeouete
biodistribution data rey ent 'e available er may ke *rui"ocal to that the !
committee may not be able to establish that the radiation dose limits will not '

| exceed the inveis set hy'the regulatiM. svailable ret odolcoy mey ai o ieava !
h t

uncertainty as to whether radiation dose to the critical oroans will ba within |
the specified lindts. Where the committee cannot be cer+ain that the

L radiation dosage criteria will be met, an DID should be snecht.

Similar reasor.ino extends to the limi+ations on charnacoloo4c dnte which
"shall be k.nown n6t to cause any clinically detectab'e charmacologic affec+ in ;
huean beings." For the comnittee to conciute that t"4s criterion kes baar :
satisfied, there nest 5e chamacologic data availabia frnm studies in Fuman i

subjects tha+ wruid form the basis of the comM ttee's actice. If re rate are !

1
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available, even the smallest amount of'the drug must be assumed +.o produce !-

phamacologic activity, and an ;IND should be sought, j

'O cn e approved, the study'should be the subject of continuing review at the
comittee's quarterly meetings so that it does not evolve into a researeb-

project that no longer satisfie's the criteria for'RDRC approval. Reports of
the progress of approved studies are made to us yearly, but there is a
requirement for immediate reporting if the study involves exposure of more
than 30 research subjects'or of eny research subject under 1P years of ane.
This requirement has not been complied with in some cases, and we consider it

!impo'rtant to our nyerview responsibility.
{
1

There are several other issuet that have been the source of some confusion in '

the past' I
1

(a! The RORC, as defined in P1 rFR 361.1 bas 'no oversicht resoonsibility ior authority over an investigation carried out under an IND
exemption. This authority is retainett hy the FDA. Title 21 CFP

#361.1 however, does not in any way prohibit an institution from I
involving the RDRC in other policy matters, including the use of
radioactive drugs, if it to chooses.

(b) The RDRC is distinct from all other investinational druo review
committees within an institution such as the radiation safety

1

comittee and the Institutional Peview Peard (IRB). The approvai of '

both of these comittees in addition to RORC approval, is recuired.
i

before an PDPC. investigation can be oormitted to start.

(c) The RDRC is established and chartered by the FDA under P1 CFP. 3F1.1
'

It is not related to any specific type of license oranted by the HPC !
.

or State-Regulatory bodies. These licensino authorities, of course,
ne.ke their own regulations, rules, and recuIrements. For their own
purposes they may make an RODr. a recuirement for a speci'ic tvoe of
license, but these ere not reonirements unt ar ?1 CFR ?'1 1i

j

In sharing these observa'tions with you, I also inv'ite your coments. My
intent is to preserve and improve the implerientation c' the RPRP reaulations.

Questions and comments should be directed to tir. Neil Abel, 3 Deviewi no
Pharmacist and the Executive Secretary of the Redinnhamaceutical Druos
Advisory Comittee to the FDA. His address is the nivision of oncolooy and
Radiopharmaceutical Drug Products, Offico of Drup Pesarrch and naview-

.

1 MYew w
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L' (HFN-150), Food and Drug Administration, Center for Drugs and Biolootes, 5600 *
Fishers - .ane, Rockville, Maryland 208F7.

'

,

t .y.
' '

Sincerely yours,.,
,

< ,' -

i_A___t1

Robert Tempia, M.D.
Director
Office of Drug Research and Review.

Center for Drugs and Biologict ,
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RADIOPRARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSEMENT, AND
i

RADIATION AQDRBED DOSE ;

i
The cost of Quality Nuclear Medicine in America !

Quality costs money, and one of the major aspects of I+
1

the quality of nuclear medicine procedures is the choice |

of radiopharmaceutical. The manner and. level at which

third party payers reimburse for nuclear medicine pro- j

cedures play a pivotal role in the nuclear physician's

choice of radiopharmaceutical. The radiopharmaceutical I

of choice for a given procedure is the one that gives
'

the most useful diagnostic information for the least rad- -

.iation absorbed dose. If the drug of choice is expensive

and the costs are not covered by third party payers, the f
~

physician will choose a second or third line drug that -

is cheaper. The patient therefore gets a lower quality

study and/or higher radiation absorbed dose, but at least

he gets the study. The only reasonable alternative at
,

present is to perform no study at all, which is medically

inappropriate. It is important to realize that even if
.:

the-Food and D. rug Administration (FDA) approves a radio-

pharmaceutical and agrees to its safety and efficacy for ,

a specific indication, there is no guarantee that a

third party payer will reimburse at a level that will

permit the physician to choose that drug for that in-

dication.

. . . . . . . . -. . . - . --- .-- -- .. .-
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The most influential party that sets standards for i

l

third party payer reimbursement for nuclear medicine.
.

'

procedures (and other medical costs) is the Health Care

Finance Administration'(HCFA). The purpose of this s

report is to demonstrate that nuclear medicine quality, 1

in terms of radiopharmaceutical choice, is often |
t

jeopardized by HCFA reimbursement policy, which com-

pletely. ignores consideration of radiation absorbed

dose to'the patient. The goal of this report is to
,

stimulate enough concern by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) to have them use their influence with

HCFA to resolve this quality issue. One method of res- ,

olution would be for HCFA to reimburse on a " cost plus"

basis, that is, the cost of the radiopharmaceutical of

choice plus an appropriate additional payment for tech-

nologist, equipment physician, radiopharmacist, etc.

(professional and technical component). Such a reimburse- ,

ment scheme would remove the disincentive for the nuclear

,

physician to choose more appropriate but more costly (

l

i radiopharmaceuticals.

i

Considering the relentless demands of NRC on the nuclear

medicine community for a higher quality of performance
,

.

l
-

L
l-
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in the medical use of byproduct materials, it is hoped
that NRC will appropriately investigate this source
of quality disincentive.

In this report, we present the following information.
(1) type of procedure, (2) cost of radiopharmaceutical

by standard vendors, (3) reimbursement by HCFA, (4) radio-
f'

pharmaceutical of choice for the procedure, and (5)

radiation absorbed dose for each procedure. It shoulda
q

be understood that if the procedure results are not

sufficiently diagnostically useful, the patient is often

referred for other radiologic studies that contribute

additional radiation absorbed dose. The nuclear medicine
procedures chosen for this report are those for which.the

issue in question applies. (This is definitely not a

comprehensive list for all. nuclear medicine procedures.)

,
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RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSEMENT, AND RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE

HCFA Re-
IRadiopharm- imbursement Radiation absorbed

Type of Procedure Radiopharm- Order of aceutical cost * in dollars Dose to target organ
Procedure Code aceutical choice in dollars Global Prof. Tech. (Rad / procedure)

Thyroid uptake; 78000 1-131-Na1 (2) 15.60(MKI)(CUD) 60.34 16.43 43.91 6.5,20,32.5 (thyroid)7

Single determin- 15.00(MPI)(CUD) '

ation 11.00(SYN)(CUD) '

,:a

" " 1-123-NaI (1) 26.00(MKT)(CUD) 0.24,0.75,1.3''(thyroid)'

24.50(MPI)(CUD)
26.00(SYN)(CUD)

Thyroid uptake; 78001 1-131-Na1 (2) as above 81.82 22.48 59.34
Multiple deter- as above
oinations o

" I-123-Na1 (1)

. Thyroid stimula- 78003 1-131-Na1 (2) as above 72.45 28.54 43.91 as above
i tion, suppression -

or discharge
" " I-123-Na1 (1)

Thyroid imaging, 78006 I-131-NaI (2) 15.60(MKT)(CUD)8 151.24 43.24 108.00 26,80.130 (thyroid)
with uptake, 15.00(MPI)(CUD)
single determin- 11.00(SYN)(CUD)
ation

" " I-123-Na1 (1) 104.00(MKT)(CUD) 0.%,3.0,5.2 (thyroid)
98.00(MPI)(CUD) ,

100.00(SYN)(CUD)

Thyroid imaging, 78007 I-131-Na1 (2) as above 161.28 44.97 116.31 as above
with uptake,
multiple deter- >2~
minations

" "
I-123-Nal (1)

(continued)
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RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSDfENT, AND RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE. - '

NCFA Re- D
, Radiopharm- imbursement* Radiation absorbe( g /

j Type of Procedure Radiopharm- Order of aceutical cost * in dollars' Dose to target organ
.

Procedure Code aceutical choice in dollars Global Prof. Tech. (Rad / procedure)
< - _ - -

Thyroid imaging, 78010 1-131-Na1 (12) as above 116.05 34.16 81.89 as above / *-,

Ih*conly I-123-Na1 (1) as above' ;,." "
Tc-99m-NaTc04 (12) 15.72(MPI)(C0C) 3.0' (thyroid) *-

4,, , ," " (less sensitive for
thyroid cancer) ',

lhyroid carcinoma 78015 1-131-NaI, ImCi (2) 106;156(MKT)(CUD)* 175.55 59.24 116.31 0.14 (red metrow)''.
metastases imaging 30;30(MPI)(CUD) ~~4
(neck & chest only) 67.50;95(SYN)(CUD) '

" " I-131-Na1.10 sci (1) 178;327(MKT)(CUD) 1.4 (red marrow)" " (more sensitive) 80;120(MPI)(CUD)
99;171.50(SYN)(CUD)

,

Brain imaging, 78600 Tc-99m-NaTc04 (13) 15.72(MPI)(C0C) 169.03 38.48 130.55 12(thyroid) 2'

limited proce- 3s4(bladder)L'
dure; static

'' " Tc-99m-DTPA ( 3) 35(MKT)(CUD) 5.4 (bladder wall)**.

30(MPI)(CUD)
26.55(SYN)(C0C)
38.03(DUP)(COC)" " Tc-99m-lMPA0 (1) 165.72(AMS)(COC) 2.8 (kidneys)**" " I-123-iodoamphetamine (2) 3%(MPI)(CUD)" - 1.2(liver),1.3(lungs)2'

4

Brain imaging, lim- 78601 as above 200.12 45.83 154.28 as above
ited procedure, as above
static; with vas-
cular flow

Brain imaging, com- 78605 as above 201.85 47.56 154t2R as above
plete study; static as above

I

Brain imaging.com- 78606 as above as above 231.86 '56.21 175.65 as above
plete study;
static;with vas-
cular flow '

(con .ued) -

;
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RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSDfENT, AND' RADIATION ABSORBED DGSE _ , . . ..

-Q,
HCFA Re- "

% Radiopharm- imbursement Radiation _ absorbed
l

Type of Procedure Radiopharm- Order of aceutical cost in dollars ~ Dose to target or
2

Procedure Code aceutical choice in dollars Global Prof. Tech. (Rad / procedure)
__ .

"

wbs&?Brain imaging.com- 78607 as above as above 404.80 108.10 '2 % .70 as above
*UI

plete study;
static; tomographic

'

(ECT)

Brain imaging, 78610 above 3 agents as above %.72 25.51 71.21 as abovevascular flow probably equi- _ .[--

only valent

cerebral blood 78615 Xe-133 gas (2) 114(MKT)(CUD) 211.21 36.75 174,46 0.34 (bra in) * *flow
30(MPI)(CUD)

Xe-133 gas in (1) 40(SYN)(CUD)'? saline 32.48(DUP)(CUD)
. (COC)for gas in

-

saline same as gas

Kidney imaging 78704
56(MKT)(CUD)* 32(thyroid)*'with function
28.33(MPI)(CUD) 8.0(bladder wall)study (i.e.,imag- I-131-hippuran (2) 33.33(SYN)(CUD) 244.07 64.86 179.21"8 **""8#8"

I-123-hippuran (1) 75(MPI)(CUD) 0.6(thyroid)

3(bladder wall)
Radionuclide 78805 Ca-67-citrate (3) 78(MKT)(CUD) 213. % 59.67 154.28 1.4(LLI)*5localization 'of (compared with 60(SYN)(CUD)abscess; limited WBC's) 57.60(DUP)(CUD) " ' ' * *area

r>i

Radionuclide 78806 Ca-67-citra te -(3) as above 324.~19 74.37 250.41 as abovelocalization of (compared withabscess; whole WBC s)
body

(continued)
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RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMEUR'EMENT,'AND RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE ~ ' ~
S

w
,

"HCFA Re-
Radiopharm- imbursement*

Type of Procedure ' Radiopharn- Order of aceutical cost * in dollars '
Radiation ab
Dose to target

j Procedure Code aceutical choice in dollars
_

Clobal Prof. Tech. (Rad rocedu

20(apleen)1' Mi
-

'

White blood cell 78192 In-111-WBC (2) 180(MPI)(C0C)* 223.90 69.62 154.28 --

! localization; - 200(SYN)(COC)
limited area 365(SYN)(CUD) .

-e~
'

I scanning Tc-99m-micro- (1) 399(MKT)(CUD) 2.5 (spleen)2'
Olite-WBC

(cannot use at 29.72(DUP)(COC)*i

| present in NRC
states; not<

| suitable for gall- -
.,

j bladder or renal
'! evaluation)
|

- . 4.
White blood cell 78193 as above as above 518.46 76.97 441.49 as above - @

,

q localization;
whole body

1 1989 Radiology Fee Schedule for Area 26.

! For drugs labeled with Tc-99m cost is cost of kit + $15.72, which is, cost of list price Tc-99m at Harbor-UCLA*
! Medical Center. All kit costs and unit dose costs are list price in a less than full service category (i.e. all
|. drugs are not necessarily bought from one place). Large institutions have all kinds of deals and discounts, but

we will not consider them here. u
$ >

Abbreviations used are: Syncor (SYN), Medi-Fhysics, Inc. (MPI), Mallinckrodt (PGtT), DuPont (DUP), cost of compor.an
if you make it up yourself (not including labor, misc. laboratory supplies or equipment but including cost- of kit 1

^

and radionuclide (COC), cost of unit dose (CUD), Amersham (AMS). t,
;
' .ja+

These are for 100 pCi doses of I-131 and 400 pCi doses of I-123. Some labs use 200 pCi doses of I-123, but this gi '

| does not suit our practice for imaging performed 24 hrs.. post administration. 7, 4,,
,

.

'#' Former number is for oral solution, latter number is for oral capsule.
)
' 'As
! For I-131 hippuran, actually multidose vial for 3 patients. 3tt

*
6 Significant laboratory work needed f or preparation. iyy
# From MIRD Dose Estimate Report no. 5, 1975, for 5,15, and 25% maximum thyroid uptake; 25 pCi admin. act. n

As for footnote 7, but 100 pCi admin. act. $*
.

! -%

| (continued' Th
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RADI0 PHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSEMENT, AND RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE -jklipA[
]

._

'For 5 mC1 dose (from package insert for Mallinckrodt Tc-99m-NaTc0 *v;44;.t

4 generator, 1982). --_

! I'20 aci admin.'act. If thyroid blocked with perchlorate, bladder wall is target organ. ~ Dose doubled from MIRD I
! no 8, 1976 because of decreased uptake in GI tract.-

**20 aci admin. act; from Syncor package insert, 1984.
*2

20 aCl admin. act.; Soundy RG, Tyrrell DA. Pickett RD. Nuc. Med. Comm.~in press,.1989. 500 mg. perchlorste i'

'

administered.,

| **20 aCi admin. act; Roedler HD, Raul A. Hine CJ: Internal Radiation Dose in Diagnostic Nuclear Medicine. Berlin,
| Verlag Hoffmann, 1978, p.35. ,

.~ J .:

| l'333 pCi 1-131-OIH: 500 pCi I-123-OIH; ibid..p.69.
-

i

I'3 mci; ibid., p.55 , .

.,

I'500 pCi In-111-WBC at expiry, and 0.25% In-114m/In-114. Amersham package insert, 1985., w. -

! **5 mci admin. act. Marcus CS, Stabin MG, Watson EE et al.: '

Nuc Med Comm 9:249-254, 1988.
**3 mC1 admin. act. assumes thyroid has been blocked.

-

ICRP no. 53, pp. 279-280, 1988. *

| l' Add $52.50 shipping charge (Fed. Express) if ordered from MPI directly
| shipping cost may not apply if you're getting other deliveries that morning.If ordered through their radiopharmacyq'

.

'

;>74
4

i 3
.

.
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,
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|
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j (continued) 'M';
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f- RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL COST, PROCEDURE REIMBURSDENT, AND RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE -

~

,

HCFA Re- .

2Radiopharm- imbursement Radiation ab
i- Type of Procedure Radiopharm- Order of aceutical cost in dollars Dose to target organ
i Procedure Code aceutical choice in dollars Global Frof. Tech (Rad / rocedure ' :-
; ?"
! MIBG 78099 I-131 (2) $660/2.2 ::iCi (CUD) 0** 0 0' bladder: 2. 2 * ' # ^

! (Metaiodo- (U. of Michigan liver: 3.1. %
..

j benzylguan- Radiopharmacy) .k,
i idine; goes to I.

..

! adrenergic I-123 (1) $93/2.2 mci 0 0 0 bladder: 0.26 '2
..

! receptors) (COC) liver: 0.26
' M 1, J '
,e

i .',y -'

|

Y-

i

: , - 4y
a m *-

,

*' Assumes 1 mci Admin. Act. and perchlorate to block thyroid uptake of free iodide.

**HCFA does not reimburse for unlisted procedures, and MIBG is unlisted. However, I-131-MIBG is an Orphan f7,
^

Drug and although you need an IND to use it, you may bill the patient for it.r

: >
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34438
Federal Resistar / Vol. St. No. 200 / hrsday October 1

16. 1908 / Roles and Regulations
8. Teniporary obsence. Several

_

commenters asked if a license specifically requires that the informatloa
Is'r the cerGflestion exerranatioe

,

amendment or nouficadon was required be posted or recorded in a certain place.
. actes thet most boerde do noi !The NRC notes that. se e separateif an authorized user. Radiation Safety rulemaking. It le rettewing allofits ese Ode turus (Instead seytag anOfficot, or Teletherapy Physicist was

absent for illness, vacation, sabbatical, record retendon requirements. Some of indretemalls certified, not certifled. or in l

the retention portods in this final the saamenence process), and believes lor continuing education. Because the
rulemaking may be changed as a result the see et the term ht create morespectfle facts and circumstances would of thet project, wht:h will be publiebed conhastes than it d resolve. '

dictate N appropriate action by the for public comment. A few commesters sold the required
licensee. It would be impossible for the

9. SI Uniu. A few comroenters bour by bow abstribunon of content in |NRC to make generic determinsuou in
recommended that the newer the closeroom and leboratory portions of !advance of the situation,
laternational System of Unita (ST), which the tretchig and experience secdonsne point can not be relterated
has new units for amount of was overty restriceve, and would not

sufficiently that the licensee, despite the redioact{vity, radiation exposure, ,,cogntse di5erences la students or
absence of personnel, remains redietion dose, and dose equivalent, be programa. The NRC spees. and has
responsible for assuring contirmed used in place of the special redletion almr'y usted required topics, but has
compliance with NRC rediation safety units because the SI system is now retajned the total #ase regeltements.requirements,

being used more frequently. N NRC 12. E/ fact ce seed /co/6 roost #censru.6. Deletion of thegenereltnedical believes that,ifindicated, such a change A few cotamentere said the NRC abould
licensein f 35.Jf. As noted in the should be made through all NRC indicate wh!ch recnoas apply to broad
discussion of the transition policy for reguladons at one time, not where it licensees authortsed for medical use
general licensees for medical use, the would affect only one group oflicensess. under Part 33: socos are aDowed to name
genetal medicallicense, which 10. Speciolty certification. Some authortsed usere end sees are also
authortue a few radio harmacesticals commentere questioned whether certain allowed to develop new b
for a few listed cilidcafprocedures, is physicians who have successfully materials for medical asa.yproductno NRC hasnot frequently used and therefore no completeo en examinaden in a medical retained the solution to this questloa
longer en efficient way of regulating the speciality (diplomates) should be that was la the notles of proposed
medical use of byproduct material. Dua, authortred to serve es Radiation Safety rukmaking, 'he h would be
it has been deleted. However. estrent Officer, and some recommended that required to comply with tbs proposed
general medical Deansees wiu be een addldonal cemAcadons be proecriptive and performance criteria of
allowed to continue using materials recognl ed. De NRC compared the Part 38. but would be exempted from the
under specific licenses that the NRC wiu examinaHon emeda appM to training and experience requirements ofi

3,,,, diplorr.ates to the responsibilities Subpart j and the authortsed matertala

7. Fees. One licenses sold NRC should sh uldered by certain indtvidugle andand antbortsed noe restrictions in
reduce its medical Ucense fees when p,,po,g g g gg,g 3gg m gga$8 ",',"' fn ak' 38.400, and $8.80a" bee changes willop licants propose to use redledoe 3 rt
sefety procedures that are pubushed in$'q pke|e d'

e
p ' " " of not limit br ed licennes authority to

regulatory guides because that reduces dag denct me, e nduct medical research and identify
the time NRC needs to review the some certifications have en added '" O'''' d ""'"
application. De cocunant can not be that were not listed in the proposed rule: 13. Theropypotients. One commenter
addreseed in this ruleraking because American Board of Nuclear Medicine or suggested that requirements be drafted
the proposed rulemaktag did not Board of Pharmaceutical Speciattles in regarding the handling of deceased
propose any changes to the fee schedula Nuclest Medicine for Radletton Safety padents who had been administned
in to CFR Part 170. A peutloo fo' Officer: and American Board of therapeutic redlopharmaceuticals or
rulemaking to change Part 170 may be Radiology for therapeutic use of implants. N NRC notse that i 38.404
submitted. redlopharmaceutteals. mquires est the useosee utden

8. flacorde. A few cocunanters said 11. Trolning ond expedance c/'liedo. temporary implants. De regula tions, in
thd detailed nature of some Several commentere recommended || 35.315 and 38.415, require prompt
recordkeeping ulrements ran countar changes in the training and erportanos notification of the Radiadoo Safety
to the philosop of Demibility oc which criteria the NRC appues to phyelcians Omonla case of es pettant's des 6.
the revision ne sed and may require a who want to use tsdlopharmaceuticals
change in other adrninistrative for diagnostic cilnical procedirree. In the

who then is resposalble for taking steps
to haeurs compliance with requirements

procedures.De NRC has retalmed the notice of proposed rulemaking the NRC in part 30. In case of death after release
,

detaDed prucripuve requireesents that noted that it had WM and la from coeAnement for todiation safetyI

describe the informatsoo that must be reviewing suggested afternative tretdng purposes, the NRC expects licensees to
included in each recced.The NRC has standards for some methods of use. no take steps to reduce doses to
carefully reviewed each element of data reviewis betag bandled as a separate pathologists, anoeticians, and other
required and be!! eves eachis en project.1f any changes to trafning ladividoals, but also recognises the
important part of the secord or ind!catas standards come ost of that project, they lleensee may nolonger how control
completion of an tmportant step in a wG1be pobHehed for pobuc cantnent over the tsmeins.Therefore, the NRC
procedure. . . . h NRCis coottmdag to review can act expect that the lieensee is able

"

Some commenters said a certain recommendations for ahomative to taka appropriate action,
training critetta: they wfD be pobitehed 14. Volunkrry subm/selon o/ economic| record requirement dup!!cated other for public commerrt at a later date,

data. Several commentere noted that the
i

recorde kept elsewhere--for example.
A few commentats said anthortzed application form seks applicants to

j
diagnostic redlopharmacautical dosages users and Teleth phyeneists should todicate their annual receipts, number ofmay be listed la a c!!nical procedures

be et least " board le." meaning employees, number of bede andmanual. bre is no need to dupucate that they have tratning and expertence willingness to furnish additional costthat informadon unless the regulation
sumcient to allow the individual to information on the economic impact of
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